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fdfdi, udiut'iii and Household,
In overhauling our clippings from the
Agricultural pros, we 11 ml many items of
interest. an 1 we it ere ‘>1 ring them out" for
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is still another reason for at times adopting
eveu in preference to day ventilation.
In sultry weather it is a common
mistake to open the windows- instead of
keeping them altogether closed, as is the
case in very hot climates.
But a iittie reflection will show that since the height ol'
the thermometer in the sun always exceeds
that shown at the same time by another
thermometer placed in the shade, by opening windows we admit air much heated into our rooms.
The proper time under such
circumstances for ventilation Is during the
night, when the external atmosphere has
cooled down. By adopting this plan in hot
weather, the temperature of a room may
always be kept severel degrees lower than
if the opposite course is pursued.
[Good
Health.
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As a general thing, most persons turn
their cattle to pasture too early, when there
is little or no feed for them.
If so, they
roam gloomily over the pastures, poaching
them with their feet, exposed to wind and
rain, perhaps, and lose both licsli and milk,
But they
instead of gaining anything.
should not be kept out too long.
When the
grass is an inch high, it is better to have it
teil nil' than to remain longer without being
cropped. If kept down to about that point
thi,.ugh tin* season, there will be much
It is then
more feed and of better quality.
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All trees which are to be transplanted
should have the tops reduced very materially, if you would have them live and do
well.
The maple, especially, should have
all the top cut off to within eight feet ol
the ground, and then if it be well taken up
will !><• sure to live, and at the end of
i::vo wars will have more lop on than if
A little digging around the
set out whole.
root-, and then with a crowbar they may be
It is a great wonder
taken
up.
very easily
that more of our tanners do not (ill their
highways wilh these most beautiful shade
tiv.-s, both for their own prolit and the
comfort of the traveller.
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Scalds.

A liniment made
oil and lime wawill relieve pain
a

great

cases

of

extent..
severe

W \sn Bu/i.vo.
Prussian blue, one
mince; oxalic acid, one half ounce; rain
one
One
or two table-spoonwater,
quart.
fulls is enough for a tub ol water.
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cattle can have .access to it, and is
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Many arc transplanting trees, both fruit
and shade, this spring, to whom the following hint will be of worth
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<'attic should not be turned out too early
pasture. The N. 11. Farmer says
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The Country Gentlemen says to fanners
tli
only commonplace thing you need not
be afraid of ••running into the ground"—the
plowshare, a very appropriate hint just
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T.v-ry firmer who has had occasion

to
nail into seasoned oak posts knows
its liability t.o bend and break.
If the point
lm iM- ned in the niouth.it will generally
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orive

kindly. Oil is still better, but
inconvenient to dip each nail
-p irately into it. Another point observed,
j is that hoards become loose eventually from
t!i-' usting of nails, which, communicating
} to ill-- wood, causes not only an enlargement of the nail hole, but the wearing away
;
•I
the nail itself, rendering the fence or
1
building shaky and insecure. This may
b»? prevented by heating any rough grease
until b smokes and then pouring it over
I.
M:
\ •:
to be used. The grease will pene1
...
i .:: 111 '. >11! nal the nai
r be
he pores of the iron, and cause the
I 1 ,i 'i
mill
lie- |P. -.1
to 11m outlet
nails to last., without rusting, an imlelinite
period. Besides this, no trouble will be
i.
.. •..* i: v
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11 \ xi le.
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experienced in driving them in the hardest
he out lei e! I I,
\.u, e.
art lie. la i Under j wood.
rile reason is that the coating ol
to
d > so .d ’ill
drains upon t:
leisgrcu>e prevents contact by air, and conseure moiueui
quently oxidation. Oxygen is the great
I'Hiring tin winter and sprin. Hit* iit evit- destroyer of iron, and moisture is the in-1 w a:. r disphu e<
siMe aet i. -n ■; I; -t
ducing cause. Anything which is kept
1 t'm
au 1
11.
aian\
..nip..sin- tile drain, from contact with the air is preserved inat or near the on:!-:, pm!.ally or entirely
definitely, and if it is kept dry the ellect is
lining up the dram, and oJteii the water measurably the same.
Taint upon build!u iaks thr-uph tlie brain 'd so::,e weak ings prevents the contact of air and moist><-•
1
d
a valuable
If the whole fence or building cannot
point. o\erilowina
ure.
may
lh Id ot grain- and perhaps tilling or stoplie painted, tho heads at least of the nails
eiii
ir«*
dr..in
the
with
mud
and
sand,
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should be touched therewith.
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Wash the Trees.

day-

s.ive maim

l'inlerdrains
wit !i.
tamper

of loo

are

o! weary toil.
much value thus

11. is
lives-

to be

good time to scrape and wash the
washing alone will do ii' scraping
a

done last autumn, as it should have
There is nothing like whale-oil soap
u!
water for this purpose, in the proportion of a pound of soap to a bucket of waThis well applied
ter, say lour gallons.
with a still broom or brush will dislodge
ad the vermin concealed in the bark, crevices, SlC., but it will have no effect upon
the curcnlio however strong it may be.
We have found it to be death to every other
insect, and has an invigorating ellect upon
the tree itself.
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To arrive at
an approx‘mate .-I' its \ <ui.-. we h ive simply
to ask ourselves v. ha;
We would take in
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piaee, with its'-rant
Remarkable Rescue.
i»:i' kandilogs lor- sti.
whii dm vr. nnpauiI he
account of the
of
uieiit ot an enormous
riel: oven, skillet
and tin I Hiking ivi'metor ‘i
In most families two Chinese sailors from a wreck, is taken
a hiimlred dollars a yt ar wou' l be no comfrom an
in
newspaper,
peii'-ation lor siiedi a hangs*, as in eities it. t
China,
Patterson
in Stockaves more than th
sum in luel: while it
luoie Hum makt s up in h sseiiing tiie toil of 1 ton.
the housewife.
(
JO. 10. Patterson, of the Amerithen fore, i: correct, i can
met with a most rethe animal * a-a pimp .,f a single nrtici(‘
markable incident on his voyage from
that .lie its >rigiii to inventivi* skill, cnAmov to this port. The Alcyone left
I
i
d.
t !a ws. which
rouraged to e\*
on the 2nd
for
and
Uia> l.e sat'* v estimate tl at. not less than
her voyage until the 7th, when, at
: 11.dial> per year
lour humlit .i i:ds
7
r. m., a
was discovered close
ai
aht id one -i\»li of I;
entire national about
to on the starboard bow.
It was evident
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Ilousekeepers should imvrr allow the
plate ol' a mirror, or iwn their window
Alpanes, to be cleaned with newspaper.
»w u-e paper coulainm*>st al! newspapers
a
a
straw
and
a*'
the sub,ul;
«.inp«meti 1,
ulate <• *-l straw i- largely composed of
which cannot bo entirely elimisllex Hint
nated in the process of inunufaeLure, tine result is congeries of minute scratches on the
lace of tin; glass, not always visible to the
■

naked eyes singly, bill in a mass producing
•
cloudy and dull appearance, ruiuous to
th*-glass. chamois skin kept in a drawer
troiu dust,aml the delicate tissue pa11 •' the best, materials for
I" 1
glass clcan-

iug.

Many

umg people wii\ rejoice to hear
is not injurious,and all
may be
induced to lea\r p*• n a portion of the windows of their sleeping apartments, in suitable weather for wutiiaf iou.
that

“You!” exclaimed 1, thrown oil’ my

Dews.

Twilight

There’s

not a

garden walk

1

tread,

There’s not a llow'r I see,
P.iit brings to mind some hope that's lied,
Some .joy that gone with thee;
And Mill 1 wish that hour were near,
\\ In n. friends and foes forgiven,
Tin pains, the ills we've wept through here,
May turn to smiles in heaven.

A

Lawyer's Story.

>

night air

■ ■

that the light proceeded from a boat or a
rail, and being tar from land, Captain
Patterson judged that it must he some one
in distress. Canvas was quickly reduced,
and the ship hove to, to allow ihc boat to
eume alongside; hut she failing to do so,
and the sea running too high to lower the
hip's boat, the vessel wore round to endeavor to get near the boat, which was evidently unable to make the vessel. After
wearing siiiji several times, alter uiimit two
hours she got near enough to throw lines
over the boat, which proved to be a Chinese sampan containing three Chinese; the
poor fellows caught the line, and two of
them succeeded in holding on and getting
on board the
ship, but the third, being
blind from exposure, and too weak to bear
his own weight, fell overboard and was
lost in the attempt. When the poor fellows got on deck, they were completely
exhausted, and it was found necessary to
feed them like infants. When they were
able to tell their story, it was found that
they had been driven away by a gale from
Formosa, which place they left on the 3rd or
4 th of November; their sail and mast had
been carried away by the gale on the 2nd
day out, and their steering oar lost, leaving them without sail, mast, oar, or rudder. The poor fellows did not despair,
but managed to subsist from day to day
by catching lish and birds, which they ate,
and for water they had merely what they
could catch when it rained. Thus they
lingered day after day, drifting about at
the mercy of the winds and waves, and
when picked up by the
Alcyone bad been,
incredible to relate, thirty-two days at sea
in this helpless condition, in an
open sampan.
During this time, who shall tell their
and
suilerings
privations; and had it not
been for the lwmane perseverance of
Captain l’attcrson in working his ship
up to

There is a popular prejudice oncoming the
evil effects of night air, about which a word
hi her admiral)!*- writings
must be said,
on hygiene and the management, of the sick,
Miss Nightingale has done much t<> correct
this mistake. It was formerly tlie universal
belief that the air of night was very injurious. lint the fact isHhat., except under certain circumstances, it is us healthful,
or even more so,
that of the day time.
The night air of Targe cities such as Lonwhen
the
bustle
and commotion, which them, attracted only by the light which
don,
cause it to be loaded with dust
particles, is they displayed as a forlorn hope, their fate
comparatively qu* li. *!. and numerous fires must have been starvation in all its horwhich contaminate it. with their smoke are rors. The boat had drifted S. W. 1-2 S.
mostly extinguished, is purer than that of 1000 miles during the 32 days, being an
the day. Nothing conduces more to healthy
average of a fraction over 31 miles per
sleep than good ventilation, and no mode of day.
ventilation surpasses that obtained by
opening a window at the top, by which the
Ten culture is fust becoming n feature of iminfluence of draught is avoided, while the
portance in the Southern and Western States,
upper stratum of air to which impurities ! :nul in a few years enough tea will be grown in
ascend, is constantly renewed, lint there those sections to meet the home consumption.

in the spring of ISIS. I was attending circuit court in a little town in
the southern part of Illinois. One night j
there were several lawyers of us gathered
in the room of one of our number.
“By the way,'’ said one, “Does not
Morton’s trial come on this spring ? That
murder trial.
Who is on his defense?"
No one is appointed as yet,” said Wallace', the; resident lawyer of the place.
“He has no friends nor money."
“’Twas a very mysterious case,” said
another. “How was it? I remember
reading of it at the time but I have almost
forgotten the circumstances.”
“Old Leroy, the murdered man.” re-,
plied Wallace, “was one of the wealthiest
lie had i
and most influential citizens.
not many very warm friends, for he was ;
rather stern, pompous and purse-proud,
but still he had no enemies.”
“It was in the evening, before nine
o'clock, lie was alone in the house, except
young Morton, his wife was gone out to
Morton was his confidena neighbor’s.
tial servant, had lived with him tor years,
traveled with him, and they had always
been an the best terms.
“He is a mild, inollcnsivo young man,
rather prepossessing, but delicate, not j
calculated lbr hard work, and the place
I le testified,
was one that just suited him.
at the inquest, that Leroy was not well
that night, and as soon as his wife left
“How was it
said I. :it length.
“Tell \
he called Morton to assist him to bed; ! mo 1 ho whole truth.”
that he did so, and then retired im“It. was a bright, moonlight
night,”
mediately to his room to bed, for he was said she. more calmly, “when 1 went out
late
the
been
tired,
having
up
night that night. The house. t<. which 1 was
very
before; that lie slept soundly and heard ; going was in sight, so 1 did not need any
no
disturbance until he was ! escort.
noise or
I staid hut a tew moments, j
awakened by the screams of Mrs. Leroy, j About hall
way there was a group of
who returned and found him murdered.
trees at the roadside, which east a dense
“There were several stabs, any one of shadow across the road.
Returning, 1
He. met Arthur there as I had before
which was suilicient to cause death.
agreed.
in lied, and ! When 1 reached
was evidently attacked first
I
louud
home,
my husstarted up and made a desperate struggle,
band
dead.
Mr.
he
was
mill-'
j
.Neville,
III- hand was cut inside across the lingers, I dered while we were out. Arthur had
as if lie had grasped theknife, a chair was
nothing to do with it; had ho been there
overthrown, blood was spattered over tin,* and been aroused; by the
struggle, he
tloor and walls, there was every evidence j would have (hd'endetl him with his life.”
of a desperate resistance, but he was quite
During these words 1 had fixed my atdead and cold.
tention k<only, using all my knowledge
L-irouini oung Morton was arrested.
ot human nature to discover if she was
stances soonn 1 to point :it him as the only
telling tin* exm-t truth, and I was forced
one who could h ive committed the deed ;
to conclude, as f ir as [ was ’a judge, she
but tin1 strangest tiling to account lor was
believed what she was saying.
the possible motive. It could not have been evidently
“You will undertake the case,” said
of
value
taken,
was
lor
nothing
robbery,
she, as keenly studying my countenance.
and he had considerable money on him
Yes,” said I, alter :i few moments j
lor
could
not
have
quarreled,
they
They
thought, “1 will sni and converse with j
never had any ditliculty, and the death of
him first.”
his employer w..- the loss of an easy and
Thank you (Jod bless you,” said she,
And
then
his
i
situation.
preagreeable
to be assured of his escape if 1
vious eharaeter, so mild and womanlike, seeming
undertook to dear him.
he would not hurt a tly, besides his 1
“1 am obliged to you for your conti-.
straightforward story at the inquest, Iro n deuce in my
ability,” said I “but do not
which he never varied, altogether make
be too sanguine, appearances are very
it a very perplexing ease."
much against him."
“It is singulai-,” said the one who had
"I know it; but you will save him il
then ensued some
first spoken, and
one can, and if
you will d<> so, you j
desultory conversation on the subject of any
can name your own reward.
Hut I must
mysterious crimes and the laws of ovi- j go—good night,” and she vanished
ab-4
deuce until we retired.
After 1 had gone to my room I sat a j rupllv.
The n. \t day, 1
non a- 1 eould conlong lime, with my eyes lived on the de- veniently, 1 called upon the
young man j
clining wood tire, musing mi the (rase | ill his eelI.
a
made
for
some
reason,
which,
strong |
1 lound him as ! had !*1 en hal to eximpression on my mind.
peel, rather buvi.-h and eH'emiiiate lookThe young man is the guilty party,'
ing, nothing aliout him that would indiwas the conclusion to which I at length
cate. om*
who would < ommil a violent i
“It could not have boon other- I
arrived.
1 doed.
wise, and the question to discover the
He was handsome, with dedicate lea- j
motive.”
hires, tin* line soft hair, and pure, fair
At this moment a card was brought to j
that betokened a refined or- I
“A lady wishes complexion
me on which w as traced :
and there was the dreamy ah- !
1 told the gani/ation,
to speak with you—alone.”
straeted air about him of a student or a
servant to show her up immediately, and
it was but a moment until she entered the poet.
1 soon discovered that the woman had
A heavy water-proof cloak shroudroom.
the strongest mind: but unpractical and j
ed her figure from head to loot; the hood
boyish as lie was, he at least was sulliwas drawn over her head, and a green
eientlv guarded in his conversation.
I j
veil covered her face. It was evidently
told him I was his lawyer.
stormy without, lor drops of rain clung
“Ah!” said he, in a listless tone, as if
to her cloak and veil.
it were a mutter of perfect indillerence to
“Will you please secure the door,”
him.
“Appointed for me. I have no
said she, in a low sweet voice, but rather
to fee a lawyer.”
breathlessly, either from hurry or excite- money
“No,” said 1. “Retained by a wealthy I
“I do not wish to be disturbed,
ment.
and inthientiul friend.” said I, cautious«»r have it known that I h.ive called upon
It

was

j

to light, but she steered safely by Outrage on the Captain of a Stockton
“The Blair Family.”
that and closed her testimony. At length
Vessel.
the Omaha Herald.J
[From
the prosecuting attorney said:
Tiie following letter from Cant. James
When the Constitution and the Union
“Lift your veil and look at the jury.”
She uncovered her face and turned to- GriHin, master of the schooner Liliias of were in peril, the Republican parly were
ward the jury. Then the prisoner could Stockton,gives the particular.-; of what ap- anxious to avail themselves of the civil
and military services of the Blairs. Montnot restrain his gaze; he lifted his eyes
pears to be a most unprovoketl ami unill one long, lingering gaze of passionate
gomery entered the Cabinet; Frank enwarranted
our llag, and upoutrage
upon
tered the army and Congress, doing gallove and regret toward that pale, dazon the
rights and immunities of our ship- lant duty in’the former,
zlingly beautiful countenance.
risking his life
masters.
It is addressed to his consign- on a
score of bloody fields, and coming
I alone, of all that crowd, could interees in Boston.
back to Washington occasionally, at the
pret that gaze. I knew at that supreme
(iOVKUX.MKXT I’lMSoX,
(
call of Lincoln, to help that ambitious
moment he cared naught if death was the
Saoua La Ouaxdk, April is, lsTi. \
I)e:ir. Sir. I cleared from this port on the man to kill his great rival, Mr. Chief
consequence, the hunger of his heart must
third of this month, hound to Baltimore with a Justice Chase. But when the Blairs rebe satisfied.
After clearing and before fused to follow military usurpers, and
Fortunately the eyes of every one else load of Molasses.
the wharf the morning of the 4th, my the
were fixed on her face, pale as marble ex- leaving
oppressor* of the South, they were
were aroused that a slave was consuspicions
cept an unnatural hectic streak of color in cealed on board. I reported at the wharf-office stigmatized in derision as “the Blair famher check, with a singularly glittering and desired they should make a search, which ily.”
It may be of interest to know .something
feverish light in her eyes.
they very willingly did. as they had missed a
She had evidently braced her nerves slave that morning'. With the assistance of my about the way in which the Blair family
crew, they soon iound a voiwig darkey, which came
into political existence, simultawith some drug to go through this orthey took ashore, thanking me at the time for
with the Globe, through Francis
deal.
my report and assistance, and seemed to be neously
“Look at the prisoner,” said the prose- perfectly satisfied with my conduct. So l got I*. Blair, Sr., forty years ago. Col. Benattorney. She turned her eyes tor- the vessellinto the harbor, where we anchored ton, in his “Thirty Years Viev.and
cuting
tile first time toward him, but his looks asjthe wind being ahead so we could not get to Barton, in his “Life of Jaekon,” tells the
sea.
About nine a boat came alongside with
were bent on his own hands locked to- a
story:
warrant to arrest the captain of tic* brig WilGen. DntV Green was the editor of the
gether in his lap, nervously clasping and liams, saying it was for me. Examining it and
finding it not for me and showing them their United States Telegraph, at that time
unclasping.
left
immediately, apologizing for published in Washington. lie was the
“Do you think he could have been mistake, they
me.
Thinking nothing of the mat- trusted friend of Jackson, and the aeceptguilty of the murder?” said the prosecut- disturbing
ter, I went to bed again. About midnight, I I ed
organ of his first Administration. Mr.
ing attorney, and before I could object to was awakened again by a rumpus on deck,
Calhoun was Vice President, when the,
the question, she had answered firmly:
and demanding to know tin* cause, found my
vessel boarded by a party,ot soldiers to arrest split arose between hi nisei t and* Jackson
“N'o, 1 do not.”
This
And that reply had its influence with me at all hazards, which they did without any over the Seminole war business.
ceremony, taking me ashore in a boat, leaving was in Us;',o.
It was in that year that
the
come

“the wife of the murdered
man, and you wish to defend his murderer ?”
“He did not murder him, Mr. Neville,V
exclaimed she, excitedly, her eyes sparkling. “Hi; is not capable of it. I know
him too well —poor fellow —he is as mild
and gentle as a child. Must he be hunted to
death?” exclaimed she, more
passionately, and yet in a surpressed
tone, fearful of being overheard, --because
circumstances place him in a suspicious
position ?”
Sparkling drops Hew to her eyes, but
she dashed them aside. “Mr. Neville,”
said she, turning to me
appealingly, “can
1 do anything to save him ?”
“Madam.'1 said 1 sternly, for the light
had broken in on my mind, “does not
that supply the motive, the mis-ing motive. Talk to me <»( his gentleness and
inotlensiveness ; love transforms the mildest character.
If this is known nothing
hi the world can save him.”
“I»uL it is not known,” cried she; “Mr.
Neville, you will not refuse to undertake
the case?”
wring.ng her slender hands
as sin; looked anxiously into
my face.
1 could not
A lawyer is accustomed to all the dark phases of human
life, but for a moment I was paralyzed. I
did not wish to undertake this, yet how
could 1 refuse this woman?
“Do not refuse me,” cried she, rising
to her led.
You can—and you must
save his life," as I
paced the Hour. “It
is all my fault -he loved me -but no
more than I loved him, 1 was his temptress at lirst—and
I cannot—cannot see
him dragged to death, ill consequence of
He is innocent of this
my mad love.
crime—I know it—I can prove it—I will
swear to it.” she went on
incoherently.
“It is impossible be should have been
guilty, tor he was with me when the murder took place.”
1 paused in mv excited walk across the
lloor. and lived my eyes keenly on her
j
lace.
Was this true, or was she willing j
to swear to anything to save her lover’s i

guard for once,

When twilight dews arc tailing soft
Fpon the rosy sea.
1 watch the star, whose beam so oil
Has lighted me to thee.
And thou, too. on that orb so dear,
Dost often gaze at oven.
And think, though lost forever here,
Thou'lt yet he mine in heaven.
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would be right, it there were any hope
of success.
An intelligent colored man, prominent
in polities and an ardent member of the
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Rev.

The state of things *in South Carolina,
under the existing Government, is very
nearly intolerable. Forcible revolution
is not to be
thought ot; but in the judgment of many good men, an attempt
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jury.

mv

wife and child in no eu\ iabic Male of mind
the cause and result, of so unaccountable

a

thought I,

woman

as

among

a

thousand,

as

to

a

j

<

j

you.”

I bolted llie. door and she advanced to
the lire, and drawing a chair forward,
urged her to be seated.
She took the chair, put out her damp
gaitered foot into the warmth of the firelight, and began to remove her veil. I
noticed that the small, ungloved hand
was as white as ivory, and a cluster
diamond ring sparkled on one of her

slender lingers.

She took oil' her veil and pushed tin*
hood back from her head disclosing a pale
face, with bright, sparkling eyes, and
masses of dark hair combed away from
her forehead, and falling in careless,
partially curled locks, around it.
“I know you bv reputation, Mr. Neville,” said she, turning to mo with a
slight smile, “as one of the most eloquent
ami successful lawyers in this district;”
l bowed. “And I have called to retain
your services.”
She unclasped a little porta-monie of
pearl and silver, and laid a roll of bills on
the table between us.
“It is the case of young Morton,” said
I know
she, “I wish you to defend him.
he has no lawyer as yet; he is not able to
tee one, and one will be appointed to defend him, of no skill or reputation, who
will not care whether he gains the ease
or not, thinking In* has no friends, and
that public opinion is against him. It is not
true,” said she. changing her tone to
deeper earnestness, raising her dark
thrilImj; cyis to mine, while the color
to lier chocks.
rose
“He has friends
wealthy and iiilliiential, if they dared to
1 have unlimited wealth at my
appear.
control. Money is no object. If you
gain the case y ut may name your own

price.”

“I have just heard of the case,” said 1,
and thoughtfully, wishing to gain
a little time and information before I committed myself. ‘‘I don’t know that I
have heard suHieiently to enable me to
decide whether 1 oouid undertake it or

slowly

not,—”
“lie is innocent, Mr. Neville,” exclaimed she eagerly. “Do not hesitate on that
account. 1 am as certain as my own

life.”
your own conviction i1”
could you prove it?”
“I could prove it if necessary, but there
are circumstances—I do not wish to appear in the case at all, if it can he avoided.”
“I think that ho will require every
evidence in his favor that can he brought
forward, for it will he very likely to go
hard with him. Why do you not wish to
he known ? Who are you ? What is he
to you ?” 1 could no longer avoid this
“Is that

inquired I,

only

“or

abrupt questioning.
“Is it necessary? I would rather remain entirely unknown, even to you,”
her eyes falling, her voice hesitating.
“There is an old saying ‘tell the truth
to your physician and your lawyer;’ if
I

am

to move at all in this matter, I re-

quire all the light possible,” said I.
“Then, if you will assist Arthur—young

Morton—I will be frank with you, but it
I do not
must ho entirely confidential.
care for myself, hut it would be ruin to
him and to his case if it were known that
1 of all the world interested myself in the
saving ol his life—I mu Mrs. herny!”

I did not hear a white or black man
in the State speak of the existing Government in terms of respect; but all deplored its course as unwise, oppressive and
destructive of the best interests of the

State.
In no other Southern State are things
in so had a condition.
In the other
States which 1 have visited, there is hope
of progress and improvement. In South
Carolina there is none, or very little. It
is very easy to saw and some evil-minded
persons in Georgia and North Carolina
diil sav, that the secession, rebellion and
war began
in South Carolina, and the
people deserve to suffer more than those
1 have heard this reof any other State.
mark made several times since 1 came
down hen*; and though it was always
made in a half-jesting way. it was evident that some people thought a sort ot
poetic justice was meted to the birthplace ot (he civil war. Hut such a sentence is not according to law, nor gospel,
and, therefore, is to In* repudiated and
condemned. It is tin* duty of the Government of the State to strengthen the
things that remain; to establish the
weak ; to make burdens light and easy to
he borne, and restore, the people as rapididly as possible ♦o prosperity and contentment.
What fin-Mate of things is, how
it became so, and what ought to be done
about it. I will stale, with as much eon
ciseno- as 1 can. and without the slightest regard to any political parties oi per
sons.
I' i- impossible to tell (he plain
truth w'tlmnt offending both parties in
the South, and perhaps in the North also
and as I belong to no political party, but
labor for the general good without regard
to politic-, it may be that m\ Matements
will be credited, lhil strong political pai
tisans would not believe, though one rose
from the dead.
The present slate of intolerable -tiller
ing is the result ot two tarts oie- L the
numerical majority of the blacks over the
whites in the State, and tin second is th
unwillingness of tin* obi settled «.f th
State to accept the situation and eo-opei
ate with the blacks in the government of
the State. Tin* black- outvote the white
The white new-comers] vote] with the
blacks. This gives the blacks and the
new-comers the complete control.
They
are masters of the situation.
Ninety out
of 1
members of tin* Lower House ot
the 1 egislatun* are black-. The proporIt
tion is about tin* same in the Senate.
these colored men were intelligent, with
ordinary qualifications for legislation,
then wmdd be no good ground for complaint. Colored men may make, and
have made, good legislators. Hut tor tin*
most part they are very ignorant and
very incompetent, and many of them very
corrupt and dishonest. If you were to
go into the streets of New ^ ork and take
a
hundred men who are employed as
sweepers of the streets, and make them
members of the Legislature, some of
them would be t mud to be smart, intelligent, and perhaps, educated men. But
tin* most of them would prove to be ignounlit li>i\the fplaee to
rant and totally
Yet they would
which you sent them.
prove t > be as good a set of legislator-',
taken as a whole, as the present Legislature of South ( ’arolina.
Tie* difference between the sufferings
ot the people of New York and South
Carolina underjexeessive taxation and
opprcssi\c legislation G, that we in New
York can -t.md it, uudj^thc (people of
South <'arolina cannot.
The land-holders in
For example.
South (’arolina arc owners ot little else.
They have lost all their property except
these lands, by the war, and have now
little or no n-ady money. They arc recovering, and with legislation m help, not
to hinder them, they would^ be^on^theii
feet again alter :i tine*.
Legislation
ought i" foster them, m ike tilings as easy
for them as possible, ami put tin* Stale on
Now mm* how
the track of advancement.
Look at the State before and
it is done.
after the war

nullification was first hinted at
An artij
proceeding. 1 was taken to town at daylight, cle in the Telegraph leaning to the Calmy eyes followed her out Of
the court room. She has passed through put in prison, lock(d up in a ecll with a dozen i houn side attracted the attention of Amos
or more villains, several of whom were stretch- !
Kendall and Major Lewis, Jackson’s most
this trial so safely and firmly, giving her
ed on the floor sick with the small-pox. I imtestimony without faltering, saying just mediately wrote to our consul, demanding his vigorous and unselfish supporters at
enough and not too much, as a woman is assistance. He made his appearance after sev- Washington, who called ’General .rackso apt to do—her evidence has saved his eral hours anti bettered my situation a little by son’s attention to it, and urged the estabgetting me transferred to another cell with a lishment of a new organ. They insisted
life.
better class of rascals, with the privilege of the
And so it proved. He was cleared, deupon it, and began to cast about for the
yard adjoining during the day-time.
clared not guilty—-that is, .not proven.
'fhe consul has been to see me trequontly, right man to edit it. Mr. Gooch of the
Hut in the minds of many the perplexed but does not do milch to get me clear. I have Richmond Knquirer, was written to by
doubt remained : “If he is not the mur- been in prison two weeks wi h no more pros- Major Lewis, but declined. Col. Benton
pect, of getting clear, than I had tw > week ago. says:
derer who can be ?”
Capt. Moore of N. S. brig Elizabeth Ann is in
•‘In the summer of lttfiO, a gentleman
Here was a man murdered on a bright with
me, having been arrested about tie* >ame
in one of the public oilices showed the
moonlight night, before boil time, in a hour as myself.
(>ur mates, hearing that they were to be arcivilized community, and the murderer
j President a paper, the Frankfort (Ky.)
lias vanished as completely as if the earth rested too, took my boat and sail with compass, ; Argus, containing a powerful and spiritwater and everything they needed j ed review of a certain nullification
chart,
grub,
had swallowed him up!
speech
for a long voyage and have made for parts unin Congress. He inquired for the author,
lint the steady march of time, that ob- known.
They have been gone about ten day*.
P.
Blair—
literates all the ravages ot prime, passed so they are probably in >:dcly ere this. Some | ascertained him to be Francis
not the editor, hut an occasional contribon, and the occurrence failed out of the of the captains who come to see us say that
there is a gunboat out alter our mates, and boats utor to the Argus—and had him written
minds of most of the community.
patrolling the harbor all night to fmd them. to on the subject of a paper in WashingOverwhelmed with a multiplicity of That
the atfair is an outrage against me and 1
other business, the occurrence was almost every shipmaster that comes to this island, can- ton. The application took Mr. Blair by
not
he disputed. That a portion of your prop- ; surprise, lie was notThinking of changforgotten, until several years after. I
erty is concerned, is likewise true. Now. what ing hi- resilience and pursuits. He was
heard the conclusion.
is to be done? Your vessel cannot remain lu re well
After the trial was over, when the
occupied where ho was—clerk of
long without the worms sinking her at her an- |
necessity of self-possession was passed, ••hor. and I am in danger of my life in a town the lucrative otlice of the State Circuit
Court, at the Capital of the State; salaryoung Morton seemed to lose all his calm- infested with the small-pox.
ied President of the Commonwealth Bank
'fhe parties who arrested me, the persons
ness and
accustomed good spirits.
He
sank into melancholy and gloom.
The who owned the negro, and in fact ail I can (by the election of the Legislature), and
learn from one and all combined, sav that they
suspicions of his neighbors, not entirely can find nothing against me whatever in any j proprietor of a farm and slaves in that
removed from their minds, were, he said, way, shape or form. What they can mean by rich State.”
j Mr. Barton says that Col. Benton’s rosy
more than he could bear, and one day, in
keeping me imprisoned so long lbr I cannot j
tell, with my vessel in the harbor loaded and view of Mr. Blair’s pecuniary circumstana lit of despair, he committed suicide.
But to no one but the woman he loved ready lor sea, with no one on board but a coup- ces was terribly out of joint, lie dele ol Irish sailors and a colored cook.
My I scribes the then obscure Kentuckian as
did he reveal the fatal truth, lie left a wife and child
arc aboard of another vessel ;it I
“broken in fortune, $40,000 in debt, livfew linos addressed to her, in which he present; am very anxious about them, a
1
said it was not the coldness of his friends, cannot have them to come and see me owing ing upon the slender emoluments of his
t wo oilices.”
hut his own burning, guilty conscience to the sickness in town.
The parties who had me arrested own the1
Mr. Blair received and obeyed the
that drove him to the deed.
cargo, and have protested against my vessel ; Jacksonian summons.
He reached Washlie, and he alone, was guilt}' of the remaining here, so they can gel omething out
murder. The demon of temptation had of the vessel for remaining here and keeping ington in a “sorry plight,” says our historian
‘almost
;
attacked him suddenly, when alone with this molasses out of tin* market so long: and in
penniless, with a single
the old man that night, with the thought return I have protest'd airninsl them and the presentable coat, and that a frock-coat;
of how completely he was in his power, government here for outrage and illegal impris- with a great gash in the side of his head
onment.
When
from an overset near Washington.
and how easily lie could step into his
I have made up my mind 1 'hall lake some
place, his fortune, the possession of his time and spend a few dollars. :l ever 1 get in he entered the President’s ollioe. Major
I'nited States again, to place the thing as it Lewis could hardly conceal his disapu il> —how
easily it could he done, and he I the
is before our Uovernment.
A- lie* tiling as it
ror weeks Mr.
Biair li:ul
never suspected.
pointment.
stands is outrageous to the last degree; for if | Inn! the
111:111 to :ill the habitues
That after he had struck the first blow i
coming
that
comes
can
they
imprison every ship-master
Whenever General
lie would have given worlds to have re- to the islaiv.1 because a negro happen' t*> get of that department.
called it, blit it was begun and must be on board during the night un-<•* n, this < ul>a IHitV (ireen had ventured to come out a
tratio will come lo a queer pass.
little bolder than usual against the Adfinished, he must live to tell no tales.
Respectfully yours,
ministration, or its friends, they had said
How superhuman was his coolness and
Ja.mk.s (.KIM in.
to one another, in effect, “Never mind.
self-possession, when he went to his
Master schooner I.illia-.
Wait till Blair comes.
He will talk to
guilty rendezvous, to betray no hurry, no
I From tin1 WorM
him." And this was lie—this little man
agitation, nor excitement, acting in such
a maimer that the woman who had the
What the Democratic Party will do When attired in frock-coat and court-plaster.
Slid Major Lewis (Jackson’s bosom
most cause to believe him guilty, knowing
in Power.
tfi*aid and counsellor), with a sly glance
liis motive, believed him innocent.
Was
I
II
t<> at the black
will
limit
1 he annual taxi
not that retribution for her :1
To learn
patch, “Mr lilair \vc want
and
out ot thi- uniderate stout hearts and sound heads here.”
$250,0OO,O0n,
that he had come directly with his hands
Mr. Blair was soon with Jackson, who
red with the Idood of her husband to h t revenue will apply .$25,no0,000 inward.-We will let Mr.
embrace ! And to know that she was the the extinction of the public debt; whored-, in\ ited him to dinner.
the Federal taxes for the last fiscal year Barton describe the scene:
cause of all this.
Expeiir-csof tin- Legislatin'
She, with her stronger
amounted to the enormous -mn of $11 I,-pt.'NJO
5,000
“When the hour came the editor was Kxt*cutl\ t‘‘expi*nsfs.
mind, her powers of will, her latal beauty,
u; ,00'i
Civil expenses.
,.*1SI00<J
horrified to find a great company ot Amto tempt this weak, yielding, unbalanced 255,447.
l,K'.*',0iM»
■1.51,000
II. It will revise and reform the system bassadors and other
nature beyond bis strength. Just to grathigh personages as- Taxable value. 100,000,"00 181,000,"' VII
of taxation so that this diminished annual sembled in the East-room, all in costume. l ake* tin- last item ami
study i-t a minute
ify her own vanity, her love of excite- burden of
$2511,000,PUP will ..piitaldy The tails of his uncomfortable frock-coat Then remember that those taxes have
ment, and dotation, she had led him
distributed,
l'lie present system not only
downward with guilty love, murder,
hung heavily upon the soul of the st rang- been rising year l»y year, until now they
overloads the faithful horse, but lies sum
who shrunk into a corner abash- are laid upon property without mercy
er,
despair, madness and suicide. And she of the load to his
a
part upon ed and miserable.
legs, puts
The President, as and squandered in sueh ways as this
was to endure the consciousness of all
him
a
makes
his
head,
drag
portion by soon as he entered the room, sought him which i copy from an earnest Republican
this, llers was not a nature that could
"i
his
freedom
moveIds
tail, obstructing
out, placed him at the table in tin* seat of newspaper:
sink under its burden of guilt and rement, and cansing him the utmost annoy- honor at his own right hand, and coml it*: Speaker ot the House, (Moses)
morse and, find refuge in suicide.
will
withDemocratic
ance.
The
party
In receives his so per diem lorevciy session,
Ah! this dallying with temptation, this
pleted tin- conquest of his heart.
his
limn
of
the
load
draw
pound
Francis P Blair, Gen. Jackson gained a and this last >ession includes to nr months.
apparently innocent flirtation, is like limbs every
and extremities and collect il upon lover as well as a
Before adjournment, si non was voted him
champion.”
standing on the sea-shore and tempting his back where he can
il
with
greatcarry
This is the “Old Man Blair,” chief and as a present, extra, all from tin* State
the rosy-tinted waves.
Il
will
moreover take good
est
ease.
•Tis fascinating; there can be no danprogenitor of the “Blair family," whose treasury, lie is also Adjutaut-iieneial
ly.
care that the taxes find their way into the
ablest living representative, Frank P. and, as sueh, receives a salery of $'_\.v><t,
He looked up, suddenly a-light Hashed : ger in allowing the ripples to creep to
and
not
into
the
pockets
Blair, is now vindicating the rights and with $1000 more as a contingent fund,
hut linger too long and public treasury,
our very feet;
over his pale features, but he did
not
liberties of the people in the United States and $-l,ouo more l«»r expenses (?) for the
and unexpectedly the black and of greedy, grasping monopolists.
suddenly
speak.
III. Tile Democratic partv will rectify Senate.
lie was also allowed
,0o0 p
At eighty-odd years of age, militia,
“A lady,” added I, who has confided howling waves arise and drag us down to
the abuses ot the present bunking system :
this champion of Jackson and the Union buy furniture for the hall, and $t>o,ooo t,»
all to me; now it is your turn to he as unfathomable depths.
These are the figures
extinguishing monopoly by making the j is still living at Washington. We saw buy arms,
frank—tell me all.”
Tomu. Says the business tree to nil who comply with the his slender form in the New York Nation- wliieh the records show. The Speaker's
A Ciiii.n Boux ix
He east a sharp, suspicious glance at
Boston Medical Surgical Journal: Mrs. conditions, stopping the interest on gov- al Convention in IStjS, --the observed of father is the. I'hief .Justice, with a salary
me, as if he feared 1 was trying to get !
M.. born in Germany, was married at the ernment bonds while in pledge to seelin’ •ill observers.”
of $-1,000 and a Contingent fund in his
him to make some admissions.
of fourteen years and four months. hank circulation, and guarding against a
The Speaker's father
hands of s.',,so<).
“Her story is true,” said lie, “if she. has age
On in-law has sl.Ooo lor one olliee and $1000
Akuiyal «>i mi' IVi-lman Caijs,
About a year afterwards, when seven redundant currency by compelling the
told you all; it. is useless for me to add
months pregnant, one October day, she banks to redeem their notes in specie.
Thi* Speaker's uncle is
Saturday noon two of the celebrated for another.
more.”
It will revive our prostrate ship- Pullman
IV.
visited, with a young friend. Greenwood
palaee cars arrived in this eitv- Circuit Judge, with a salary of $;;,.'»oo
“How unfortunate,” said I, “that it is
to
American
and
restore
A funeral ping interest
at Brooklyn, N. Y.
that over visited Portland— and then follows a small army of the
| ihe first
impossible to prove the alibi without Cemetery
m the
procession passing its avenues attracted citizens their lormer large share
j bringing Superintendent Prescott of the Speaker's kin, who have what to them
compromising her.”
in
free
trade
of
j Pastern road and a party ot friends who seems a lihcral share of the picking.**.”
their attention, and they followed it till profits
navigation, by
His countenance did not betray the
it hanltod at a tomb. They saw the coflin ships and the repeal of duties on all [ returned to Boston in the afternoon in one
And this colored Speaker's pickings
least consciousness.
in
their
construction.
used
articles
of them while the other remained and will and pi*njuisities are a fair sample of the
borne within its gloom, and watched the
“I will never compromise her,” said
and
the
It
extend
V.
will
s
I
1The iron door of the
complete
leave mi a special train for Bangor at
And there is not the least justitiea
rest.
lie, after a pause. “She has always been departing cortege.
vault, through some oversight, was left system ol universal sufi'rage by abolishing ! -j o'clock this morning. By the politeness tion for tin* increase of tin* expenses of the
a friend to me—is the best friend I have
I
now
for
of
residence
the
terms
division
Suled the loiterers to open
require.I
of Mr. (tore—who will be the
government. When we see them doubled
in the world now—I would a great deal ajar. Curiosity
when Mrs. M., entered the narrow naturalization, and giving intelligent I perintendent in charge of these ears that and quadrupled, and the taxable v alue of
rather have everything come to the worst it,
>s ensame
white
the
She
Boston
and
made
her
to
the
new
between
advantag
are to run
immigrants
Bangor, tl»e property not hall >o great as it w.t-,
way
passage.
than say anything to injure Iter.”
coflin, and, while viewing it, heard the joyed by our colored population. There of which there are to In* live—we had the and little money in the hands of the
“Anything you might say to me will door shut with a sudden spring, leaving is no reason why a thrifty Gorman who! pleasure of inspecting the one that remain owners, to pay their taxes, and no market
not injure her, and if you should he per- her in tot d darkness.
This was about emigrates to Texas and buys a farm should cd over Sunday. It is called the “Dayton” for their lands when forced to sell, we m*i*
fectly frank with m* 1 might be able to half-past 1’. M. It being necessary to not at once he as favored a citizen as the is f,l feet long and 10 feet wide in the that the oppression is absolutely intolersee some light--something on which to
Carol,na negro who emigrates to clear.
It runson twelve wheels, furnished able, and totally without excuse.
go to Jersey City, where the funeral party South
organize my defense. Tor, to lie candid belonged, for the key, it was not till 7 1*. Texas in the same year and is employed with the Hubbard spring, and is elegantThe last Legislature also ordered the
with you, it is a very dark looking pros- M. that she was liberated.
In the dread- by the Gorman as a laborer.
ly finished in black walnut and gilt. Tin* tax of 1*70 mid 1*71 to be paid within
VI. The Democratic parly will faith- tirst
pect tor you. (’mild you not relate the ful interval her baby was born. Wrappart of the car is the gentleman's the one war of 1*71, so that the total of
occurrences "I that
night—something ping the mlant m :v shawl, alter limlnig fully fulfil all the obligations created by saloon connected with tho drawing-room. taxes to be paid during this year is $
tin;
I
about
murder —by which
might lull she roulil not ride in tho cars lroiu their the public debt in their letter and spirit, It contains a closet for stores, water-closet, .’.01,0 17, and to be paid I>V men who have
oil soiiio clui! to tin1 murder, some motive
paintul jar, she walked with her friend and will secure to disabled soldiers the and wash-room supplied with elegant mai no money, ami whose lauded property
lor the crime—”
very slowly to tho South Ferry—a dis- full amount of their pensions without al- ble wator-lixtures, tanks tilled with fresh will not bring at public sale the amount at
“No! no!” said lie, with a faint slnul- tance of about two and a half miles—• lowing a dollar to he deducted tor the water, towel racks, etc. The
drawing- which it is assessed. 1 have been told
der. “I cannot, dare not think of it,” pass- carrying the child in her anxiety the most fees of agents.
room is beautifully frescoed, warmed by
that lands assessed at six dollars an acre
his
liis
as
hand
over
if
to
shut
all
laws
which
Vir.
It will repeal
brow,
of the way herself, and crossing it, made
ing
per- steam-pipes, upholstered in plush, the up- would not bring a dollar in the market
out some horrid sight; “he hail always her
of
or
its
any
way on toot at least a mile further, to mit the Federal government,
per part of the car letting down on springs now.
been kind to me”—breaking off into in- her home, No. 211 Kim street. Thence ollieers, to interfere with elections in the
1 have conversed with the Republicans
forming the upper berths for sleeping
coherent murmurs.
States.
laying down the babe, she crossed the
purposes at night while the seats below, and I >emoerats, while men and black men,
Could this be guilt or natural emo- street to the
a
make
it
misdewill
VIII.
ll
each
serve
as
lower olliee holders under the general governlii^ju
which (ace
other,
opposite corner, her husband
tion ?
being in the country, aroused her mi l- meanor punishable by dismissal from the berths by night and seats or sofas by day. ment, not the State, and every intelligent
And so, without ant’ more light than wife, and did not
the
oilicerof
or
service
for
army
and
of person, without exception, regards the
berths
are
luxurious
to
bed
until
These
any
navy
very
get fairly
this, 1 was forced to go into my defense. 1 o’clock A. SI. The next morning con- to aid in the suppression of domestic vio- capacity to accommodate two people each. present rule of the State as a travesty upNever had I a ease that batlled me more. trary to advice, she walked to Grand lence in a State unless the State authori- Between the windows of the ear are the on free
government, too grievous and ofGenerally 1 make up my mind almost street, three blocks oil', for baby linen, ties have made a previous application to mirrors in the panelling, that sliding up fensive to be borne. Probably there U
immediately as to the guilt or innocence and returned. Four days subsequent she the President tor such assistance, in con- disclose a lamp to read by. The berths j not an honest and intelligent white man
of my clients, and am almost always was
washing clothes at the hydrant in tho formity to the Constitution; or to inter- and windows are curtained with rich im- in the State of South Carolina who apright by a kind of intuition.
yard. The child is now a large, healthy fere in enforcing any Federal law unless ported damask. At the end of the draw- proves of the present rule.
lint now I could not decide to my own
Is there any remedy? If the blacks
blooming girl of ten years, within which a Federal judge shall have previously cer- ing-room is a linen closet, fresh linen (ic1 only know my duty was time her mother has
satisfaction.
given birth to three tified that the execution of the laws is re- ing used in the berths every day. Oil' were intelligent and could read, they
to defend my client, and make the most or four other children, besides
might be. reached ami convinced that their
having had sisted by a combination too powerful to from the drawing-room is a private parlor,
of my slender pica—the absence of all two
posse. or state-room, that is like a section of the future interests are bound up the pros*
miscarriages, and is now strong, be overcome by the marshal and his
IX. The Democratic party will re- other car and can he shut oil- from it by perity of the State, and that they ought to
possible motive.
robust, and still young looking. She
But much did 1 fear lliaL by some unreports a grandmother still living in Ger- move all the political disabilities and dis- closing the doors, a passage being lull on put men into power who will manage the
toward accident, the secret of their guilty
for participation in the side of the car for the other passengers. finances of the State with wisdom.
But
many at the age of 112 years, who is the qualifications imposed
love might escape, as such things are so mother of
'the late civil war.
At the further extremity of the ear is the la- they cannot road. They do not undertwenty-two children.
hard to elude all eyes, and I knew if that
the
force
It
will
water-closet
and
on
one
X.
dies’ saloon
recognize
binding
side, stand the tendency of tilings. They’ are
should be the case, nothing in the world
and the furnace on the other, so arranged led by crafty and unscrupulous men. And
Buffalo, N. Y.. April 27. l)r. Albion ot the three new amendments to the Concould save him. 1 especially feared that
be
as
are
held
to
so
if
accident
should
that
occur the ear there is no hope that they will, as a
they
long
any
Cobb, principal of the Academy at Wilton, stitution
peowhen sin; appeared in court as a witness,
can’t catch fire. The car is extremely luxMe., was arrested by the Niagara frontier valid by the Supremo Court.
ple, he materially qualified for civil govthat the self-control of one or the other
no flourishes, no buncombe,
are
and
will
Here
urious
ho
ot
as
much
the
police this morning, charged with desertadvantage ernment, during
present administrawonld give way.
cannot lo those travelling
only as far as Portland tion.
ing his wife and four children and eloping no vague, cloudy theoriesIfwhich
there
is
But what is not a woman equal to when with a
to
as
reduced
for
the
be
any
practice.
through passengers. [Portland
young lady pupil, an invalid, under
A man who was annoyed hy clerks in
the life of her lover and her own reputa- his
citizen who does not think this Press.
charge. Cobb, on being arrested, de- Southern
the custom-lionse, was advised to comfrom
would
relief
tion are at stake ? \\ hen she was called nied
measures
of
list
bring
from Wilton. Ilis victim achailing
into court, a murmur of suppressed exredress of present evils and grievplain to the collector, which he did, sayknowledged all. Both parties are retained and
Pool: Wketch. A paper of last week
citement ran through the crowded room. in
ing: “Sir, 1 have been abused here by
instructions from ances, we cannot respect his judgment.
her
custody,
awaiting
: “A
tied
in
this
hubby’s
says
lady
city
some of the rascals in this place, find I
She was dressed in deep mourning, a Maine.
And if, on the other hand, any Republihands and feet, the other day, just for tun, came to tell
yon of it, as I understand you
crepe veil concealing her features.
There are new developments in the case. can insists that the policy here sketched and then went
his pockets for a
through
arc the pt ineipal 1"
1 glanced at my client, he was pale as Dr. Cobb had rented and furnished rooms is a mere bundle of negations and dead
it. llis phyfound
and
certain
billet-doux,
death, but he did not lift his eyes from the for an ollicc and living room and hung issues, lie forfeits all claim to be considersician tells him that his face won’t he badfloor, lie dared not steal a look at tier, out his
A Frenchman stopping at a tavern askas a practicing physician, ed a candid opponent.
ly scarred, though lie may remain per- ed for Jacob. “There
fearful his self-possession might fail.
is no such person
but became frightened at a paragraph copbald.”
manently
An old lady, observing a sign over a
"’Tin not a
Hut she told her story firmly, calmly, ied in a local paper of his elopement with
here,” said the landlord.
in a low, clear voice, without any wav- Miss Dow, sold his furniture, packed his
tailoring establishment bearing the inperson l want, sare, lint the liner warmed
An experienced English drainer says a wid tlm poker.”
"Well,” answered mine
ering under the cross-examination. I trunks and was about leaving on the Falls scription, ‘Fountain ot Fashion,” exclaimhad 1 cared lest, by some inadvertence, railroad, when they were both arrested by ed, “Ah, that must be the place where the properly laid undevdrain will work with a host, “that is lip.” “Ah, yens, sare, you
of
one
inch
in
seven
fall
hundred
feet.
arc in the right; I mean Philip!"
the story of the stolen interview might detectives watchingliismovements.
squirts come from.”
She is

j

j

Uejmblican party, deplored (while conversing with me) the course of the State
Legislature. An eminent member ot the
Republican party, a white man, spoke of
the Legislature with contempt,
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A Few Beauties of the Present Tariff.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

i n iin r rises in the morning, puts on his
shirt, l ived tf5 per cent.; his trousers,
d do pci cent.; his vest, taxed 50 per cent.,
! !n
overcoat, taxed—cloth GO per cent., but|c per cent,, hraid 00 per cent., lining 60
ci
i.. and padding 150 per cent,
lie draws
•a hi
lumts, 35 per cent,; puts some coal, taxol t.o pi r cent., into his stove, taxed 55 per
with a pipe, taxed 150 per cent.; and
hi' breakfu.-t.
lie seasons his food with
’’.tax al 1‘>s per cent.: and pepper, taxed 120
i'I
ooi
and cates out of a plate taxed 45 per
nt.. \\ ith Unite and fork taxed 05 per cent.
is
lh vo:els hi- daily dournal, whose
taxed
per -out.—ink 35 per cent., and type25
i!.

Min'
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Srnscuii’TioN Terms. In advance. $2.00 a your;
within the year,'j$2.50; J at the expiration of the
year, $5.00.
Advertising Terms.
For one square, (one
inch ot length in column,' $1.25 for three weeks,
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. Attraction ot a square charged as a full one.
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paper

per cent.

! !• pm' n hi' hat taxed 70 per cent.; smokes
i. o. taxid 150 per cent.; hitches his horse..
shod with Halls taxed 07 per cent., to a plow
taxod 15 per cent., with chains taxed 100 per
•n:.. and harness taxed 35 per cent.
!!'■ irocs to tin ullage store and buys for hiwia
handkerchief, taxed 35 percent.: a shawl,
a woolen dress, taxed 100
tax' d 2t>o pe r cent.;
nt.; a hat taxed 40 per cent.; a pair of
•tkings, taxed 75 per cent.; an umbrella,taxon pi r cent.; a package of needles, taxed 25 !
P< r cent.: a spool of Coats’ thread, taxed 73 per
it ni.
a paper of pins, taxed 35 per cent.: a
writing pen. taxed 70 per rent.
11* -tucks his pantry with rice, taxed S2 per
nt.: -nap. taxed 7" per cent.; candles, taxed
m
]>it c ut.: -taivh, taxed 50 per cent.
lie lay- in a lot of toots; An axe. taxed 45
r
rent.; :t jack-knife, taxed 50 per cent.; a
i"
w ell Ian ket, taxed (>()
pel't ent.: a -padc, taxed
orr rrnt.: a -aw taxed 75 per cent,
lie buy- a gun, taxed 35 per cent. He papers
His
hi
wall with paper, taxed 35 per cent.
lie washes
w indow glass i' taxcil 55 per cent,
hi' hand- in a crockery howl taxed 40 per cent.
Hr make- hi- crop and sends it to market on
ail-, taxed >3.000 :i mile: in ears taxed 50 per
mi.: drawn bv engines, taxed 45 per cent.
This all absorbs his funds. He pays all these
He is the coniaxc' :i' he buys these articles.
inner, and the consumer foots ali these heavy
taxi—taxes paid every day of the fanner's life,
eat,
"ti every tool used, and on everything
dr ink and worn.
When he understands it, he gels siek. think"i how
Radical taxation rohs liim for the
lie take- to
m lit of a few rich monopolists,
1
li';- --d. ta\o 1 20 per ccn*t.. draws over him'a
-11. i-t taxed 55 per cent., and a blanket taxed
•I"
cent. Ho takes quinine taxed 45 per

ani>

Admin istr ators

Executo its "and (1 v \ i: ••
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The

New

Treaty.

The new treaty between the United
States ami Great Britain, now completed

The taritl' kill- him.
no good.
r.ui it d".
!h di«-- and i- buried in all sorts of taxed
•..it:-.
Hi- fate i- recorded on a marble stone
taved 7«> percent., and he goes where there are
T nill-.
111- epitaph read- thus, “Here lies the Amerio
Farin' r. 'faxed to Death by Monopolists.”

tar

so

the labors of the

as

mission is

stance to the

heretofore

joint

com-

concerned, amounts in sub-

synopsis
published.

which we have

The reciprocal
provided for, ingrowing out of the

settlement of claims is
At

Sea

statement
m< r

of

in

a

Boat.

cluding specially those
depredations of Confederate cruisers fitted
Also the navigation of
out in England.

Captain Hriflin of

Lillias, is corroborated by

the
Mr. J. B.

:t«M.-ll. mate of the British brig Elizabeth
the St. Lawrence and other rivers and
\un. whose captain \va> arrested at the sumo
After narrating the imt m:.
a- Capi. <• rltlin.
of the Dominion,
canals in the
11 :-omnent of the two eaptains and a visit to
in. Mr. < addell says—
desirable to citizens of the United States,
to
vessel
the
mate
a
conthe
had
lb-turning
for.
is
t ion with several American and English
of the treaty which i* of
The
ipt iinv. and it was derided that il would
5-1! > 1 y lend to the release of the eaptains if the
most interest to the State of Maine, relates
1.
-I the two vessels were to flee the Island.
\t s ,,’eloek the same evening the two mates; to the
of the fisheries. 'Die
.■.•nseijiiently left in the schooner Lillias’boat,
of
the
following
it tine her out with sail, compass, chart and
n \ i ion s
siitlieieiit to carry them to l-'.lbow
that
the treaty in relation to the new
<
;«• miles distant. Before they were out- :
under it when it -shrill go
»>f <igua the boat shipped a sea which will be
he 1 nut their provisions. For several days
into
.n- there had been heavy winds from east
The same "rout idea of international arbitrai.
northeast, creating a territle sea. When
tion through the intervention of friend!}
I mat tilled they broke their compass and
and the same spirit of cordial bin -eTpowers,
i: el to steer by the north star that night.
In
ill. morning at *2 fl<> they found soundings on respectful amity, pervade the stipulations of the
in
regard to ditferenecs which by their
treaty
! he Ke\ Salt Lank, wind moderated and the sea
.. .me
smooth. Then Mr. Cad dell was able seat or subject arc more purely American.
Foremost
among them is ilie question of the
t1. lonk to the iixing of the compass which lie
ii.
..led in getting to work again. Then sea fisheries on the coasts of the British Possesas to which it is agreed that, in addition
'!;<■) shaped their course W. N. W., and stand-) sions,
to the liberty secured to them by the Treaty of
made Elbow Cpv light at s :>i) that.
mg
.\eiiing. During the night they were repeat- Isis, the fishermen of the United States shall
<-.My in mo.-t trying positions and their lives have the liberty to take sea lisli on the sca-eoaM
and shores, and in the hays, harbors and creeks
-n-tantly in peril. Before leaving Sagua, Mr. of
the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia and
< t.'.-leli 'made arrangements
by which his
eaptain. when released, should [.ass the island New Brunswick, and the Colonv of Prince
Edward’s Island, and of the island* adjacent,
with the Elizabeth Ann and he hoard her in
t!i«' yawl boat.
Eight days was the time speci- without being restricted to any distance from
ii'-.l to remain there. At the expiration of that the shore, with permission to land upon such
time Mr. Caddell and Mr. Haines, not being coasts, shores and islands, and also upon the
Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying
•.hie iogct provisions and believing that their
aptaiiis w’ere unable to escape, left Elbow Cay their nets and curing their fish, subject, of
and shaped their course for Cape Florida. course, in this respect, to the local rights of
A II.
they left the island they sighted and private property; and the same liberty is grantP"l,i lhe American brig Emma c. Strout, ed to British subjects on the eastern sea-coasti... in.I from Cardenas t u* Boston.
The ollieers and shores of the United States, north of the
39111 parallel of latitude; this liberty not to in-.fiie' brig could give no information regarding
clude, on either side, shell-fish or the salmon
lie- Elizabeth Ann and Lillias, and so, after
and shad fisheries, or other fisheries in rivers
I ..-in:; supplied with provisions, they continued
and the mouths of rivers. It is further agreed
"ii their n.iir-e for Cape Florida: which was
that lish oil and lisli of all kinds, except lisli of
then !*s miles distant.
When half the passage
the inland lakes and their rivers, and except
was made they were picked up by the brig
fish preserved in oil, the produce of the fisheries
Pommel and brought to New York, where they
landed "ii the *2sth of April, after being out of the United States or of the Dominion of
tr-m Sagua twentv-two days.
The trying Canada or of Prince Edward’s Island, shall be
admitted into each country respectively, free of
ik's tin se men passed through, the exposure
and hardships they endured, had a very per- duty. The privileges thus conceded to the
I'nited
States are obviously most important
< fleet upon them and
.-ej.libitgreatly weakened
It is asserted bv the British < Jovenunent.
ones.
lb. ir miistilutions. I'pon arriving in New
not
admitted
but
by the United siat.es, that ticA *>rk Mr. < addell learned that his \essel had
elrared IV'un Sagua for Portland and the privileges accorded to tlie citizens o( the United
States an; of greater value than those accord< d to
Mr. Haines
-.Ii.toner Lilli.i> !i»r Baltimore.
the subjects of Great Britain, and to prevent or
took passage for the latter city and Mr. ('addell
avoid controversy on this point, it is agreed
eaiu.- to Portland, which i> also the city he
that
a mixed Commission, with an umpire to
hails from.
be appointed by a designated friendl} Power,
shall determine whether any compensation for
111<iu\va\ 1’oiwskkv m.ai; Portland. such alleged excess of privileges, and. if so.
tin* !»th, ‘about 11 o’clock, how inueli ought to be paid bv the United
On
States.
in
.Mi
called on Mr.

territory

provided
portion

regulation
synopsis gives

provision
rights

acquired
operation—

1

p

j

|

j
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|

s.'.

Tip-day
Sawyer

of^South

Carolina.

Tho Belfast Journal expresses the opinion
that “(jen. Sherman was the real conqueror of
But he
O, of course!
the last rebellion.”
hasn’t joined the Ku-Klux, as the Journal and
lie didn’t
the Portland Advertiser suppose,
make that speech. [Portland Press.

Editorial Correspondence. The Pullman

to the

Cars.
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Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date
It is the
on the colored slips attached to the paper.
only lorm ot receipt’now used. For instance, 15
is
to that
means
the
71.
that
paid
subscription
May
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt iu lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears arc’rcquested to forward the sums due.
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I'll.

L«aual Items, &c.
Generalities.
far-sighted sagacity of a native of
Belfast.
mean Col. Darius Alden.
We
Wc desire that every reader ot this paNows oi tut! t;*#unry «rui City.
The yellow lever is raging at Buenos Ayres,
He had faith iu the future of the I’. & K.
Bakgob, May 1g, 1871.
to the letand several Americans have died.
per shall give a careful perusal
It is a (earful thing for a newspaper K. U. when no one else had.
lie saw
is 'Mom that any on*
i;
Pm; < i:. w.
ter written hy llev. Ur. Prime, of New
Prominent among the officers present at the
<•; of erow*. hut neverin
the
~u'1
to
midst
of
liis
what
t«.
harness
on
tin*
mail
labors,
do
when
and
brains
could
away
go
capital
Well, let it pass, for the moment, that
meeting of the Army of the Potomac, in Bos- theless tin t!'
York, to the Christian Observer, which
nil-! opening t<»r soilU* health'
is
the week’s issue to the lender working together, and 30t himself about
and
leaving
make
our
Gen.
will
Chamberlain
didn’t.
We
in
were
Gen.
he
ton
last
week,
point
letter will be found upon the outside of the
writer lo «!<■* ie.i.'.i u> himself md the Conmercies of those who often can’t tell if the task of uniting them. Judge Itiec be- Charles W. Roberts of Maine.
Journal to-dav. It contains facts ot in- another way, and one that even the Press
hy sa\iu^
gressional dtetri* t in whi-li hr- 1 i\■
came an
what
the
absentee
is
at
easy convert, putting his acutetry,
In the case of John Daily, on trial in Lewis- tl few wort Is regarding t'.
driving
I In- rr<>w is
i i. I.
terest to every citizen of the United will not dispute the historical correctness they
of
John
murder
with
the
Kenney,
When an ness and vast energy into the work. The ton, charged
a bird that is set up on t ,vo pi,
of underpinof. On the 18th ot April, 1865, tho rebel in some illegible sentence.
States.
the jury, after an absence ot twenty-seven
editor can’t revise his proof, the chances result has been the harmonizing of dis- hours, returned a verdict of acquittal.
ning, as is common with all .n i IP -In -srs
The Convention of Taxpayers of the Gen. Johnston surrendered his whole
in a close tilting !• in- tailed «-.,at, ;.u<t
a
are that he is made to tear his hair over cordant elements,
vastly improved
Steamer loads of strawberries arc com in- ill black
State ot South Carolina, which met last force lo Gen. Sherman, in North Carolina.
his garments an- always eul tie- sane natt.
reand
fruit
The
him
ach
to
Boston.
absurd
that
makes
Norfolk
service,
ievement
of
from
some
blunder,
direct
crowning
week, is one which deserves to attract the The terms were the surrender of arms;
and he looks as neat a- a blaekleg. II i- as
tails at 20 cents per box.
wish the gods had loved him, and ho had these magnificent palace cars.
attention generally of the people of the their political rights to bo guaranteed;
moderate as straining cold tallow through tin.a
the
mentions
the
What
To
make
short
that
a newspaof
Journal
the
Kennebec
The
following
died
to
story
pity
young.
be
so
trip
disturbed
If- lu-wr hurries any more than a
long as he
whole country. The evil which it met to no person to
the change that may be brought seive.
showing
fact,
be
loaded
like
a cannon, with a thi- date, the train reached
can’t
Bangor at about] in a few years in a person’s condition, policeman, but alvva\s starts in sea.-on to get
discuss is one which has no precedent, lived peaceably; the Stato governments per
fuse to send it off at the moment of pub- about 8 o’clock, and the 150 passengers that among the residents of that city who have out of the w..\ in i'.*re any danger is nigh. II
that wo can recall, in the history of the to be recognized ; the Supreme Court to
in the j
the editor is wandering at were comfortably disposed in the hotels a right to claim pensions for services
walks .is if h'- w■; li'iuhli d with < "tais, and
Those lication, while
war of 1812, are two persons of entirely opworld. Never before has society been in- settle all conflicting questions.
't here i>
rolls like an old sail on his -ea !"the
wealthiest
will.
But
it
for
the
and the cars. To-morrow, (Wednesday) posite circumstances—one being
his own sweet
can't,
which
would
have
verted. the mere animals elevated to place statesmanlike terms,
Both
and the other the poorest man in town.
about a dozen <>l him in a tl "-!. and
generally
are moving ones, and call tor a
the
make
a trip of sixty miles over
party
targets
of the individuals belonged to the same comof position and power, while the men of tilled the rebels with gratitude, and awak•* t
“in
chief end <1 'ite with him
watchful adjustment of the editorial gnu the European and North American Rail- pany; the poor man, who is now an occupant the
brains who have heretofore made and ex- ened anew their patriotism, were rejected
to eat.
of the city almshouse, being a sergeant, while
thing
road, of which some account may be given the rich man, who counts his dollars
in order to hit every time.
Tin femby hunCrows an rai d tn-m Me -•*••*l.
ecuted the laws, directed the industries at Washington, by special advice of Gen.
dreds of thousands, was a private in the rank*.
It was with something of these reflections hereafter.
\v. it. s.
ot lle-lil ill a
inine el*t*W plant' llioiv Oi I.
Grant.
behave
and accumulated the wealth,
The other dav one of the “High Joints." is
wo took a seat in the ears at Belfast
hill, as potatoes ,i planted, mid instead of rovWe didn’t say that Gen. Sherman had that
come the prey of their former servants.
the commissioners are irreverently railed bv
Letter From Boston.
led away by the enering them will* dirt she rovers them lnrst-ll.
the Washington capital, said to a pretty girt
llut it is evident on Tuesday morning,
The negroes, who now control the gov- joined the Ku Klux.
Where are all your handsome men? The and sets on Me m lilt limy sprout and come up
ticements of the Palace Car Excursion
CorroapmnleUCO of the Journal.
ernment of the State, under direction of that lie, as the real conqueror of the reladies are very well, but 'pon my soul, yu When thev begin m grow, tie iloift rush matBoston May 1J, IsTl.
Four or live
over the Maine Central.
know, T haven’t seen a handsome man she c
northern carpet-baggers, have indulged bellion, joined at an early day the ranks
l!
i- lore them,
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I’ve been here.” “Ah,” said the young lady, ters mueli, h.n ing all *!:•,,>
railroad directors and our pleasant neighof
of
brains
and
reflection
those
men
who
under
of
-win the wildest excesses
imimeii >•,' ot
was spoken in two cases, last week
plunder,
the sweetly, “but you have handsome men in Eng- is an undispulr 1 fa. t the*
by
bor of the Age, made up Belfast’s contriBoston Heral«.l ( which, by the way, is it paper land, 1 presume?” “Oh. yes! of course, plenty j it is a mooted -pi o ni w e ihi-r Mu-'. \ i'
pretence of beneficial improvements, un- desire to treat the upholders of the lost
of them!” “Then why,” she asked, “did not
bution to the occasion. The sun shone that is no
ill'
nt1.1' til
\
they certain!) m-\ci -1
laggard in espousing the cause of the the Queen send one here?”
til the taxation has increased three fold, cause as men and not as irrational brutes;
and the May morning was soil
woiiM
\\
accidents aiv rare m that family
brightly
which
has
been
the
cause
of
oppressed),
doing
and who do not desire to see a Poland, a
at the same time that the valuation has sunk
A half-breed hanged at Cheyenne for murder,
and balmy as we moved away, shooting much good, to two poor girls, in whose behalf made a brief bin expressive last speech : "Me like to lx- an insurance company m i iusina
one-half. The taxes cannot be paid, and Hungary or an Ireland in tho South, when
li\«* or six thousand \> ir-. vvit11
over the bridges and rattling through the the kind words were uttered. First, a young no squaw; me brave. You feel mv leg; me no crows to live
can
as
have
we
well
and
this convention met to devise remedies for
«•
happy, willing
girl who served in the capacity of chamber- shake; my hand no tremble needer; me({—d paid up policy in t« n years, half ash and tin
comIt
was
not
because
the
cuts.
rocky
d— n good man.”
the present and future.
\V. 1). Porter, patriotic citizens.
Natural «1- at li i- a> urre.it a
balanee note.
maid, at the United States Hotel, was arrested
not
but
in
the
ear
was
pleasant,
pany
A most terrible and singular accident occonservative Democrat, was chosen Presetiriosity with them as the < irdill’ giant.
on >ii>pi« ion of stealing S lot) from a gentleman
curred at a colonial town called Victoria, in
front a partiality for riding on the iron who was
When out on a foraging expedition, they
—The genial Belfast Journal thinks ripe strawstepping there. He went out leaving South Africa. A water-spout burst six mileident, with Vice Presidents, among whom
berries at this season inappropriate for the Lew- horse, that we took a seal in the engine cab, ! his money under his
s |uit one crow on guard on a fence, a -oi l
alwa\
had
where
he
the
pillow,
above
and
the
water
down
village,
rushing
are several Republicans.
The action of iston Journal, which, it
alleges, shows little with Nat. Grant, as good an engineer as placed it thenight before for safe
to keep watch, and
a ravine in which the town was built,
of picket and hi> bii-iiic-~
was
through
keeping,and
j
the Convention, so far as heard from at “sympathy with the genial South, that ripened
washed half the town
and drowned over wlial lie •!
A worth m> -meis
nor se
It is grand to feel 1 gone sonic two or three hours, when happening I one hundred of the away,
the luscious fruit.” Our Belfast friend con- ever pulled a throttle.
citizens,
men, women and
this writing, consisted of the appointment founds the
i
while to look a ft''i
eye- ic run in then
sunny South with these unrepentant
tho stride of the iron horse, throbbing and to remember his money, he returned for it, and children.
Ku-Klux
outrebels
who
her
soil
desecrate
to
confer
ot committees
with the Governor
by
tiv1
lo! the money had taken unto itself wings, and
j The Gazette says that the people of Dover head for buslncs-. and tin never haie to
with restrained power, and lo
rages. We are full of sympathy with the formon the necessity of
tlown, no one knew whither. Not knowing | and Foxeroft appear to lx; very generally stirred Hra/.ilian pebbles to male tiling' took clear.
extending the time for er. but, unlike our genial Belfast cotemporary, trembling
which
he
with
the
irresistible
see
power
in love with the latter.
where to lay the blame, it fell on the most deup at the prospect of the extension of the They bold eonvenli oils and ar«* noisi r than
collecting the taxes; to investigate the in- arc not particularly
to the upper country, and
Journal.
woman's rights m.-cting. Tin y all talk at one.
drags the train at his heels. Onlyonee did fenceless head, which happened to he that of Piscataquisareroad
debtedness of the .Stale, and the legality of [Lewiston
not pleased with the idea at all.
evidently
If onr friend of the Journal would we wish we hadn’t enlisted for tin trip, the chamber-maid. She was
brought before the There is very general feeling in favor of a road and yet a crow in v< speaks without
the claims against the Slate: to examine
Titov an* good I inquest- on! rather have the a Itreat the unrepentant rebels as lie does and that was when in crossing l:uily pond, Municipal Court, and the examination only from Dover and Foxeroft to Dexter.
the accounts of the State Agent in New
v ant age over man, a-lii >
m-peak their own
the strawberries, there would be no we pondered on the thousands ot uncaught served to make it appear that she was more
The Dexter Gazette says that as the three
York, who has been accused of fraud; to
to ngu
trouble. Let him sweeten them with the pickerel lurking among it weeds and sinned against, than sinning. She was spoken o’clock train, on Tuesday of last week, was
of as a very respectable girl, and one that en- leaving Corinnu, a passenger named Manlius beyond w hat he can <1 >.
inquire into the causes of the present exot brotherly love, and apply plentigrasses. To think how much enjoyment joyed the confidence of her employer, as well Copeland, attempted to leave the train while in
Crows are great favorite- with th-'farmers,
cessive taxation, and to present a remedy; sugar
motion. For some reason, ho fell, his head
fully the milk and cream of httmap kind- a twenty foot bamboo, a line, a book and as of every one about the house. The only lying within two inches of the track 11 is hat as they help him to aise his corn and pea-. V
and to devise an amendment to the State
’s
Treated thus, there will come up a frog would afford !
ness.
ground for suspicion was the fact that she had was crushed by the wheels, but luckily bis head flock of crows will r.ti-e an aei*e of corn, neat
Constitution, so as to allow cumulative
was not touched.
Tln*v have
as quick as the farmer can plant it.
from the vanquished South such a pervadAt Burnham we joined Conductor charge of the room from which the money was
at
election
A
resolution convoting
Somebody, who professes to have made an in- a first-'lass boarding house appetite, everv on
ing flavor of kindness, brotherhood, unity Gray’s train, which .brought with it vari- taken. The court seemed to think that suffi- dustrious
investigation of the subject, declares knows that crow- are <>[''.<1 eaters.
demning the outrages of the Ku-Klux was and
cient reason to hold her under £1200 bonds, that Boston
and
as
will
astonish
we
them
discernous
delight
girls, as a rule, are the most intelloyalty,
dignitaries ; among
A
in article o! food t!,. re are a ela—of peoadopted unanimously, and several speech- our Lewiston friend.
and she was committed to jail to await her trial
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—Some people think that setting type man Peters.
cause and called for a Good Samaritan to come
lato amendments to Iho Constitution of
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e lie.
main-'
than the ernw i>u: t!*.•
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A man stepped into a drug store in Con don,
This action brings to mind a series of theory
1
inini.i*i
I'll
or toast w III
p! :.
William I.. llarry, a compositor on the Leb- never could understand. He should have that there was a tender spot way down under (Iml.,) the other day and wanted to buy a qliail
letters from a special correspondent of the
to cure a certain malady. He than row-.
anon (Tenu.) Herald, has just passed his hist
his conscience, their vests somewhere, which had escaped "tinker’s violin,”
the
dictates
of
followed
said the doctor told him to get it. After a vast
He is promptly at l»is case at 7
Now York Tribune, writing from Colum- birthday.
“It is cam r for ib
amidst all t io hurry and hustle of
amount of cogitating and questioning, it \vao'clock everv morning, and sets 0000 ems a day and remained a Democrat. At Kendall's hardening
through a camel," than ii is p. tool a row. li
who tolls some plainer truths without
bia, S. (
mercantile 1 itV-. The next day being Sunday, found that the man wanted tincture of iodine.
difficulty. He began to set type 73 Mills, we took from the
Skowhegan train •lid not prevent them from coming forward,
men were half a- wise, th \ ue\ci would pur
than radical newspapers are accustomed rears ago, and still follows the business out of
George T. Downing, the colored Head < Vntre eluise wooden ntilm
invest in Western
The and
love for the art, having no need to work for Ex-Gov. Coburn and Col. Wildes.
out. The prison doors were in the United States, says it is
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evident
bailing
to give their readers in regard to the conpainfully
.nl is passably
money. Barry is still hale attd vigorous, and
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his never-failing fund of
from
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dition of ulVairs in the Southern states. full of animal spirits.
in the Republican party.
level, and he ran mr 11 a mice a- far as any im>e
was relating that on a similar exstories
there until last Friday, when a people
and
remained
—“The Heathen Chinee” of Breto
He makes a clear statement of the condifor lo-iph if h
The strong minded women of Chicago don’t that smells: the. w« o- a ••not
cursion, when alter the fatigue of travel | wealthy widow lady, living a few miles out of
o
me
tion of industrial and political matters in i Ilarte lias been issued in phamplet form
know
tolerate any infringement on their rights,
and a hearty dinner, himself ami Ex-Gov. town, hearing of her trials, otic red her a home, day last week a spirited wife shot her husband the time.
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We preferred a few quiet
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I to work the no\t morning, no doubt with a frontier, they tire so difficult to sculp.
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of
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Herald
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whole number that can read and write is comheavy heart. The Herald, hearing
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•Iordan, Marsh w Co., tirst knew of the oecur- || street and two stories on Chestnut street, on
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hatred, looking upon them as rivals. ton Times.
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George Farrington, of Waldoboro’, has been
t l.ihrai iau ol tin*
such an array of railroading, professional
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paragraph lias grown ten-fold since it enumeration thereof. All the roads from cd to the donors with many thanks. Directly passed an order Thursday night, appropriating ami Bro. .1 I! I*.ij11. .r Mi B I I. ha- i .Imimal.
in the State. To them the present supremacy
w •>of the negro race is a thing unnatural and al! after, a person called with live dollars, which a $1500 in aid of the State Fair, which no doubt Hon. .1. i. Ill o n
got there.
Boston to the provincial line were repre- 1
a
ensures it being held in that city the comiug fall.
together abominable. At first they looked upon
A rum oi
arris a.
kind merchant had sent to her. Before he had
—The Maehias Republican comes to us
reconstruction as a farce, and believed that a
sented, as well as all tin? leading news- ! gone, a noble-hearted old gentleman, of the
Butterfly sets of Jewelry are -now in style. was foraging in this Min-rtiou, hut tin arris:
Democratic triumph in DUS would sweep it all
in appearance.
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Some of them cost over $3,000, and are exceed- of thi » \ 1‘iiiit
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tram i\ lihoiit
aw av.
Xow it is a horrible reality. From the greatly improved
kind which fellows the Scriptural injunction,
papers along the line.
ingly appropriate for the butterflies who wear apprehension. W< learn that tin
state of amazement with which they lirst saw
•mtmi.
put on an entire new suit of type, and
The train consisted of live magnilieent of not letting tin1 left hand know what the right them.
the negroes (whom they had always regarded
MerideM to all t1 I I 11 Mi.- ill Mat.- oust nti -i.
presents a very handsome face to its Pullman cars, ot the sleeping and draw
docth. .-ailed and presented her with ten dollars,
a- cattle) making laws, levying taxes, holding
The Lewiston Journal says the town of Aina at
I’ortlaml n tin it'»:h of .him it whh h tini-•
readers. The quarto form does not suit
she told him of the kindness of others, that her voted, on th" bth inst., to loan it* credit to tinoilier, and a. ting as jurymen, they passed into
ing room patterns, one common car, a loss had been made
condition of bitterness and rage, of which
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good, and she would rather amount of $40,000 to aid in construction of tin ami pin.a- IN ih.ini win !>.- io n*.min i?I. iml Mm
us so well as the folio for a newspaper,
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Those

Portland, tlie conductor of the* road, and
r<
i v<• d from him a check lor 8J000 on

provisions,

it will be seen, go

back to the treaty at the close of the revolutionary war, which gave to the citizenof the United States the most liberal

tlm Second National Bank of this city.
Alter getting the cheek cashed lie started
fur West Osvipuo in ;t light skeleton wagon, and had the* sf.ooo in a large pockethonk placed in the inside of his overcoat,
while he had about sloon in large bills in
lie dined at
the wallet in his undercoat.
West Horham, stopped a few minutes at
< ornish,
but did not go into the hotel in
the latter village.
When just this side of
Porter, three men sprang Irom the bushes,
and one stationed himself at the horse’s
head, another presented a pistol at Mr.
sawyer's head, while the third seized him
i<y the coat collar. The man with the
pistol demanded of Mr. Sawyer that he
should give up his money or he would
blow his brains out. Mr. S. said ho had
imiie: whereupon the man who had hold
.•I his eoat collar pulled him out of the
w agon backwards. and the man with the
pi io! immediately seized both wallets,
(lowing that he must have had some
knowledge of Mr. Sawyers having the
money beforehand. They then, having
secured tin* tmnls, let their victim up, ami,
telling him that they would blow his
brains out and throw him into the river
if lie attempted to follow them, disappeared. The whole allair was the work of
only a few moments. Mr. Sawyer then
seized his horse, quietly grazing near by,
and drove as quick as lie could to the
It is the most daring afnearest house.
fair that has taken place for many years
in Maine.
It was attempted to keep the
matter quiet, with the hope of catching
tie* robbers, but the news leaked out yesterday. Marshal Clark left for the scene
of the robbery yesterday afternoon.
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the war of isle, with its restriction to three miles distance from the
shore, is swept away. The mutual im-
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but tastes differ.
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The records of

and a restaurant ear, from ;
But lie had come with the
not take his money.
were
determination to do good, and was not going
abundantly dispensed. The whole was ! away and leave bis work undone. The girl
drawn by two engines. 'The ears them- finally accepted his generous gift. He would
selves and their magnificence of conveni- not leave his name. A number of men in a
establishment in this city, had started a
ence, decorations and comfort, arc hard large
subscription
amongst themselves, but learning
to he described.
In the lack of time to
of what, had been done already they dropped
write out our own observations, wo adopt
| the matter. We doubt not that there are many
those of a cotemporary, who says of the others who would willingly have helped to
Pullman cars—
make up her loss.

smoking

car,

the last of which creature comforts

|

misgovernment, of ty—Greeley, who has a way of sometimes
ranny or anarchy might bo searched in telling plain truths about his party friends,
vain for the parallel of this state of things.
says that lien Butler “lias not discretion
portation and exportation of fish tree of It is simply a community of civilization
enough to keep out of quarrels nor pluck
duty, re-enacts to that extent the old rec- and relinemenl, banded over to the merto carry them through.”.”
enough
to
iprocity treaty, but will not bo likely
cies of barbarism. As a result, the elec—Issie
Brown, ot Gorham, N. II., is no
do much harm to the interests of this
tions are tin* merest farces. The law reg- more. Her feller
forgot to call round for
shall
have
the
country, provided Congress
ulating them is unheard of in its provis- three whole days, and poor, deserted,
|
wisdom to remove taxation from vessels, ions. The Tribune
mi: 11a\i»i:i. vni» iiaydkn socif.ty
oorrespon lent calls it heart-broken Issie took
it looks larger and 11 t. icr Hum
poison, and love’s anExternally monitor
outfits and all materials for pursuing the “most
ordinary
passenger car. b of the
outrageous,” and adds—“No more young dream is no more.
have given to the musically inclined people of
Pullman uniform, dark color relieved b\ hea\ v
business. Neither will the rights acquired
Boston and vicinity, a rare treat the past week,
ingenious measure could be contrived to
—We should like to know what Klwcll, gilt panel work of elaborate design, and hears
by provincial fishermen of pursuing their facilitate iraud in the interest of the domion its side, its name in the centre of an oval. I in Music Hall.
They gave their first preformIts
of
the
Portland
deof
curved
means
I
silver,
work, anee Tuesday afternoon, and continued them
mountings
heavy
Transcript,
by
calling on the shores of the nited .States. nant party, and this was probably the oband the trucks mounted on twelve wheels,
American enterprise and skill will conscribing Kate Field's dress as “open at bespeak the elegance and ease to he found with- every afternoon and evening, ending on Saturject of its framers.” The negro poll man- the
chorus of seven
throat, displaying a fair white neck in. There you tind the triumph of the designer day night. There was
tinue to give our fishermen largely the
the
takes
and artisan. On your right, as you enter the
Governor,
ager, appointed by
hundred voices, and an oohestra of one hundred
and something more.'’
ear,
is
a
for
advantage.
spacious dressing-room
gendeinen musicians. Their
the ballots home, keeps them three days
inspiring strains, both vocal
When the provisions of the new treaty
—A water company lias been organized with all the conveniences appertaining. Aeros>
to count, then return them to the County
the aisle are the store-room for the tables. A;.-., and instrumental, were listened to by enchantshall have gone into operation, we sita 11
Commissioners, of the same stripe, who to supply Augusta from the Kennedy and a water closet, each perfect in appoint- ed audiences.
! ments.
The doors of these rooms closed give
look for a new impetus to the fishing busback of the city.
The fluid will
Tin-: mii.i i'ak\.
large panel mirrors, and looking from these, in
keep them live days. Each lias every op- Brook,
|i the
iness, especially in Maine. The hardday
towards a mirror paneled door at
have
time,
an
excellent
chance
for
The (train! Army of the Republic held a banfollowing the
to change the votes as they
portunity
opposite end, one would imagine it a sumptships and annoyances of colonial regulaits natural inclination to run down hill.
quet at Faneuil Hall, on Wednesday. There
The seats are
; uously furnished monitor.
please! Such a stale of things in a Northwas much speaking, as well as much feasting,
tions, added to the natural hazards and ern state
in crimson plush, math* of l*vt neb
upholstered
—The
editor of the Troy Times for long black
would produce revolution and
walnut
inlaid
with
wood
and
Amhoy
and no lack of enthusiasm. The walls of the
uncertainties of the mackerel and cod
bloodshed at once.
The correspondent and arduous party services and devotion gold. The carpet is as beautiful and eas\ to old < Tadic of
Liberty echoed and re-echoed
tread a; that in a gentleman's parlor.
fisheries, have operated to depress that
The
to the Dent family, has been made Miniscontinues
with cheer upon cheer, as sentiments were
curtains at the windows blend in color with the
industry greatly of late years. Maine is
tor to Greece—a lat place, undoubtedly. ! whole interior and they have heavy borders of uttered by favorite otlieers.
I have spoken ol white men ami negroes, ina deep crimson inwrought with gold in a d<*favorably situated to pursue the fisheries, sleml of lining the names of political parties, l>cThursday the Loyal Legion gave a reception
—The Machias Union vigorously advo- : sign to compare with the paneling between.
ause
lines
are
race
lines
with an extended coast, facilities for
]tractically, party
The double windows of French plate "lass to their brethren in arms, at the Parker House.
in South Carolina;, the white men make one
cates the building of a narrow
railgauge
make no noise on their glass pulleys and
About half-past nine, nearly four hundred disbuilding vessels, and a hardy sea-going party ami the negroes another; the number of
the traveler from cold in winter and dust
Noticing the demolition of Seollay’s people. If the provisions of this treaty, while men who have joined the latter being loo road to Calais; also the establishment of cures
tinguished officers sat down to a tempting rein
summer.
Around
base
of
the
the
elaborately
small to he worth
There are a woolen mill in Machias.
Building, and the consequent removal of as now understood, are to he interpreted scarcely a dozen nativeconsidering.
finished monitor is a silver framework, anil past, laid in the dining-hall <>r the house, to rewhite men who are ReI from these at night are pendant the heavy, ! fre>b the inner man and enjoy themselves
s. If Niles, INq.. the Boston Journal pays
from
thousand
other
motive
exthan
dollars
to
be
arc
for
any
publicans
greed
—Sixty
the
fairly aud justly,
capital of the State ollice, and with a few highly honorable
rich drapery. These curtains fall at the ends
socially.
excepto that gentleman the follow ing deserved
will he attracted to the Imsiness, and we tions the Northern men, who have come here, pended in clearing out the Penobscot river of the seats.* Then the movable tables between
Friday the firand Army of the Potomac celethe
sitters are removed; the lights in tin* silver
compliment—
shall see the fishing towns of Maine once are unscrupulous adventurers. The feeling this summer.
reflectors at their heads are extinguished and a brated its third anniversary, by a gathering in
of the white men was bitter enough after the
••

a

—

«

Srollay’s Building is so nearly demolished
we can begin to appreciate the vast im-

provement which its entire removal will make
in that great centre of travel.
We doubt if any
me who was disposed to find fault with the city
authorities for incurring the expense of this
great public improvement would have the
building put back for double the sum appropria e-l for it- purchase.
Passing there yesterday
we noticed an old, familiar sign, which lias
In on there so long that it has become almost a
pari of the building itself—that of“S. It. Nile’s
Advertising Agency.” For the past twenty
\ears Mr. Niles has occupied rooms there ana
bus devoted himself to the business of advertising in the newspapers of all parts ot the country. During this long time lie lies not only
built a large and prosperous business,but has
fathered to himself hosts of friends who will
wi-h him continued success in Ills new location, No. fi Tremont street. Advertising is, in
fact, a science, and although it is becoming to
be recognized ns a primary and unavoidable e:.pense in the prosecution of any business enterprise, and sometimes the only capital in matiy
undertakings, still there are but few who really appreciate its immense importance, or real- i
ize tiie wonders it is capable of performing,
j
When managed with experience, judgment, j
-kill, persistency and liberality, we do not be- ,
lieye there ever was an instance known where
it did not yield most gratifying results. From
our
long business and personal connection
with Mr. Niles, we know that he is a master of
the art of advertising*—that his judgment and
advice in advertising may be relied upon—that
lie has been repeatedly entrusted with the promulgation of great enterprises, and that he enjoys the confidence and respect of the newspaper press and the public to an extent which it
is an honor for any man to possess.
j

1

James

hung liy
braska,

Jameson alias MeBeatb, was
a mob on the 14th, at Helena,Nefor the murder of Henry Locke.

He confessed the murder which was a cold
blooded one, and three others of which lie
was accused, he having escaped front
jail here on a similar charge a day or two
bi-tore the murder in Nebraska was com-

—The Portland Star doesn’t visit our
election, but it has been growing worse ever
It was found that the new Legislature,
since.
sanctum. Has its twinkling ceased ?
which met in the Winter, was more corrupt
than its predecessor.
Leading Republicans here
A Good Investment.
The fashion of shooting for real or tell me that it was notoriously incompetent and
protligate. Lighty of the 121 members of the
fancied injuries has just received another House and II of the dl Senators were negroes.
The bonds ot the Eurooeau and N'ortli Amercould not read or write. These negroes,
ican Hallway, which we advertise to-day, consevere blow in Blair County, I’a., where Many
ignorant of all the forms of Legislation, could
stitute one of the best and safest securities in
a man took on a lit of momentary insanity,
have done but little harm had it not been for a
and shot another one for alleged intimacy few white members, who concocted mischief which to make investment of all that are preand initiated them into their schemes, telling sented to the
public. The reasons that can be
with his wife. The wounded man did those who had some scruples that it was the custom of members of all Legislatures to make given for this belief are many. First, it is a
not die, however. The shooter was inmoney outside of their salaries. A final cause home bond, under the protection of our courts
dieted for an attempt at murder. Judge I of irritation was the collection of taxes, which and laws, and not located in a far off and
perI began in March. The rate ot taxation was
Taylor charged the jury that the evidence largely increased over that of previous years, haps repudiating community. Second, the
sustained the indictment, and placed this and the property owners honestly believed that security is ample, being 11 non the only line
they were robbed to support the extravagance connecting the Provinces with the United
stumbling-block in the path of the justifi- of the “Nigger Government.”
States, titty-eight miles of completed road, and
cation theory—“Admitting all that was
The writer in the Tribune says he has upon 40 townships of land. There is also a
the
man
will
shot,
charged against
any conversed with the people of the
region, sin’ log fund arising from the sale of the lands,
jury pretend that a private citizen has a ex-rebels and others, and find in them no to pay the bonds at maturity. A little figuring
right to administer a punishment that the hostility to the government of the United will show the holder of a $1000 U. S. Bond
that lie can exchange it for a $1000 bond of this
law lias no light to administer?”
It
States. lie reports that he made a remark j
road, get $200 or more in cash, and continue to
didn’t take the jury long to bring in a
to one ex-confederate, and got a reply as
receive ins six per cent, in gold as before. Any
verdict of guilty.
follows—
one who looks for higher interest must
expect
People at the North generally believe that the to take poorer security, and thus peril Ids
The letter from Capt. Griilin, of sell.
disturbances in the South arise from a hatred investment. See advertisement in this paper.
Lillias, of Stockton, which wo publish to- of the National Government. “That’s a mishe replied. “We don’t want any troubKu Klux Outrage.
day, details an outrage upon our Hag and take,”
le with the General Government.
Wc have
hail
flic rights of American citizens which deenough of war, and we want peace; but
New
Yoke, April 10. Seven men, four
we can't sit still and see a gang of thieves, susmands the prompt interference of the tained
whites and three blacks, were recently disby a horde of ignorant niggers, take our covered on the shore
of Deep Creek, Eastern
United States. The Spanish government property from us.’’
Virginia, drowned. All were tied together,
has always dealt with our people in an
With this condition of things, the his- and each had his hands tied behind his back.
The above paragraph has been
going
overbearing and tyrannical manner, seem- tory of which is derived from so thorto regard us as too spiritless to resent oughly a radical source as the Tribune, the rounds of the Republican papers for a
prosperous, with tiro power to add
largely to the wealth of the State.

more

that

■

ing

It is high time that such prostopped. If the administration at Washington does its duty, it
will make an imperative demand for
mitted. lie objected to being hanged beand enforce it, too.
to die, but not reparation,
cause he was
unprepared
because of his innocence. lie was at once
til Warrensburg, III., Alice Day, finding herstrung up but the rope broke, and it is self not
tile
wife ol her husband, shot herstated that he cooly smoked his pipe while self. The only
bigamous brute swallowed a bottle
of hair dye, glass and all, and dyed.
they were getting the rope ready.
insults.

ceedings

were

with a mirror lace conceals the lamp.
Then the cushions of the seats are drawn
toward each other and the framework becomes
a bed frame wide enough for two
persons.
Sideboards put up from the hacks of each seat
form what is called sections, and of these thenare ten. comprising the space of two seats each.
What was admired for its paneling in wood
and gold, having a raised medalion Centre and
extending on a sweep from above the scats to
the top of the car is let down the same as a parlor bedstead, and resting on the tops of the seat
hacks gives an upper berth large enough for
two more persons
Thus in each section vou
have two beds with spring mattresses and
comfortable furnishings.
The blankets and
linen of the beds in the day time arc placed in
the upper berth and thrown up out of sight, the
pillows under the seats. Opening the door
opposite where we entered we have a drawing
room, nearly three quarters the width of the
This is finished the same and gives sleepcar.
ing accomodations for six persons, and the
young ladies delight in calling it a bridal
chamber. By a passage way on the right we
rescued uio iurtner pml or the oar. The space
on the left side of the aisle is devoted to a
private toilet room for the ladies, arranged
with exquisite taste and elegance, and a linen
locker. Opposite the room and locker and
opening by a cut glass door is found the healing room. The heated water which is carried
under tht car seats in iron coils is engenerated
in one of Baker’s heaters. It is claimed for
this that in ease of a collision or going down an
embankment there is no danger of fire to the
The car is ventilated by Cirroll’s ventilacar.
tor. The cost of this car is $20,000 and if is
slide

(tlobe Theatre, where they were first addressed l>v Hen. Meade, followed by I he Rev.
Philipps Brooks with a prayer, an oration by
(ten. Fairchild, and a poem by Berte If arte.
The day ended with a banquet at the Revere
House, and the usual amount of speaking on
such occasions was had. Boston ought, to be
verv wise and learned after the deluge of wisdom which has been poured out by the great
ones of Hu* land the past week.

Kennebec & Wiseasset R. K.

“His pill-grimage Is over,”
widow said when she ordered
tombstone.

DrlllOi

as
an

druggist's
epitaph for 1 is
the

sarcastic young lady says she m-v.-r \va- -o
much in love with a man that two ruinv da>together in a country house would not • tb-.-tuA

ally

cure

her.

tin*

KRIK1S.

tragedy of Punch and .Juuv is
given on the common everyday to large crowds
of both old and vouyg, and t ho grave-looking
statesman seems to enjoy it equally as will as
the merry schoolboy.
The Boys English High School gave ;i prize
drill in Boston Thoatrf, Wednesday forenoon.
The Theatre was completely packed with the
admiring friends of the hoys.
mimic

The Woman's Homestead League has been
holding a lair in Mayllowcr Hall, with a fair attendance.
A jealous husband made a savage attempt
upon the life of his wife, on Monday last. The
shrieks of the woman attracted the passers by*
and amongst them was an officer who rescued
the woman, and arrested the man, but not
until he had succeeded in making a dangerous
wound with the razor.
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John Harltield, who died a few days ag<» in
Troy, N. Y„ is said to have been the first maker
lie cut
of lueifer matches in tliis country,
them out one by one with his knife as long t_r>»
as is:}<», and prepared the chemical combustible
bv a process then known only t<> himself.

in
>uir>r.
hroa. la-1 a trll h*an Man < ru
kllOeked 111. -p »t-on: of hi- I lomu Ma MlS-o'
II- ha. !r l 1 la m out ol I hat
foil* a* oat.-.
rip.
ami svh -n la-t
ami .la-la <1 Mown M tin

The head of a Vermont railroad shop \va> applied to for permission to work on a Fast Day
by a couple of men who were noted for their
laziness. Permission was given
for,” >ay-

wiil not

the

chief, “you can’t either of you work hard
to break the day.”

-.

i-haro'iti.i;
Mayor s\ ;*lien.\ 11.1:«»\

Radical Idea of popular self-government
“The extraordinary powers of government
which Congress has conferred upon M —I
Grant. [Hart. Times.
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mi'
The Augusta Journal says that Allen
ing was arrested in Hallowell on Frid.-iv n e 11'
lor ail alleged rape upon 1> *n I. TliomaSpaulding is *24 years of age. tnarri -d man.
ietim
and belongs in Wuterville. The alleged
is the daughter of William Thomas of Hallowell, and is only between fourteen and fifteen
v
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gives

steamship Aleppo, below lloston,
following particulars ol the di

the

aster:
On the 20th
from Boston

of April, when thirteen mile-,
Light, with the Minot's ItoeU
light bearing four miles distant, the Merrimae
was run into hy the Aleppo and sunk in just
thirteen minutes after the collision, in twentythree fathoms of water. All of the «-rew saved
themselves hy climbing over tin* steamer’s bow
to her deck, the barque and everything on
hoard being a total loss. A boat was put off
from the Aleppo for the purpose of saving th
barque’s papers and a few other things, hut
she went down before the men could reach her.
There was a thick fog at the time, and fapl.
Nichols stated that he sounded his fog horn
every minute from the time he first heard thsteamer’s whistle until the moment of collision
In liftecn minutes after hearing the whistle
the steamer struck the barque. The Merrim...
was then
lying becalmed, and the officers in
charge on deck had not had steerage way on
her for two hours previous to the accident.
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Ktlorts are being made to start a I>enn»< r aii
paper in Lowell. The party lias been without
a paper in that city for ten years.
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The sweetest things in earrings is an apia:
of rock crystal, tilled with wafer, in ulneli
swim small whales, lobsters and shrimps.
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Hartford, Conn., May 11. The Sento-day passed the resolution declaring
Marshall Jewell and the other Republican
Tiirc Pkoid.sen Darikn’Caxal. The long- candidates for State officers elected. Lieut.
took the oath of office in the
disputed problem whether an inter-Oceanic Gov.
winters to drag over the hills in
stage Canal across the Isthmus of Darien is practica- SenateTyler
Chamber.
He is ex-officio the
coaches from Belfast to Augusta, with oc- ble or not, appears to have been decided in the
affirmative. A route pronounced practicable presiding officer of that bo4y. The 1 louse
casional diversion at digging the coach has been surveyed
by the Government expedi- inadvertently omitted to appoint a compeople profess to wonder that the white month past but the Boston Traveler has out of the snow. Somebody has said tion under Captain Selfridge. Jt is thirty miles mittee to request Gov. Jewell’s acceptance
an
long with
elevation, at the highest point to of the position, and ho will not take the
inhabitants of South Carolina are dissat- seen a letter from Mr. Wm. P. Curtis, that a well appointed dinner table is the be
cut, of 01*2 feet. The cost of the work is esoath of office until Tuesday next, to which
And Eastern Virginia, to a gentleman of Mass- last triumph of civilization over barbar- timated at $80,000,000.
isfied, and that outbreaks occur!
day both Houses have adjourned. On
But
we
a
think
law
ism.
which
that
the
aimed
that
states
at
it must pale beabove alsachusetts,
Congress passes
specially
A letter received from Capt. Whitman, of that day there will bo an inauguration pallte State, and the President proclaims
legations are absolutely false in every par- fore the superior cnlightment of the Pull- Bark Calypso, dated Buenos Aryes, April 3d, rade and usual election day ceremonies,
that he will exhaust the power ot the ticular. No such
when Gov. Jewell will communicate his
says the sickness by yellow fever is terrible
discovery lias been man cars.
there. Over three hundred deaths a day have
The joint
It may not be generally known how taken place for the previous two or three weeks. message to the Legislature.
government to crush a people whose con- made, no accidental or violent deaths have
standing comm ittees were announced to
One half the entire population have died or left
ditions of utter misery is enough to draw occnred there, and the whole
the
is
much
suindebted
for
the
is
a
public
story
the city, since his arrival there. [Portland day in both Houses. Gov. Jewell has
tears from a heart ot stone.
base, wicked fabrication.
made the appointments on his start.
perior railroad service of the Central Bond
indeed a palace car.
Those can best appreciate the change,
wo think, who have been accustomed in
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Mary Cary says that if husbands generally
knew what their wives thought of them, suicides
would be a more common occurrence.
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Considerable anxiety is foil for the iietv of
Mendez, Capt. Eleazer Metiilvny, now
about fifty days out from St. .lolm for Havana,
with deals, liesides the < aplain. three or four
persons (Mi hoard belong in ibis city.
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Seth I.. Millikeii Ii-*p, is about to make a
tour of ohsma at ion to lie Iroiitier tales of the
west.
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Lit hnsks to Sell Real Estates of—Alexander kDow. late ot Palermo; minor heirs of Osias
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STARS, RIGGING,
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.X Anchors, &e.,
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Life itself is almost a burden to some 1 allies
mi account of excessive pain—Headache, Toot hhe. ague in the face and jaws, Neuralgia,
Lameness, and other pains and aches arc cured
v.i. kl\ and certainly by using freely Renne's

troupe irave an
Wiliklf at ill**

,ll

.\.

Fain-Killing Magic Oil.

Washington.

.Sold by your merchant.

Thirrcs'. knaves !! SWINDLERS 1!! These
mild terms with which to designate those
no an eontemptable adventurers,who have been
induced by the high reputation which Dr. Rage's
t’atarrh Remedy lias won to put up and" offer lor sale a worthless imitation of this celebratRemember that Dr. Pierce's
ed medicine.
private Stamp, which is the only positive guarantco of genuineness, should be upon every
package. This private stamp, issued by the li.
R. Government expressly for stamping Dr.
Fierce's medicines, has upon it his portrait,
name and address, and the words “IT. S. Certificate of Genuineness.” Don’t get swindled
by men calling themselves Dr. Sage; Dr. R. V.
Fierce of Buffalo, N. Y., is the only man now
living that has the right and can prepare the
genuine and original Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. Sold by druggists, or sent by mail ou re-
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seen a

dangerous disease

ar-
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Sarsaparilla that renewed your vitality orCherJVctoral that cured a painful cough, or his
ure that expelled the freezing ague and
Ague

of Railroad with which they are mortgaged. They
1250 square miles (nearly as large as the State
of Rhode Island, which is 1300 square miles,) and
are of great value.
The Bonds are lor $1000 each, due March 1,1800,
bear interest at

o

DRESS GOODS!
We intend to close out the ENTIRE
an

assortment which
in this

STOCK in this
cannot be

certainly
We call

city.

public
to

tion, especially

|

GOLD COIN,
from II. S. Taxation.

1

equalled

atten-

our

o

All persons indebted to this firm will

please

settle their

ACCOUNTS.

Any persons having

bills

against us

are

requested

to pre

sent them for settlement.
o

a

j

90 and Accrued Interest in Currency.

e

We have in

STOCK,

a

\ ii artnl murder was committed near Mon«!.
few nights since. Mrs. Poster, who
i-i ;t boarding house at the Luchine .Junction,
found murdered in the morning, and, as
-i»- "known to have had $500 the night bea
‘.uni a Norwegian hoarder named Lea was
in "in-', the object and the
perpetrator of the
rim< we-re- clearly indicted. Lea was captured
il»- next night, alter an exciting chase, and a
l- irt "I the stolen money recovered. The soles
«■: hi- f-'ci were found to bu bloody, and he eonii->ed the murder at once. It appears that he
tpl-roached Mrs. I'u-ter in his bare feet, iust as
was about retiring, ami struck her a fear-Ii
mi blow with an axe, which dashed outlier
brains and caused instant death. lie then cut
eit the pocket of her div>- containing the monAn old pensioner
>. dressed him-elf and left.
named Peter Maloney, who did odd jobs about
the- house, had been drinking with Lea that cveninr and was probably drugged, as he was unabb- to speak when found. The husband of the
ourdered woman wa-empfciyed on the railroad,
i.d wa- away from homo on the fatal night.

FIREWOEKR,
at wholesale.

CUTTER,
52 CHAUNCY

HYDE &

CO.,

STREET.BOSTON,
3m42sp

M.

A.

CULLNAN,

HOUSE PAINTER,
PATER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING.
WHITE WASHING, ENAMELING
AND VARNISHING.

Painting and Papering Front Entries,
Parlors and Sitting-Rooms made a
Specialty.
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE.” IN OIL.
93- All work done in the best
left on Slate promptly attended to.

Shop

over

FRANK B.

manner.

Orders

KNOWLTON’S Store,
Belfant, Re,

Ul<rh Street,
3m35sp

from Halifax to all the chief cities of the United
States, and as two or three days of ocean travel can
be avoided, and about 30 hours time saved, from
New York, in going to or coming from Europe, by
rail to or from Halifax,—a large business in passengers, mails and freight will thereby be added to
the tralhc over the E. & N. A. Railway.
2m15

Miss P. E.

Oressey

RESPECTFULLY

&

INVITE

attention oi their friends and patrons
WOULD
stock of
public generally, to their

Co.,
THE
and the

nice line of

Curtains & Fixtures,

Nottingham Laces,

Hemp Carpetings,
Straw

Mattings,
Feathers, &c.,

That will bo closed

REMEMBER FOR

QO

offered at

a

out,

regardless of cost.

DAYS

ONLY, will this Stock be

sacrifice in

prices.

new

&

Millinery

ot the very first
ed.

Fancy Goods,

quality which they have just receiv-

prepared

to attend
promptly and
orders in their line, and thanking
satisfactorily
their customers ior past patronage they would be^
speak a continuance ot public lavor which they will
continue to merit by diligence and attention to busi-

They

are

now
to all

er Please call at NO. H PHENIX
Stairs, and examine for yourselves,

ROW, Up
3w45

Kphraim Barrett,
T., aiuler Weeks,
lion N. V. Burpee,
Frauds Cobh,

Co.

January, 1<T.

are we

satisfied with the

t'>

pense.

and the fairness of our business transactions.
WM.sritAGUK. President.

Corner Main & Washington Streets,

Farm for Sale,

(’.

>X0S at
50 cents
SAWYEK, ami put up

Simonton Bros. & Co.,

ICE !

ICE !

City

of Belfast.

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE
rpilK
X the City Council, on Accounts and Claims,

OF
will
session at the Aldermen’s room, on the first
Monday of each month at 2 o'clock 1’. M.
All bills against the city must he presented at said
meetings, to be entered upon the Roll lor payment
Per Order.
that month.
N. F. HOUSTON, Chairman.
2mos41
Belfast, April IS, 1871.
lie

in

City
|
;
:

of Belfast.

THE COLLECTION OF
this municipal year, will
City,
be received until Monday,.June .*», at 7 o'clock, 1‘. M.
All proposals must be sealed anddoposited with the
City Clerk on or before said date ;the Council reser ving tin- right to accept or reject as they may deem
lor the interest of the City.
Proposals, to be upon the amount paid into the
Per Order
City Treasury.
JOHN 11. l^UIMBY, City Clerk,
7wll
April 18, Wl.

|PROPOSALS
£ 'faxes in this

FOR

tor

DR. E. R. CLARKE’S
VECSF.TA HRR

Sherry

Wine Bitters.

THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
2
E
fc* o

B

o
a p

o*<
p

block,

Belfast, me.

p

b“

sp

TO ALL

PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AND WELL.
If a Lone IAfc
Stealth and Happiness
is desired, let tliese Hitters he taken, particularly
in tiie Sjo iiif/ and 1 Vo.rm S, a sons of the year, and
especially by the following classes of people:
'I’lie HilfllAlilf, who, from liis constant, iniloor labors, not having sufficient access to the
bracing an l refreshing air «>ut of iloors, becomes
weakened at the stomach, nervous, pale atul sickly,
lie
hi* ti-o.l n >t relishing tu»r properly digesting,
should take these Hitters, and freely too, in order to get his system up, right and strong, and in
prime condition to go through the warm weather
1:1 good snap•*, with his constant daily labors. The
exhilarating and "1< ansing power of the Dock
Root Dandelion, poplar, and Prickly Ash Bark,
i- what wiil bring him up, and make him, physiTin*
cally speaking, once more n mini!
HILL. 01*1 :at ATI Vi : will llnd this Medicine
the very thing to cleans.* the blood and strengthen
the system. and v r./ mild and pleasant to take.
s*vu; A.\a> <>\« s: beai tiitl
Ik
h ll>V lias hut to take thi- compound freely, and
bin* will he speedily restored to health, beauty
anil buoyancy.' The HO.MINT FAll.HElt,
flu* tLldKAHAA and LAWYER, and
31EY OF SEHEYTARY HABITS
this
is your Medicine1
After once using it, you will
It will improve you twentynever be without it.
live per cent. Tin* Al A It! ATAt will find it, the
best medicine in the world for his use; it makes
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, and capable
of great endurance and exposure; and when on
shore, it renovates his blood, and restores and repairs his system.
Tin* Largest Bottle, the Lowest Price.,
and I lie most luflectiial Remedy
in the World.
—

{

—

j

j

Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association.
rKiuwRitr) nv

L.
C li

r 111

M.
i

;s

t

ROBBINS,
a 11

<1

DiMiKffls t,

ROCKLAND,
■

SILVER COIN, for which the
lw*

►>

Ileiulaehc, Van Moinm Ji, Piles of
longstanding, Humors, aii.l all Jfisniseu U'Jiich
n'-isr from on unfnalth'/ stat> <>/ tin Stomach,
i.'oir- is. mol JJ/o’iJ, Li which valuable Roots anil
Herbs. an l the knowledge of their great service to
su;!‘*ring humanity, man cannot feel too thankful
to Him wh
wisely provided us with all things.

Address, Morrill, Me.

15.

5

\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County ot Waldo, on tin- second Tuesday of
May A. D. Wl.
a. MOORE, widow ot A. A. Moore, late
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
laving presented a petition lor an allowance from
:he personal estate ot said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order
to he published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to In* held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot June next, at ten ot the clock belore
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
prayer ot said petition should not he granted.
ASA THCKI.Ol till Judge.
to
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,

MAUV

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
May A. D. 1.S71.
LARISA BOWDOLV,widow of David Bowdoin,
late of Stockton, in -aid County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that L. M. Partridge may be appointed Administrator on said
deceased’s estate.
Ordered, 1'liat the said Clarisa, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this or
dor to be published three \w eks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and
shew cause, il any they have, why the prayer ot said
petition should not be granted.
ASA TllURUOUGll, Judge.
13
A true copy. Attest—B. I* Field, Register.

C1

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
May A. I). ls?l.
'ITTILI.IAM KINGSBURY Jd, Guardian of inlnor heirs ot .lames N. Pendleton, late ot Prospect, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having

W

presented

his first account,

ME.

Bole Proprietor of l>r. K, It. Clurke's Vegetable Sherry AVinc ltittcrs.
Formerly
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.
1A1TIOIV EXTRA.- Owing to the great
popularity and sale of these Bitters, worthless imi-

tations may come up in the market, but as you
value your life and health, be sure and get the genuine Sherry Wine Bitters. See that the Portrait of
Dr. Clarke and my facsimile signatures are upon
the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
SOLD 9Y DEALERS IN

MEDICINES.

GROUT, of

County
Wintcrport
1AMOS
9 of Waldo, hereby give public notice that I claim
described
in said
in the

real estate situated
following
Wintcrport, viz : Beginning on the east side of the
road leading from Winterport to llampdcm, on the
line of land of Benjamin Stubbs, thenee northerly
by said road about 8 rods to a stone wall near the
barn of Louisa Kenney, thence by said wall easterly
to Penobscot River, thenco by said River south
westerly to land deeded by one Kenney to Herrick &
11 ill, thence by said llerrick & Hill land south west-

the

Guardianship

lor al-

At a Court of I’roh itc, held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of May, A. D. 1S71.
DODGE, Administrator of the estate of
Eden G. Babbidge, late ot Isleboro in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
lirst and final account ot Administration on said
estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice*
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Couut, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH Judge.
15
A true copy. Attest—B. P. I' lKi.n, Register.

JAMES

At a Probate Court hold at Belfast, within ami lor
the County of Waldo, on tie' second Tuesday ot
May, A. 1>. 1S71.
of the estate
rpiMOTilV MAYO. Administrator
1 of .lames It. Files, late ot Monroe, in said
County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his
lirst account ot Administration on said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator Rive notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order, to be published three weeks successively iu
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, timt
b» held
they may appear at a Probate Court, to
at Belfast within and lor said County, on the
second Tuesday ot June next, at ten ot the clock
before noon, an«l shew cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
AS A

A true copy.

Attest

llH'IM.Ol'iill, Judge.
Register. JwTO

It. 1*. Fii.i.i*

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
t Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
the Count v
May, A. 1*'. '.*71.
SARD ENT, named Executor in u
last
; certain instrument purporting to be the
Monwill and testament ot Rufus (iilmore, late ot
prehaving
of
deceased,
in
Waldo,
said
County
roe,
sented said will lor Probate.
all
Ordered, That the said Charles give notice to
ot this order to
persons interested by causing a copy
in
the
Repubbe published three weeks successively
lican Journal, printed at Be Hast, that they may
be held at Belfast,
appear at a Probate Court, to
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten of tlie clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, appoved and allowed.
ASA THl.'HI OUCH, Judge.
45
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

C11IAREKS

rriUK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
ot the estate of Levi O. Bowden, lute of W interport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
the law directs; site therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, ur.d those who have any deman *h thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement
JUIIANNA b. DOW.
;t\V !:•
t0

X

riTii K. subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herselt the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of John S. Cummings, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement
ABBIK 11. CUA1MINCS.
toher.

THE

EYE._THE

EYE.

It II. E. KM1VHT has discovered a
i^new treatment for the K\K and KAK, by
"which he is curing some ot tin* worst cases
of Blindness ana Dealness ever known,
vithout instruments or pain,

CANCERS!
Dn. Knt<;in’s new treatment lor Cancers surpasses all others now in use. It cures without knife,
plaster or pain, and heals without a scar. Every
kind of disease treated with great success. Humors
No
of every kind eradicated lrom the system.
charge for consultation.
3m4l
Dover Nl.. BimIom.
‘Office.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

INSIDE~LINE

TO

Mt. Desert & Macliias.
TWO

NOTICE,

ot

lowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten ot the clock before noun,
and shew cause, if any they have, why tin- same
should not be allowed.
ASA Till RLOUGH, Judge
45
iv true copy.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

dice.

A1TED!

May

g

o

<'.imposed of I>ook Hoot, Sarsaparilla, Rock Rose,
Wintcrgivcn, 1 );uiiU“lio:i. Wild Cherry, Tho5*oughv >rt,
Prickly Ash. i'opiar Bark, Rhubarb, etc.
For Weakness, boss of AppelUe, Jaun-

Mower.

Valve will be paid, if oll'ered within 1
Market Va
ft. SlULKY fc SON.
days.

1-2- 5.

;itr-::i.

PROBATE NOTICES.

I

Bay State
HORSE RAKE!

(Ml

UNITY,.I tine

_

HAVE IN STORE A LARGE LOT OF T1IE
thickest, coldest, clearest and purest ice ever
gathered in this or any other locality—frozen expressly to order. I shall be happy to supply customers regularly and in any ouuntity.
THOMAS LOGAN.
2m.‘JS
Belfast. March 29 1871.

The

wJMfjdjtlCAN

2(1-27.

All interested in the improvement ot our Common
Schools are cordially invited to be present, at tin
regular sessions of these Institutes, and especially
at the evening lectures.
Iwli
I
N. A. LUCE, County Supervisor

Prepared
bv L. M.

j

P. O.

FRANKFORT
STOCKTON,.•*
SEARSMONT.

In these Institutes tin* County Supeivisor will be
assisted by W. II. 111GKI.OW, Es<>., Supervisor ot
Kennebec County, and others.
Will S. S. Committees of adjoining '.owns use
their influence to secure a general attendance ol their

ROBBINS, Wholesale and Rotail Drugget, Rockland, Me. A Trial r»<>x sent fr.'
by mail on receipt of seventy-liw cents, by L. M.
ROBBINS, ltoeklaud, Me.
THIS VALUABLE SALVE IS SOLD BY ALL
DEALERS IX MEDICINES.
lyrlOis.

For Sale by
E. A. CAhpERWOOD.

ii a vford

ol

BROUKs,.May 22-2:5.

1

Sprague

1871.

Institutes

neglects
kfop suppli-l,send seventy-five feists as directed
a box by return mail.

U'H*up in P»

1. The Machine is constructed entirely ot Iron
and Steel, without any woodwork except tin- ivl
and its attachments.
2. The Frame is an Iron Case, cast in one pita.
with the bearings for the Shafts cast on it.
3. The Shafting is of tho best refined iron, and
running as it does in bearings cast on the Frame, it
cannot get out ot line trom any warping of Frame
or loosening of Bolts; thereby avoiding tin; trouble
which so often occurs from those causes on all wood
en frames that are made ot separate pieces.
The Gears are cast from the best American
4.
Iron, and are the strongest set of Mowing Machine
gears in use; they are arranged in a mechanical and
compact manner within the Frame and are com- j
pletely encased; by this arrangement they are protected lrom dirt and grass, and it is impossible lor
the operator to be injured by them.
5. But four Bolts (and those with check or double
nuts) are required on the frame, to hold in their
proper places the Cover, Cap, Seat, Shutting and I
Gears. The Cover is hinged to the Frame, and by
access is readily obtained to all the \
simply raising it,
working parts of the Machine.
0. Almost the entire weight is carried on the
wheels while mowing, thereby giving the greatest
possible amount ot driving power in proportion to
the weight of the Machine.
7. The Machine weighing but 000 lbs., is one of ;
the lightest, but from its peculiar construction, one !
of the strongest and most effective.
8. Having the most simply constructed I.ilting
Central Dralt properly arranged, the labor upon the
team is much lessened, and the liability ol damage
to the Machine lrom striking obstructions is greatly

Thii Maciiink is new and's built expressly lor
use with one horse. Some manufacturers have built
a Mower to be used either with one or two horses,
as the convenience of the farmer may require. This
has proved to be a mistaken course, us a Mower designed for two horses must necessarily be stronger
and heavier to withstand without breakage the power exerted by the team than one to be used with one
horse. Another point is that when using a single
horse on a Machine, built for two, the labor for the
horse is too hard. The impression exists therefore,
that a one horse machine cannot be built that will
work as well with one horse as the regular machine
does with two horses. We have determined to correct this wrong impression by building a truly practicable One Horse Mower.
Our thills or shafts are firm and strong, yet have
neat and tasteful appearance, and have been pronounced by many mowing machine men the best
that have ever been attached to a Mower.
We have taken the greatest care in the construction of the machine that the horse, inside shoe and
right hand drive wheel shall all move in the cleared
track. The Inside Shoe is of malleable iron, com
allowing the use
bining lightness with strength, andless
than one-half
ot a Cutting apparatus weighing
of that used in the Two Horse Mower. These imwith the
in
connection
taken
advantages,
portant
which arc
strong points of the two horse machine,
all included in the One Horse Mower, make it the
light machine of the world.
AH who wish to cut their grass with one horse,
should before purchasing, stc the Light Sprague
Mower,the only really practical one horse Mower in
E. A. CALDERWOOD, Agent.
the world.

lloll.iti. lluiin*.

IN
NORTH PORT,
SITU ATI.
2 !-2 miles Irom Belfast, contuiuint;
about tw acres ot land; a large orchard ol the best Fruit, Grape, Cranberry, and
other small fruit. Well 1< need and watered. Buildings gootl; House and L.. m \v. Will keep a norland 12 to la head Cattle. An excellent Brick Prlvi
lege bordering on a brook. Near a School llousi
ami in a gootl neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
and on the most !ib< nil terms it applied for soon.
Apply to.I. C. LFWld, New rustle. Maim or on
the premises to THOMAS W A'TERM AS, or JOHN
tH3
M. WOODS.
May t. Its: 1.

THE AFFLICTED.
It your Druggist is out of the Salvo, and

bv MISS

Catalogue Sprague Mowing Machine Co.

0. The Machine has been so carefully constructed
and balanced, with a view of avoiding side dralt,
that no device is necessary to conceal that which
does not exist.
1U, The Frame and Gearing are placed in the
centre of the Machine, bringing the weight equally
upon the drive wheels, thus obtaining a more steady
motion with less shaking of the driver.
11. The apparatus for working ami handling the
Cutter Bar is the most complete, simple ami ellicient
ot any in use; with the single Lever, without mo\
ing from his seat, the operator can bring the Cutter
Bar to a perpendicular position and secured for tin
road, and with the same lever, unfasten and lower
the Bar to the proper position for mowing, the
whole operation requiring not morn than t. n
onds.
The Seat and Tool Box arc combined, the
12.
Tool Box forming the base of the Seat and the Seat
forming the cover ot the box. By a»slot in the bottom of the base, the Seat can be moved lorward or
back, according to the weight of the driver, thus relieving the horse’s neck.
13. The Lever lor throwing the Machine in and
out of gear is worked entirely with the foot, h aving
the hands of the operator at liberty.
14. The Cutting apparatus is regarded as the best
Neither pains nor exever placed upon a mower.
material ol tin
penses have been spared to have the
Best quality and the workmanship of the first class.
15. The Sprague Mower is preeminently the light
draft machine for the following reasons : file Gears
are so earelully mace and mechanically arranged;
the Shalts are so exactly fitted into the solid bearings, both being so completely protected lrom dirt
or gi \ss, that they run with much less than the
usuul amount of friction; the Wheels and Gears are
so correctly timed, and work in unison with such a
perfectly constructed Cutting apparatus, that the
amount of power used and required to cut the grass,
is reduced to the smallest possible limit.
1C*. Each Machine, after it has been set up, has
power applied to it by means of a belt on one ot the
driving wheels, and is run for fifteen minutes at
double the rate of speed that would be required
when mowing. In this way the perfection of every
Machine is insured and its practical working ascertained before leaving the shop.
17. Every part of the Machine is made in Duplicate, any one piece fitting all Machines.

tin* line ol the Railroad will have their
:t the Belfast Station, tree ot exA. K. DURHAM,

2ml',

below, and receive

suits of last

years’ business, and with the promising indications
of the coming season's trade, that we have made
great additions to our buildings, and have placed in
them a large and increased assortment ol the newest
and most improved tools and machinery. With our
present arrangements we are enabled to turn out
fifty machinesthea day. for their
Thanking
public
very favorable reception ot the Sprague Mower, and their ready apof its many good qualities, and for their
iberal patronage ol last season, we respectfully
solicit a continuance of the same, ami promise to
use every means in our power to give the best satisfaction both by the good qualities of our Machine

O. J. C,mant > Postmaster
Rockland • and wife,
I K. Kimbull and w ile,
William McLoon.

on

TO

Tn presenting tho Spraoik Mowkk to the notice
of the Farmers of this country, ami in soliciting
their patronage, the manufacturers feel no hesitation
in muting the statement that they are calling attention now to a new and untried experimental machine, but to one that has been subjected to t he most
thorough and trying tests in many sections ol the
country, and in all the various and difficult kinds ol
works which are required from a iirst-class Mower,
the results obtained from these trials have been most
satisfactory both to the purchasers and to ourselves.
Our aim has been, and will be, to place in tinhands of the Farmer a Mower, light in weight, easy
of dralt, strong in construction, with the best and
most simple mechanical arrangement and proportion
of the working parti*; the newest and most complete
facilities for handling; a cutting apparatus second to
none in use, and at a price at once fair and reasonable, and much below that heretofore charged for
the same quality of lirst-class Mowers.
In order to carry out these designs and to produce
the required results, we have secured and combined
the very best mechanical skill with the practical
Mowing Machine talent ol many years’ experience.
The Machines placed in the field last season, were
carefully tried and watched in all the dillerent positions, and upon all kinds ol mowing. A lew improvements have been made, ami tlie Sprague Mower of the present day stands higher, and is nearer
perfection than any Mowing Machine ottered to the

The One Horse

Oil Cloths,

RING-TOSS,
BATS,

martyreil

Parties

goods delivered

|
j

DEPARTMENT.

Free

|

everything that is usually found in a*tirst class
Grocery Story.
As a quick nincpence is better than a slow shilling,
we are going to sell at bottom prices and keep the
thing a going.

Institutes

o.

reduced.

<

•

department,

DRESS GOODS!

SIX PER CENT. PER ANNUN.
AND...INTEREST PAYABLE IN

R. I.,

fireciation

cover

PRINCIPAL

PftoviDESCK,

So well

14,000 Acres to each Mile

Immeasurably the best
neuralgia, rheumatic pains,

Neuralgia.
for

OX ITS EXTIRE ROAD AXD PROPERTY FROM WIXX to VIXC'EHORO
(besides a Second Mortgage on the entire road ami
equipments from Bangor to Winn, 50 miles. This
portion cost some $2,300,000, and the only lien thereon is a mortgage to the city of Bangor for $1,000,000)
—and, in addition thereto by a FIRST AXD
OXLY MORTCiAOE on

Sprague JEvviug Machine

public.

Said lands being the same granted by the State ol
Maine to aid the construction of this road. They
ure situated along the Penobscot and St. John rivers,
and are heavily timbered and valuable. Large tracts,
especially in the fertile Aroostook Valley, (the finest
agricultural district in the State-,) are valuable for
farming lands as well as for their timber. Tills immense grant of lands equals about

Ska Moss Farine from pure Irish Moss for
Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, &c,
Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious food in the world.
cure

Only Railway

800,000 Acres of Land

burning fever from your blood. Who that has
been relieved by any ot these agencies but feels
grateful for them all? [Bangor Times. Im4:>

1

!

be obtained in

can

—

Few individuals are aware that the deseases
Coupons payable March 1 and September 1, in New
of the feet, if not fatal to one's life are certainly York.
Bonds registered if desired. Coupons made
as annoying as can be, and the remedy is sim(£<i each) in London, England, il preferred.
payable
k>.
ple and sure: the corn, bunion, or inverted nail |
NIXKIXI- FI'ID—All proceeds of sales or
the
and
must lie skilfully and carefully treated,
land, as well as of timber and other products therepain entirely ceases. The best way to obtain from, are, by the Trustees, to be invested in these
X \S \ 'l l-. \\ ■’ i I. in till |HTS<>n (>1' this
Bonds if they can be bought at par or less otherwise
relief is to burchase a box of Briggs’ AlleUnited States, State or Municipal Securities. And
fly reporter. inifr\ i< w< <1 Mrs. Lin- viator or Curative, can be obtained at any drug- in
<i!
I t i'l.i;. mu! r«min! her in deep gist store. Sold by Richard H. Moody, S. A. on July 1, 1870, and annually thereafter until these
Bonds become due or arc all paid, the E. & N. A.
mi-,
mid Im.king pale from her Howes & Co. Belfast, L. Curtis Jr. Searsport, Railway Co. is bound to pay to the Trustees a sum
& of
thomrli a- Ih -liy as over. She Roberts ,A lliehborn, Stockton, Mudgett
money equal to one per cent, of the amount of
Prospect, J. W. Seavey, Frankfort, and Bonds outstanding. Such amounts, and all interest
-id h«-r intention of residing ini Sibly,
Im38.
received on securities, belonging to the Sinkiugall druggists generally.
wi ll !>'
-on Hubert tor the
l'unil are to be invested es above stated.
prosThe Trustees are Hon. HANNIBAL HAMLIN,
i! whether or not she
uid '•miin
j IIELEAH'f P1I1CEN CUIREIT.
of Bangor, Me., and J. EDGAR THOMPSON, Esq.,
n
lim
1
r
i
tui
i"
i.
it
of Philadelphia, Pa.
.'jM
voyage was
The Trustees are authorized to receive the Bonds
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
.Hi: aii> I linpl a a l) t one. though the
at Par ami Accrued Intercut in payment
e*a
wn e >oria] and agreeable, inBKM AST, Wednesday, May 17, 187
lor any of the lands at their appraised value.
0 to
in :: iiive general.^, three captains, an
These very desirable securities lor sale at
$8.00toll, .00 Hound Hog,
05 to 1 .00 Clear S’t Pork$20 to
in response to a Corn Meal,
,d a countess.
0
to
#
lb.
toO.
1.50
I
Rye Meal,
.00!|Mutton per
-:e»n as to the rough passage, Mrs.
00
1.15 to 1 .25 Lamb per lb. 00 to
Rye,
05.to 0. 00 Turkey per lb. 25 to 30
i
L guess
e.dn remarked: “Hough?
Pamphlets giving further particulars concerning
to
05 to 70 Chicken per lb.20
the connections and business, with Maps, showing
ii w >uld have tlnnight so!
Uougli was Burley,
25 to
Duck per lb.
2.00 to 2,
the location and lands of this road, sent free on ap\\ • certainly thought wc Marrowfat Peas.l.OOtO 1.25, Cleese per lb. 15 to
nan.e In it.
plication to
5 to
llay per ton, $18 to
.v.
ilui'iiud to destruction every mo- Outs,
00 to
ELIAS MERRILL,
Lime,
$1.25 to 00
Potatoes,
the
tremendous
on
42
8
to
Washen Wool 40
to
Dried Apples,
during
gale
30 to 33 Principal ifft'ul of tln‘ Coinpnnv for
Unwas’d
75 to 1
I .m-lay ami Friday. last week.11 Her Cooking, do.
111. Mulo of Uomh,
Pulled
40 to 00 1
25 to
1 ad. now a smart, intelligent and Butter,
(»
20 to
51-2 to
Hides,
Cliecse,
u-i
17 to
Call Skins, 10 2-3 to 00
BANGOR, MAINE.
young man «»f l'o, lias a very strong
1
1710 18 Sheep Skins 1.00 to $2
for newspaper publicity, and ex8 to
10 | Wood, hard,$5.50 to 0.00
*
wish that “editors would stop Beet,
!’’
00
1 ,50 Wood, soft, $4.00 to
1.25to
Ap’ls, Baldwin,
A. H. BRADBURY,
5 to
0
* I k in ir
about his mother.11
8 Dry Pollock,
0to
Mrs. Lin- Veal,
10
to
10:
8
to
$8
Straw,
CuNhirr BolfaMt Xalional IBank,
d>*
not propose to snake
anymore Dry Cod,
•;1
g'' her pension. Sin* thinks
BELFAST, MAINE,
-in i:i- bad trouble enough about it alMrs.
1*
*tli
I.iueoln
ii a
and d ad were
SPECIAL NOTICES.
iy.
WILLIAM MeGILVERY,
Inj'li'ly pi- a- I with tiieir reception in the
All tliev met over the
tr\
Id
SEARSPORT, ME.
A
water, especially olVn ials. treated them CUWqiJUT
By whom the Bonds are lor sale.
and
kindness
seemed
to
utmost
with the
*4rOn completion (in 1872) of 00 miles of Railroad
BASE BALLS &
now
between St. John.N. B.,and Halifax,
r.*-=
poet them for the sake of the memory FANCY GOODS AND NOTIONS, N. S.,building,
there will be an unbroken line of Railway
President.
I the
i-

•■-no

they

Eastern Maine.

FIRST & ONLY MORTGAGE

surgical operation.

I oiu

THE

Worth of Goods will be offered the trade Wholesale and Retail at

THE

headaches and ailments of that nature, that lias
ye! been brought to public notice, is Briggs’
Allevantor. This valuable compound is prepared by Dr. J. Briggs, the celebrated chiropodist. ami like bis corn curative is an undoubted
SlICCSSS.'
Files! Dr. J. Briggs' unrivalled File Remedy is mild, soothing ami reliable for Internal
External, Bleeding and Itching Piles. It allords immediate relief and rapidly cures the
most distressing cases, except those requiring

•lima;! i» in iiiat iiN.

i.

$18,000

s

A Friendly Call, and What was Said.
l! i- human nature to tell our friends of our ailE. & X. A. RAILWAY is completed from
ments.
We all do it. expecting sympathy.
Bangor, Maine, to St. .John, New Brunswick, a
Sympathy is a great comfort to invalids. When distance
of 202 miles,—with the exception of 58
w«* have recovered, too, we are fond of talking
miles between Winn, Me., said the
boundary line of
of t lie medicines t hat relieved us. This is a good the JS4«te*Jit^V.ineeboi-o\
»>n this portion the track
it shows that we are is now
trait in our humanity,
being laid both from Winn eastward and
grateful for bcnclUs received.
from Vanceboro’ westward, and it is fully expected
The other day Mrs. E. Sutcliff, the well-known that the work will be completed and trains running
batcher of crayon painting, whose atelier is in from Bangor to St. .John in September next.
This road will then be
Court Street, Brooklyn, was visited by a lady
pupil, who had been absent from her class nearly
a
month. “‘What has been the matter'/" said
Mrs.
“Have you been sick?” “Very;” was
the reply.
‘What complaint?” “Dyspepsia.
COWECTIlfG TIIE EXITED
1 thought 1 should have died.” “Ah land what NT ATE*- AID TIIE UIIITISH 1*110lid tic doctors do for you, my dear?” said Mrs. j V1X1-EN New Brunswick and Nova Scotia). The
of the maritime Provinces is about OXE
Nothing.'’ responded the young lady. “A population
IfllULIOXb and all the land travel, freight, mails
irontIonian friend,’’ she continued, with a tell
between them and the United States, will pass
&c.,
iale blush, “induced me to try Plantation ; over this Trunk
line, which is W IT1IOIT
F»n ers. and you see the result : I ampeatectly
('Oni*EI 1TIOX.
Although not yet completwell.” This conversation occurred in Mrs. Sut- ed, the business of the road is already far greater
elitf’s studio; and it Is here given as she relates than its most sanguine friends predicted, and is continually increasing. To complete this road, and to
it. word for word.
equip it as lully as its present large business and the
Parks House, Boston. This house offers immediate increase consequent upon its completion,
requires,—the Company has issued its Bonds to the
many advantages to the traveling public. Its
proximity to the leading places of amusement, amount ot Two Millions of Dollars, secured by a
it> neat, airy and comfortable rooms, and very

For
known
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Mower.

Sprague

To the Farming Community of the United
States.

-o-

EUROPEAN AND
NORTH AMERICAN
RAILROAD CO.

the Blood.

Who that has

a-J.
•liiaiimi'!'.

—

For Dyspepsia or Indigestion.
For Weakness of the Joints and Muscles,Loss
of Appetite, Lowness of Spirits, Impurity of

rested by an able physician or a good medicine
but values both? Be it your family physician to
whom you owe so many escapes from aches and
aik. or Dr. Ayer's inimitable remedies:—his

The War About Paris.
__,

or any

other cause.
For Pulmonary, Consumption, Bronchitis,
Inward Wastings.

moderate prices, render it a desirable stoppingplace. On European plan. Single rooms may
3w45
be had at 7"» cents and $1 a day.

1

purchaser

CHEAPER RATES than

olnd

B

PORK,LARD,BUTTER,
CHEESE, DRIED APPLES,
and

rilHK SI'KINC NF.tilES OF TFAt liKliS IN
tor Waldo County, will be held u- lot

Wo, the undersigned, have bc<n acquainted with
Miss Sawyer for many years, an, believe her to be
a Christian
lady and a skilful nurse, and having
used her. salve in our families, it gives us great
pleasure in saying it is the best general medicine
\vc have ever used:
Rev. K: F. Cutter,
John T. T rry.
Rev. \V. o. Holman,
Win, II Titcbmh,
Rev. Joseph Kali >ch.
Mrs. Charles Snow,
Rev. George l’ratt,
Mr.;. Alex. Snow,
(Jen. J. 1’. Cilley an<l wife,
Dr. K. I*. Chase and wife,
J. Waketield ami wife,
Cupt. J. Crocker and wife.
Capt. David Ames and wife, Win. Beattie and wife,
aiu*
Jacob Shaw and wife,
r
John S. Case and w ife,
H. W. Wight and wife,
\y. Kimball, Jr. (Mayor W. <). Fuller and wife,
G,
of Rockland) and wife,
Thomas Colson and wife,
He:u Henry Ingraham and
Joseph Farwell,

T H E

Office of the

BENEFITTED.

free

Securities!

GROCERIES, CORN,
FLOUR, MEAL, BEEF,

l'OR Houses and Cattik.-For fJnres or
Fi nises on Iloives or Cattle this Halve is invaluable,
and lias astonishing effect in curing scratches on
h uses.
This Halve has.worke i its own way into
notoriety, and a safe and sure remedy for all the
above ailments.

ROOM 62 MAIN STREET,
Belfast, Maine.

will be ESPECIALLY

Address, Nathaniel Mayfair, Brooklyn, N. Y.
(im!5sp
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tropical climate,

At PRICES SO LOW that the

PUBLISHED

OK SELF-CUBIC.
Written by one who cured himself, and sent
on receiving a post-paid directed envelope.

England

Oyer-Skirts,

C. K. Mallard.

as a warning and lor the benelit of
young men and others, who suffer from Nervousness, General Debility, &e., supplying tiik mkans

New

Dress and

Light Draft, Easy Handling, Perfect Work

THE CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID.

Compound
a

Basque,

and is now prepared to Cut, Wain ami Trim,
in every variety ol style. «l£*\V1SH IMi AM. TO
BEAR IN MIND THAT A PERFECT KIT IS
GUARANTEED IN EVERY INSTANTJK.

DURABLE AND ATTRACTIVE.

CARLE & MORISON, Agents, Belfast.
Sw-H*
BRIGGS, Belfast, Me.

cents.

healthy occupation,

<n

pleasure in returning thunks to ln r numerdustomers, in and out ot the city tor their kind
and liberal patronage lor the past year, and wishes
to inform the public in general, that she has procured a large assortment oi the latest style

BLOCKS, CHAINS,

JOHN A.

Syrup of hypoFor Nervous and General Debility, whether arising from a sedentary life, un-
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The BEST anil CHEAPESTMower in the lUrl.l. r*

of one of the best improved patent CLOTHES
DRYERS ever offered to the public,which I am selling very cheap. Please call and examine lor yourself, and you will take one along with you.

|

SEE.^ii

ous

NOW IS THE

SPRING & SUMMER

01OTHE§
I HAVE PURCHASED THE STATE RIGHT

;

In addition to his Fish Market,la* keeps constantly stocked up in .nil kinds of

I^ver

STRONG, SIMPLE, CONVENIENT,

UIllEllM!

and

at

—

Propose making
Anil previous

swM

marly new,ol a wrecked schoonabout 123 tons, new tonnage. They may be seen
at Hampden Corner. Enquire ol F. (i. ROGERS,
Hampden Corner, or at the Saloon ol the subscriber
on Central Street, Banaor.
JT. H€X«ERS,
4w44*
JIangor, April 28,1871.
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For Sale.
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salve

many pains ami
aches, wounds and bruises to which flesn is heir.
Is more easily applied than many other remedies,
n<
y« producing a bad effect, but always relieving
pain, however severe.
It is prepared by Miss
Sawyer, who has used it
iu her own extensive treatment of the sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal diseases for which this salve is recommended are. Chilblains, Rheumatism, J'ilcs,
Srrofubt, Old Fleers, Salt ISieum, Sprains, Burn s,
Son s, F>‘Jonsy Pimples,
Erysipelas, Sore
Ei/r.i, Barbers Itch. Deafness, Boils, Rind-worms,
toms, Bites <>f Insects, Cancers, Toothache, Earai he, Sore
Nipples, Baldness, Swollen Br ads,
Itrh, Sould Head, Teethinj, Chapped Hands,
Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked Lips, and
Sores on Children
y
It never fails to cure Rheumatism if
properly
applied. Rub it on well with the hand three times
a day.
In several cases it has cured palsied limbs.
For P'drs it lias been discovered to be a sure remedy. Persons that have been afflicted for yearhave been relieved by a few applications. For Em/sip> las it w.n ks wonders, allaying the inflammation
and quieting the patient. For Chapped Hands it
produces a cure immediately. Let those with Salt
Ilh‘
uni' obtain, this Salve, and apply it freely, and
they will find it invaluable. It is good in cases of
Scrofula and Tumors. Cancers have been cored
with it. The host-Halve ever invented for Stroll■
Breast and Sore. Nipples. No
way injurious, but
sure to afford relief.
Sore or HVrr/j Eyes
Rub it
on the lids
gently, once or twice a day. Cures deafnc.-s by putting in the ears on a
piece of cotton.
For Felons this is superior to
anything known.
For Pimples this acts like \ charm. For Burns
and Scalds, apply' the Salve at once and it gives
immediate relief.
For Old Sores, apply once a

and

*9~C ALL AND
Belfast, May 10, 1871.

■
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a

no

to be found in Belfast.

•

WHO 11AS
HAD
experience as a book-keeper, accountant and Clerk,
desires employment in the above capacities, or in
any other which lie can lill.
Employers can be
furnished with evidences of qualifications &c. Address, care of Journal Office
ALEX. M. UKAISBURY
3w43*
Belfast, May 2,1871,

•’

have

remedy

Mrs. A. L. Pierce,

U&DKBSIGNED,

TONGUES & SOUNDS,
SMOKED HALIBUT,
SMOKED HERRINGS,
DRY POLLOCK
AND CODFISH, &.C.

you
combining soothing
HERE
healing properties, with
dangerous ingredient. A
hand for the

Boy’s,

Haft),

•’

~~

Children,
Men’s,

Administrator’s Sale.

eel-

HALIBUT’S FINS
AND NAPES,

1

LL ME SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION BY
virtu re of a licence from the Court of Probate
lor the County ot Waldo, on Tuesday, the 20th day
ot .Juue, A. 1). 1871, at one ot tho clock in the afternoon, upon tho premises. So much of the real estate ot Alexander Dow, late of Palermo, in said
County, deceased, intestate, as will produce the sum
of two hundred and fifty dollars lor the payment of
the said iu\ .--••■d’s just debts, charges of administration and incidental charges; said real estate consists
of tin' Homestead of said deceased in said Palermo,
and consisting of about 30 acres, subject to the widow’s dower tnfK'in.
JOHN CKEELY.
1871.
Belfast,

('o. -.1

am

family for tii-

ill.

!• H w

HALIBUT, CODFISH,

The best assortment of IN FANT'S

In this <#ty, tflli inst., by Bov. F. Stanley Bacon,
Wm. McLain
Bremen, to Miss Ccorgianu llilton
ol Appleton.
In Searsin^nt, by llev. E. Fowler, Alanson It.
Wentworth, to Sarah K. Athearn.
Ia Appleton, loth inst., by O. H. Butler, Albort II
Newbert to Miss Ella L. Sullivan, both ot Appleton.

Reported for the Journal.
Gilmore, of Waldo, was brought before
tin* < ourt on the loth lust., charged with an assault
on Lot V. ltartleft.
Found guilty and lined $1 and
i
.:!
om inir
r
costs. Defendant appealed.
.V mini T «»1 tlic
in
Ripley G, Whitcomb, of Waldo, charged with
1,1
K. w i.' up <a. ih. Maim- denting, by falsely representing to Esther A. Wentworth
that a colt he wished to, and did exchange
-imi in tli- new Pullman
with her, was his property, free of all incumbrance.
tinI
•.I- 1m M e
Head guilty anil was ordered to recognize for his ap•:i
j.i ii.! tposition of
li"
pearance to the next term of the Supreme Judicial
i*v la-1
\\.!' •.! i’t
Court, which he failed to do and was committed to
\\ >• will "iinraulce
h-wi'i
jail.
i,
.1 <i)in of old
i\\
Frederick A. Dwelley, of Belfast, charged with an
"iiMim on doe.
assault on George W. Leonard. Found guilty, and
rc\
was
ordered to pay a line of $Jand costs, and to re!.
.ii Winkle,
it was >o cognize with surities in the sum ol $200 to keep the
i-ne>
ii,
In nr
]tin drop”—tl at peace for one year. Appealed.
Marcellus Flagg, of Belmont, charged with an asv
111In mmv wetness
sault on Janu s C. Moore. Acquitcd.
:-ir:»<UJV ol lil'o. limisr
ml

FRESH SALMON,

and

MARRIED

Belfast Police Court.

a

wholesale or r.ti II.
They will be sold to the
trader at Heston Prices, freight and other expenses
oir. Country traders will picase send in their orders.
The subscriber stilt continues to sell F1S11 ot ull
kinds, such as

Yout U’s.

Ask for Dr, Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters.

and William J. Blood, minor heirs of Joel M. Blood,
late of Waldo; John G. Sawyer, late of Montvllle;
W illiam llodgdon, late of Troy.

in

1

Nm

Alowivru. direct from Si. John, which he oilers

Square, Prog. Age Building.

BOOTS. SHOE! AN

DURHAM

at

Misses’

FIRM!

E.

INFO KM THE PUBLIC THAT UK
is receiving Urge quirt it ies ul
WOULD
uketl

Ladies,

And take no other. See that the portrait of l)r.
Clarke is upon the label ot each bottle. Mo other
is genuine. They are puerly vegetable and will not
intoxicate.
tfsp

late of Knox.

A.

JUS T OPENED!
Large anil New Stock For Spring and Summer.
All the New and Latest Styles for

3mos34sp

to\\ iismall < i'co.

o\

1

Claims Returned,Estates ok—Amasa
late of Troy; Elijah B. Crockett, late ol

Wills Probated of—Robert Thompson, late of
Prospect; Joseph Ellis, late of Brooks.

loin*.

FANILY SHOULD HAVE
A BOTTLE.
JAS. A. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors
Laboratory 105 & 10? N. ~d st., St.. Louis, Mo.
For tali, n. oil l*ruirsrl«t. au.l Healer..

of

Mother

A

FEJ1AXEK

EVE ILF

Clark,
Prospect; George Collins, latc-of Belfast.
Accounts Allowed on Estates ok—George
Weymouth, late ot Morrill; Rosannah Dodge, late
of Isieboro; William Kneeland, late of Stockton;
Thomas Yates, late of Palermo; Relief Brown, late
of Searsmont; Sarah li. Gray, late of Belfast; John
Croxford, late of Jackson, minor heirs of A. B.
Hallett, late of Troy; Miuor heirs ol Osias P. Jackson. late of Troy; Minor heirs of Isaac McCorilaon,

larian pulpit
.■!
\p cn hundred
..!!■■ I uitarian Parish.
tie

TO

Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
Home Stomach Bitters arc compounded with the
greatest care, and no tonic-stimulan thus ever before
been olio red to the public so pleasant to the taste
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopoeia. It
cofis but a little to give them a fair trial, and

Hahn, late of Lincoinville; Addison A. Moore,
Lakeman, late of Troy;
Liberty.

B.

No. 2$ Custom House

O K

Ale wives!

English

MADDOCK’S

particularly

BENEFICIAL.

S M O K E D

A T

A SUti: PREVENTIVE

Inventories Filed on the Estates of—Mark
Wentworth, late of Knox; Samuel A. Webb, late
lvnox; Daniel Doyen, late of Lincoinville; John

List

MISS SAWYER’S SALVE.

BOOTS & SHOES

Phy-

For Fever and Ague. Intcrraittants, Biliousnes
and all disorders arising from malarious causess
They are highly recommended as an Anti-Dyspeptic,
and in case of Indigestion are invaluable. As an
Appetizer and Kecuperant and in case of General
Debility, they have never in a single instance failed
in producing the most happy results.
They are

late of Belfast; Peter C.
William F. Boulter, late of

drowned.

a-

S.

of—John

GREAT BARGAINS

WITTEKS !

STOMACH

Arc endorsed and prescribed by more leading
sicians than any other tonic or stimulant
now in use.
They are

which

ml

:li

l*.

mi.\

April

transacted at

Estates

on

CELEBRATED

HOME

ministrator; Davis McDonald, late of Lincoluville,
Almou II. Roberts, Administrator; Joseph Ellis*
"f a
1 ite of Brooks; Sarah E. Ellis Executrix,
Pi il.i-t.
i Guardians AI'I’ointed—Newell Bagley, over
.... .-uiaior
whoso ! I red Fernald, minor heir ot Martha F. Fcrnald, late
I..
a; tin- ^ ieinitv. is
ol l'roy, deceased; Cyrus T. Ilememvay over Fred
.i
brought to A. Berry, minor heir of John Berry, late of Searsmont, deceased; Josephine S. Miller over Estelle
Miller, minor heir of Roswell Mill r, late of Liberty,
:.
mi. w as brokdeceased.
pr imr up the

i

1

was

TFTE

r. Field, Register.

Cummings, late
Administratrix;

fill

1

following business

B.

Term of Baid Court—

election, there was
.u-«i in the eyes of
u
*.*
i>t.
i.
lias the street
«y
in’.• permanent retirement*'
in>m

,i>l4

Tiiurlougii, Judge.

THU**

I*Ell

WEEK.

NTEAMER

^LEWISTON,

Capt. CHAS. DKKRINO,
Will leave Ilailroad Wliarf. Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train irom Boston, (commencing
lOtli inst.,) lor Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbrldge,
Stubbs Jonesport and Machiasport.
said
of
line
in
the
a
to
stake
and
stones
erly
of
Hcturning will leave Machiasport every Monday
beginning,
land, thence by said line to the place
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, (commencing
of a
containing 18 acres more or less, by virtue
15tli
to
ReuLouisa
inst.,) touching at the above named landings.
Kenney
from
same
mortgage of the
The Lewiston will touch at Bar llarbor, (alt.
ben K. Stetson, dated May 8, 1860, Recorded in the
each trip lrom June 30th to September 15th
Book
Waldo
Desert,)
for
Deeds
County,
102,
of
page
Registry
at So. West llarhor.
■j.i f which mortgage has been duly assigned to and in addition to her usual landing ot KOSS & STD
For further particulars inquire
piis now owned by me, that the condition in said
and is uow taken by reason VANT, 170 Commercial Street,Or CYltUS STUDIbeen
has
mortgage
VANT, General Agent.
whereof I claim a foreclosure of the same.
t(34
Portland, May, 1H71.
Winterport. May 1, 1871. « AMOS GROUT.

Only

If

-:•»11u11

I once might see
iliou shouldst stand

umv.u

liing

in

Dtcfo Itibcrtiscmcnts.
ji ETlIOHIslt,of New York, bus all
been edited with marked ability by Rev.
Its publishers have just added to it(’kooks.
editorial corps, Rev. Auki, Stkvi;ns, an < qually ex
j>, lienoed Journalist, and author ot the best lii.stor.v
ot Methodism extant.
They have -.Iso imaged contributions and sermons from the Rev. I. 1>k Win
1 ai.m aok, whose success and popularity as a pvcaeher, writer and lecturer, are almost unexampled, and
whose free Tabernacle in Brooklyn, with its congregation of over .’1,000 people, is one of the marvels ot
the uge. Hkv. Henry WAiti) liias'iiKi: has a
Lecture Room Talk every week.*
Tiik Methodist abounds in good things, i- never
dull or dry, 1ms stories for children, hints for tannMrs. M :1 ling’s
ers, am! something lor everybody.
great serial story is almost ready, 'they oiler lor
to senn
tho price of one year’s subscription
Tin: Methodist lrom now until July 1st, 1><
ork.
Specimen copies tree. Il Nassau \Street, New

!
"

:

u :!i
won! for my loyc‘s sake,
mill'' lliim eyes,
:
ii^ ]
are "l- Paradise,
I
1 iA• would be
\
wholly bitter unto me.
1

..

jl.i ki.iov for
i; v.
tii light i> -I-m;/

no
u i.

a

—:i!«'»!
v-’ii b suddenly revealed,
; hiir>t dear'1 >iee thereof,
.11
<» foe, my love!
: o ;,i
tii.- lli^i
•mil— !< ath would be
hitler
unto me!
1—not
Ion-a

at,.

m.\ !>

■

—

!

\

and

Sheet

1

v.'

a

Flowing Sea.

w

Norwood, where I sell sites and town lots

1

and g< ntle win l!
i:iir one -tv ;
the snoring hreo/.e,
\
! \\ bit- \\ a vo< heaving high;
\ •,
w
w ,(\
In a\ing
my
1 1
..
'•hip tight an.l free—
ip w .-i !«l ••; a:i!iT< is our home.
\ ml in«-i s in* a are we.

SPIRAL GEAR.

lower

HERSEV & WOODWARD,

J. W Y MAN

ot
N. J.; 21 miles from City Hall.
JONRS. loo Broadway, N. V.

1m

r

1

.0

in

in" tlt-sirous ol

closing

out their entire ?tock of

a

:m\<- t<- me

iiigh,

■

mbm

unningham.

«

m

Don’t Toll Betsey Jane.
V'.l

11 i.■ lit'.* ol you, don’t toll l>et-

>\

dam
liar Hug, having utter
it ion in a low. earnest tone of
Iu.‘<l IV.. u a Concord wagon in
■-wn fann-Iiouse door, and
hi
•ii.-iv a lew minutes in a brown
watehing the figure of his brotherm! lawyer, a- In* drove back
.whence the
ill.- village ol \\
: had jil't come.
lb tsev dam .”
d me was .Mr. Nieodemus
f’
a::' w';!*\ a stirring, notable soul,
a
,d
more butter and clieese, and
and fowls to the market
of the season, than any
.111>(•
ma'i ibi miles around.
Strong,
‘made the house\. and hearty, -In*
to u<«
her own energetic exm l it N ii-odemiH Hardingownmu tint day. and w;t> a well-to
a vieh man to boot, it wusowmall me -ure to tin* skill and
md
m-ral go-almadati venoss of
i.!
W hat w as it, then, that
■
a:
man u as not about to tell
\i

>

'•

-mu-

want
u a.

r

ing

a new

carpet,

the house all

j

will

over,
woman

ST EllEOSCOPES
VIEWS,
ALBUMS,

ll

i-e sold at the same rates, during the next 00
In a«idition to the above, we have $10.
OOO ol nice foreign and domestic goods
t.»r our CCS fOM D Kl*A It T M 10 N I
which we oiler at a large discount
Irom tonner prices, and warrant
•very garment to lit satisfactorily to the customer or
no-ale. (>urCustom

Department

BROADWAY,

NEW YORK,

GRAPHOSCOPES,
NEW VIEWS OF Y OS EM IT E,
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
.V.'l IlKOAuwAv, New Yoke,
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel,
IMIMMU ICKS AND MAN t'FACTUREHS OF
PHOTOCiRAPHIC M1TEH1A18.
4iuos34

tin-

CABLE SCREW WIRE,

the management

AS A

FASTENING FOR HEAVY

BOOTS
bt iii-v.
onh' u: k

CUTTER,

tin best in this part ol the State and
trial to make other-, believe the same.
We invite e\ery one in want of
a

Purifier.-^

SHOES,

AND

lias proved superior to either Thread or Pegs. For
all the lighter grades ol work it is equally applicable, and the most delicate lady’s slipper or the finest
pump-soled boot is more pliable, more durable, and
preserves its

shape better, it fastened with

CABLE SCREW WIRE

Cloth

Clothing,

or

Time*
Drain's

OR CURE,

FOR $2 PER LIME,

PAPER COLLARS,

■

MAINE NEWSPAPERS,

<moo«I*

an*

where.

sold l»r
«>w3'J

Morrill Chief!
This

■

"<

popular
i*M*n

GET THE BEST BLOOD.

WV.'U'T

--

FRAMES.

PHOTO LANTERN SLIDES

dor

we

| FOWLED PILE AND

ROMOS,

STALLION is 1 Tears Old,
Sjibdiilhands
high and weighs

stands

1(>

11'»«»

pounds. IIo was brought Imm Vermont
by I). K. I.UCY, and his pedigree is as follows :
Morrill Chief was sired by Young Morrill,.Ir hw
by Young Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, he by
Woodbury Morgan, he by Justin Morgan. Old Morrill’s dam was by Harris llambletonian, Morrill
Chiefs dam was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan,
he by Gherman Morgan,and he by .Justin Morgan,
Morrill Chiefs grand dam by Sherman Morgan, Jr.,
he by Sherman Morgan.

Morrill C net will stand at my Stable in NORTH
SKARSFOKT on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays. At Senrsport Village on T uesday forenoon, at Stockton Tuesday afternoon, coming borne
through Prospect. On S iturdays he will be at Bellast.
TKltMS
1 \“irrnnt, $T’. By the Season, $10.
Single Service, $<>. Colts holdcn lor service of the
E. W. SEAN'KY.
horse.
.’inf-:•
North Senrsport, April J.N, lsri.

«

Woodward,

ifc

Uersey

.,

Agents

ia

ye

A iour 1’. M. Ni odemus returned home
'jeii. looking ijuite as important as belle tip-toed alongthrough the kitehllet-ey dane watching him from the
He passflier eye all the while.
1 .-ut into lie- shed. A fragrant smell of
moke mu* f« a ward to greet him—an odor
lining e-aneobsgraduallyeuringham.
\ ie. >dt*mus turned deathly pale, and ran
..tii ally forward to a large lire-moulderin the adi house, and a large ham or
e.-\ erd over
by blankets, hanging
i.ieidh then-. Tin* yell he gave brought
B
\
dane from the house instanter, to
! Ni .ideiiuts
grovelling before the ash
door, weeping and wailing and tcarn
liair. and titlering yell after yell
r t;i
ot

despair.

Won bless me! what’s the matter? are
li; a tit
let me run tor the camphor!”
.eked 1 letsey dam*.
ampler' Bring arsenic! Bring pison
; '-nne kind, pison
yelled Nieodemus.
\\ email, you've ruined me.
Twelve
ii. -i,-and dollars in government bonds did
! p ;• ia the ash hide for safety just a week
md you've gone and burned them to
ook that cussed bacon.
Pison! Bison!
-i
r
An-: let me get out of the dreary

lire hill ivn
a
mily\ till Or *40 PC It H BCKK au;l
K\|M‘iiim‘w, or allow a large commi -ion u> s- 11 our
new and wonderful inventions.
Addres.- M. WA(.
NFit & CO., Marshall, Mich.

Sit)
\

Held,

A MAY I'OR A LL
Tools. Address A. K. (i i:.\

world.”

Spring

f.

QQC A MONTH Horse ami Carriage 1 tun In
4)0Ei) Expenses paid. II. Shaw, Alfred, 'M<

OPENING!

i.KESS HAS l’ASSEI) A LA

A

of

to

days

of

over, and to the widows ot such as have tiled,
thus doing justice to this brave and meritorious
band of Patriot
I have all the Rolls and Records of this service,
and they are not to be found at any other, place in
or

the State to my knowledge. 1 will give eVery soldier the beneiit ot my records to establish his claim
to a pension and 1 will assist him in the prompt
and speedy prosecution ol his claim. It the discharge
of the soldier is lost, these records are invaluable.
The fee is fixed by law, at $U[. No charge made unless a pension is obtained.
Application can be made, in person, at my dice
in Bangor, or bv letter giving name of Com any
Oflicers, date and length ol service.
v. i*. iiitom,
Office near L>. HUG FEE’S Hook Store, onjKendus.Tmoa33

The most beautiful invention ol the age. No lady
should be without it. Price
Sent to any address in perfumed boxes. Female agents wanted.
Send for a circular. Iik. FI,ETCH Eli, IK < oiirt
Street, room !{, lloston, Mass.

II. 11. JOHNSON

T I I

his STOCK is
in all

AL
EYllllsriOA and the
whole Sexual Science in man and woman. Semi
stamp for pamphlet. JJox g'.Hin, JJoston P. O.

l>

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all disease.''- oi
the Skin; Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ot the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of

<1

4

H

b

H
fl

<

IS THE ONLY R KG U LA It ORA DfA TK

l!'1. -I-

PHYSIC

in other Hair

A I> V EHTISINO IN J’.OSTON.

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Pb\ -i
elans—many of whom consult him in critical *
because of his acknowledged skill and repn'eti-m,
attained through so long experience, pr.u tb <■.
A FFLICTED A ND U NFO It 11 N A ! E,
he not robbed and add to your suil'erings in b. ing
deceived by the lying boasts, i.iisrepr.-entai ..m
false promises, and pretentions ol
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,

A

Clergyman, while residing in South Americajis
missionary, discovered a sale and simple rcmctlv
for the (,’ure ol Nervous Weakness, Early Decay.
Diseases of the ITinary and Seminal Organs, aiio
the whole train of disorders brought on by bam ful

a

and sutler for months

years, until relic;. d

or

Till

S.-l
A
I

1

A 5£»«»k for every Vl'oinun.
lint tied SMXCAl. PH YSlDl.t >G\ OF M' OMAN,
AND lii.U MISKASMS; cr. Woman tukatkp ok
I’ll YAMl.iM 1< Ai.l.t AND 1 \ lllul.oi. K AI.I.V, from
In
\\< s to ('!
A '.i, with elegant I t.i.tsi i:Ar>
Kni. i: vvi\-n
j ages, bound in beautiful
Fii ndi clu'.ii. Trice

and vicious habits. Croat numbers have been cured
by this noble remedy. Prompted by a d. ire to
benefit the afllicted and unfortunate, I will send the
recipe for preparing and using this lmdieitie, in a
sealed envelope, to any one who m<ds it, //-,,- „r
charye. Address Jo.-.' 1. Inman, Station I', !!il>l
House, N. Y. City.

lias

of the MILLI-

charge

NERY ami will be
py to wait

on

hap-

her

friends and
NEW

Blacksmith

Cures Without

Shop.

effects upon the
cacious in all

U1MKANK*

ers.

ONE

I las

a

full line of

pat-

terns for

Ladies’

Sacks

and Garments of the Latest

tttyk.
PURCHASERS OF

you will find the Largest and Host assortAn •< >i.i> Cdi k” (JiiNK. Wo place no There
ment (and the cheapest prices.) to select irom in tin
rctraint u|'on our sorrow, in recording the
city.
Custom work done in the Latest Style, and of the
death ol'tlio largo Shanghai cock of Mr.
best stock, at the Lowest Prices. Also repairiii;:
Win. Stowe, our worthy postmaster,
lie done in
the best manner and at Short Notice.
• Ii< 'I
lately, while moulting. lie had
at Wholesale or
BC5TC'OME A:V/> S EE! ./nfl
we
wal'-lied from day to day liis waning gloBelfast,Nov. 15, 1870. tflo H.H. FORBES.
b -. as tail-feather alter tail-leather fell
are confident will find
to the earth.
The liens who had often reA First Class Investment.
garded him with respect, with all the fickand Prices
leness of their sex, clucked at him from
under the currant hushes, and pretended
to he very busy scratching, whenever his
HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR
stately form, stately even in his wreck,
talked like asorrifttlshadow by. At last, FIRST
MORTGAGE BONDS.
a light
Grold. and. Bonds.
breeze springing up, he walked
attention of persons making investment
out to obtain its revivifying inllticnee, but
tH‘2
IJelfast, April 2G, 1871.
of money is called to the above very desirable
the breeze took his last tail-feather, the
security. The bonds run for twenty years, at six
bantom neighbor uttered a shrill crow, per cent, interest in gold, and are secured upon
the roadbed of the corporation, which costs neurlv
the liens tittered, and the chickens “snick- nine hundred thousand
dollars. The whole amount
ered right out.” This was too much, he of these bonds to be issued is limited to one hundlie was buried; but if it is true red and flffy thousand dollars, each bond hearing
died
a certificate of one of the trustees that it is a
porthat roosters return to the source fi;om tion of the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not present
whence they sprung, then is this Shanghai
a better or safer security.
A LARGE INVOICE OF
cock reigning high-cockolorum among
These bonds are now offered for sale on liberal
the Celestial fowls, in all the “fuss and terms. Apply to W. T. COLIJUKN, Treasurer.
Belfast June 1. 1870.
leathers ot royalty, [Springfield Republican.
EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE IT.
Without an Enemy. Heaven help the
For Spring and Summer Sales, in-new and
man who imagines he can dodge enemies
DR. GUILMETTE'S
beautiful Designs, fresh from the
to
If
such
an
mills, very cheap at
trying
by
please everybody.
of
individual ever succeeded, we should be
glad ot it ; not that one should be going discuses
and curative for all
“le"fCl.0,u9
,J“5lc h«ul,f',l,
of the Kidneys
and Itladder, Loss oi Annethrough the world trying to lind beams to
Nervous liotmity, &c., it is unrivalUyipepaia.
knock and thump his head against, dis- led. Jo females It is especially recommended for
irregularities of the menses, and disorders peculputing every man’s opinion, lighting and all
iar to their system, as it can he
ALSO
with perfect
elbowing, and crowding all who differ safety. In malarious districts it isused
a great
preventfrom him. That, again, is another ex- ive of Fever and Ague.
Chas. S. Faulkner, Wholesale Agent,
(Hher people have their opinions,
treme.
40 Barclay-st., New York.
so have you; don’t tail Into the error of
Sold by S. A. IK)WES & CO., Belfast, Me.
3m43
supposing they will respect you more for
turning your coat every day, to match
the color of theirs. Wear your own colors
in spite of winds and weather, storms and
WHEREAS, I HAVE CONTRACTED WITH
sunshine. It costs the vacillating and ir- the town of Knox for the support of a pauper, John And many other articles of utility, all of which I
Smith, and have made
for the supto sell at small
advance, indeed so small to
resolute ten times the trouble to wind and port of said Smith at ample provision
my house,—this is to forbid all ripose
undersold would be ruinous to the Dealer.
scuffle and twist, then it does honest, man- persons from harboring or trusting said pauper on
Hi vi'Co'ntr and, Sup. Mti.Jgft
my account. I shall pay no bills thus contracted.
ly independence to stand its ground.
Knox, May;i, 1871. ;<wn* JAMES IIHHHNS.
G. R SLEEPER.

DRY

GOODS.
Retail,

Styles
satisfactory.

THE

April

25, 1871.

HEW CARPETS

Extract

Juniper,

G-. R. SLEEPER’S.

New Cloths &
Hats &

QAIITIOIV!

TUB

BLOOI>,

TRIAL

CONVINCES !

MRS. FOWLER

IS

Belfast & Mocsehead L, R, R,

OB

Including Scrofula and Eruptions of the skin, Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, Heart
Disease, and General Debility.

H. H.

Boots,

general

hours; and also by its
and STIMULATING
System, i9 remarkably eili-

Clothing,
Caps,

Curtains & Fixtures.

Volatile Solution of Tar
For INHALA TION without application of HEAT.
remarkably YA LUA III.E discovery as the whole
apparatus can he carried in the vest pocket, ready at
any time for the most ellectual and positively curative use in
A

All

.

of lli<- A4IMK. I'll IIO IT
and Ll'lKiiN.
THE COMPOUND

..

TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,

Fur usu in connection with the ELIX IK TAR is
combination of the TWO most valuable ALTERATIVE Medicines known in the Profession, and
renders this Pill without exception the very best
ever offered.
•Send fur Circular of 1*0*1 Tl V E ( I IIEN
to your Druggist, or to

L. F. HYDE &

SOLE PROPRIETORS,
110 A’. l'-J, St., Nar York.

For Terms

Apply to

us

on

and for sale by the
Rl iBH «»r «« \ t
tOll, Also ('raekerw, l*it kl«*w. lieu hujts.
A«*., besides a good assortment of fruit and eon

f'ectionery.

to

tli«» Court llous«>

Searsport, April 3,1871.

tf30

NIIWOITOX,

j^DWARD
Attorney at Law anil Real Estate Agent,
SAINT PAUL, Minnesota.

Special attention paid to conveyancing and examination ot titles of Real Estate; The
of taxes; or The collection and investmentpayment
of money; The purchase and sale of Lots and Lands in the
city of Saint Paul, or elsewhere In Minnesota.
()wing to the great and constant rush of emigration to Minnesota with St. Paul ft the centre of the
Railroad and Commercial System of the North
West, real estate in this vicinity is rapidly rising In
value, offering splendid inducements lor the investment of capita).
Money freely commands high interest, with tirst-class security on real estate mortFurther Information given without charge,
gages.
to all desiring it.
Post Office address, 217 1-2 Third Street, Saint
Paul, Minnesota.
tl34.

Schooner for Sale.
The Sell IDA MORTON, of 73 tons,
m.built of white oak, an«l in good order, will he sold at a bargain. Enquire
o.

Hellast, March 1, its? 1

Ladies!
You

uu«, Agent.
U34

Ladios!
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also with the

trimmings

Kid Gloves

Dyed
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Iggtg
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Cleaned,

AT THE

Steam Eye
E.

Pucksport, Me.

House.

BABBIEK & CO.,

Office at B. F. WELLS’S
Main Street, Belfast.

in., a

very

good

in S.liiWill he

The subscriber is still at the old

No..{CITY BLOCK,

stand,

lli»ii SI roof,

where may be found a very large and well selected
stock of the above articles,
embracing about every
variety and style in the Market. He invites his old
customers and ull others in want ot
anything in the
SHOE line to give him a call before
purchasing.
A good stock ot

Myalgia

Am! all kind of

Findings constantly on

hand.

Also

Trunks, Valises, and Travelling
Bags.
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For Pain.

Rare Chance for Sale
A VALUABLE HOTEL STAN 1)

IN SEARSPORT, ME.
This medicine is, without the possibility ot a doubt,
the very best remedy known tor the following ana
WELL KNOWN, Meuraporl lluuxf
rplIE
all kindred diseases
(\
/ndu/cstion, stiveuess, Liver 1. three stories high, finished in Modern style,
Coviplai it. /‘ites, lleaiiachc, Heartburn, Dyspepsia, and
containing .15 or more large and convenient
/>
in i-, Scrofula, Salt Ilhvum,
Languor,La: in ess, rooms, is now ottered for sale. Attached is a Stable
DiLilitu, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach, «jv.
new, 40x70, both House nnd Stable abundant
nearly
l»y. hie timely use ot this medicine the blood is ly supplied with water. The LIVERV STOCK,
purified. The appetite is restored. The system is H to
10 Horses,
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. The breath I will also be sold. Caniages. Harnesses, Robes, &c.,
is sweetem d.
I he complexion is beautified.
And
This Hotel Is the only Public House, in the place
the general health is
Is situated in the central
part of Seat sport, at the
head of Penobscot Bay.oueof the most beautiful
11 E S T O 1E
in the world for fishing and sailing, which
bays
flic best Roots, Herbs and Parks enter into the
renders Searsport a fine summer resort, one t hat
composition of this Remedy, making it a simple has
become very popular with the traveling
ami sate, as well as an unfailing cure lor all diseases ;
and whose patronage is constantly increasof the blood.
ing. Fine roads afi'ord every facility, for pleasure
CJKo. C. GOODWIN It CO., Poston.
For sale driving,
Jiuos.'t-l
by all Druggists.
j Boston and Portland Steamers tall here daily
within six miles of Railroad communication with
daily trains for Boston and Portland. One of the
most desirable locations in Maine, for the Hotel
OT I V K !
and summer resort, sold on uecount of business in
nils IS TO FOR Pin ALI. PERSONS FROM California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate
crossing mv land in Purnham, without liberty, as 1 attention.
Full particulars as to terms of sale Ac., ou applihall prosecute according to law.
cation to the proprietor.
A. T. F.DMONDS.
W. II. MATHEWS, Sear-port, Me.
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Belf;i3i

It has a wide range of application. The -wre amt
immediate relief from iiaiu. imiispcnsihh
Colds, Cough, Diarrlue, Dysentery, Cholera \.
Made expressly for those win* want the best,..!.'!
Non.- others need ! v
know after they get it.
Kvery person ought to have it, whether at hum.
all
Sold
abroad.
by
Druggists.
March HU, 1871.
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public,
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AMERIC AN HOUSE

most

Senator,tons,
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I. it
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Is an unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion, Ire.
from stuin, ami Its healing properties are such, that
if once one becomes acquainted with them, they will
always keep It on hand. For Chapped Hands, Fim
pies on the Face, Sore Lips, Sore F.yes,and Lesions
of Cutaneous and Mucous surfaces. It is the most
positive cure. Among all the rrtdiclnes tor Catarrh,
nothing approaches the benign action of this up
It quickly restores the glands of the
plication.
mucous membrane of the nasal cavities to a normal
and healthy action, No family should be without, it
a single day.
Full directions accompany each article, Sold by Druggists.

v- ss. l in
every reand Rigging, lias 1J0
sold very low.
K. li. GARDNKU.
tl 18

•,,

V.

Is put up in rolls, fitted for family use, and no family
should lx without it. Its healing properties are unequalled by any .Salve ever before in u. It- idle
kive qualities are such, that it cannot be wu.-hed oil
of exposed surfaces, like wounds on the hand.-,
It immediately sooths and removes the pain of an
inflamed bore, and quickly puts an end to all symp
toms of malignancy. Try it and you will m >
In
willing to be without it.
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The PAIN of Rheumatism fades a way !•<■ -in
of this Liniment so rapidly and so penuaiu nt!»
everyone who has used it, is astun.died at i'
tary effects.
The M YAl.(«I(’ PI I.LS restore all the -is-r<i
r.
and cleanse the blood, making a comphta return of the disease
I ry tbem.
by all Druggists.
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Among the medicines (or Rheumatism, \\ IN'.
MYAI.H1C LINIMKM and MlAHili Mi
stand far ahead of all other-, none even nppi
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Sole & Upper Leather,
Calf Shins, Splits, Lasts,
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Salt !ii,.
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muscle, and the other pain
means muscle pain.

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers (fee.
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Myalgic Liniment, Myaigic Pills

Bxiy me, and I’ll do you Good.’
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The Great Remedy For

11

Tin*
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NOW

SOI,!) i: V MOST PiiCdGlS IS IN All. PAULS
OP TUI'; WOUl.P.
a cents.
Pi'ici
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt
of Mxty cents, or lour paekages tor two dollars, lieware of count.-rieit and worthies^ imitations.
See
that my private .stamp, which is a positive guarantee d geiiidm lie.--.-:, i- upon the outside wrapner.
U no mber tiiis private Mump, issued by the United
Stales Government expressly lor stamning my medieiein s, h ;:- m\ portrail, mum and address, and the
words
l S. Ceriilieat" of Genuineness," engraved up,on it. and need not 1
mistaken.
Don’t be
su-indlid by na-.eiiir- and ..thers representing
tin iiiM'lve as I »r. Sage. 1 am tin < nly man now living that has tin- knowledge and right to manufacture the (leonine 1 »r. Sage's Ciianh
Uemedy, and f
never t r ivel to .lit his medicine.
U. V. PIPUCK. AI. P,
1
-!:noSeneca Street, Ptillalo, N. Y.

on.

"v'tlir'MInlU

I"
I
vucii-_-Tf.il m.inlet

TET1R!

1

lyr

I >r. Dow since lM.,, hav'ug eonlined his whole attention to an clltee practiu tor the cure ot Private
1 list as.
a; id
Female < ’oni plaint s, tick now ledges no
up riorin tin' United States.
X. P.
All letters must contain one dollar, or
t hey w ill not bo answered.
<nlice hours from s A. M. to P. M
lyr.'t
lioston, .July Jh.
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II. Tit ni.-'li< im*
nj*r,
'!.*n •'I IV.mu its ••in*.\\ hich arc trul>

WITi'

GEO. N. A H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.
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Sacks, &c.,
DYED, CLEANED, & PRESSED,
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The location is more accessible to all part ot N* w
York and Brooklyn than any other hou-< in the
stages pass the Hotel every
city. The
three minutes besides various lines ot street car-,
one of which intersects every other rout*- in N w
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton f erry, mukt
it convenient lor those wishing to visit Hie Fit, ot
Churches," as from this Ferry diverge all the j.i m
cipal railroad routes in the city ot Brooklyn.

l>!.\ how, l’h'.-ieiun ami Surgeon, No. 7 Kntli>i! -tni'i, Po- tun, i- cun.-nil ted daily lor all diseases
j incident to tin- lemah -\-1«-m. Prolupus Uteri or
Falling of tin- W.im! Flucr Albus, Suppression,
and other M• 11 ? Mil I >.rnng< im-1»t, are all treated
! oil it- w pathological priiicioh s, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a tew day*. .So invariably certain is
I ill* n> \v mode of treatment, that most obstinate
! complaint- }iehl muler il, ami the atllicteil person
-ooii n jo Ices in j >♦
lei t In alt.li.
hr. i;i.\v lias no doubt had greater experience in
t he cure ol diseasi s o( woiin n than any other phy| ieian in
Po-ton.
I
Poarding accommodations tor patients who may
| wish to stay in Poston a tew days under his treat-

Dresses,
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United States Hotel,
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have your
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Money Refunded.
by all Druggists and country stores.
F. 15. IIIESKFLL, Proprietor, ltangor, Me.
t». C. tioodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents,
11.u.
over Street, Boston, Mass.
Price
cents pi
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the Premises.

JKNNKTTK I>. HOUSTON
SAKAII J. HOUSTON.

roa

15r

inform you, reader, that Pr. Wonman, has discovered a
derlul, or ;sii\
remedy
tliat cun. -- i,oii.-umijilioii, wlu-n flic lungs arc halt
eon.su jm d, in sh- rt, will cm
all diseases whether of
or
makm«n
live
mie,
mind, body
forever, and
leave deal !i io play for want. •>) work, and is designid to snake ->:ir sublunary spin re a blissful Paradise,
to wliic'i ileaven itself shall be but a side show.
bi" b'-ird enough of that kind of humbugPut when 1 tell you that Pr. Sage’s Catarrh
ry.
Itemed-, will ]•->-:ivi 1> cun- tin wor.-t eases of <’atarr!: in the iiead. I only usvrt that which thousarnl--- e;>u
'tiiy to. A j>h uuphlet giv ing symptoms
and other inform .non
at free to any address. This

PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Block.
Rockland, Jan. 2fi, 1871.
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Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
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Broadway

A Perfect Title Given

U

J
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B.l

Scald Head, King worms, Fleers, Ruin
Salt liheum, Chillblaius, Scalds, Pimples, I;l«.t« h»
Frosted I imba, Inflamed Eyes, Pile-., and all l.i -\
tiona of the Skin.
Also good lor Scrut-I,
n

AT

FOR SALK AT A BA lid A IN.

oil,
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p
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ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!

HIGV1.

Belfast, Maine.

\VI; OFFKR FOR SALE THE
Eastern sections of lot No. 12, in
the first division of lots In Searsport. This section will extend
lrom the bay to the northern extremity of said lot No. 12, embracing tillage, pasture and woodland.
It contains about .‘to acres, and is
well watered. On this lot is an
Orchard of Young Apple Trees.
Nortli of the bay
road is one of the finest building spots between Belfast amt Searsport. This laud is about three miles
from Belfast bridge, and about two miles lioiu
Se- sport Village.

cri; e

'MACII INKS

Received

III
1

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS
Near Fulton Ferry, NKW YOUR.
This well known and favorite Hotel has recent!)
been renovated, remodeled and furnished new ami
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, and has ample accomodation lor tour huudr<

TWO STORY DWELLING

m ilium.

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK

Siihe

TETTER! TET1ER!

Ik

F R EM II AN I >SOM!i,

I•

I

mee

Ilieslvoll's

SEWING
r p

?

ai 111:x n m

WANTED!

CAUTION.—All genuine ha? the name Peruvian
SYRUP,Ui(noC -‘.Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the gluss
A
32-pago pamphlet^sent, free. J. P. Ulnsmoue
Proprietor, 30 Dey St;? New York.
bold by ali Druggists.

BELFAST,

:
Oin ordkr ro ( lom; a con.
corn, the Two Story House m A. I.
in Rockland, on .South side ol Hockland street, adjoining Renj, min
Knowlton's, will ho sold very low,
and possession given immediately.
'1 he house
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, tiv
six minutes walk from the Cost (Mice, High Sdu ol
and Churches. It contains sixteen finished room
numerous closets and other conveniences.
C.-Ilar
under the whole. The liou-e is in good repair, has
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spar.
el
cious entries, above and below, all which
gantly papered and painted. It is very suitable t<
a private dwelling, or lor a Hoarding House, and
convenient for one or two families. A perfect title
ie
will be given free from all claims to dower,
premises may be examined on application to !’• nj.
Knowlton, or to

>r.It '-'
it applied
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SHOE STORE!

Fail

recent cold in three to six
IT A LI.SING, HI R I EYING

A
\

custom-

\ i--odeums could not answer. He laid
rate in the ashes and howled.
I 8. A. llLOn^ETT, having
lo catoii himsoU in hi- new Uriel;
••Dot up. and don’t he a fool,” said BetShop,opposite L. A. Kmnvlion \
I me amiable.
“I heard you and
v
(Vs. Store, woulil inform In- .>l«l
customers ami the needy public, t li.il
•ih* r Tim conspiring at the door that
hi- is ready to attend to all jolts in Ids line, includlay, and 1 watched you go to the ash hole, ing Ship
work and general repairing.
an-1
o,.n
humd out what you had hid
Belfast, Feb. 8, 1.871.
there.
Woman is a weaker vessel, no
doubt, but she don't put twelve thousand
dollars where the first match that comes
handy can burn it. up; here are the bonds,
Nieodemus for ten thousand dollars.
1
kept, two for my honesty.”
Pour Nie.-demus! He gathered himself1
up '-ut -I the ashes, and took his bonds—
No. 13 Main St root,
uh.it was left*of them.
He rather thinks
THE BEST AM) CHEAPEST PEACH TO
it pays be~t, <ni tire whole now, to tell Bet-*i
buy your
sey Jane.
Shoes and Rubbers.

PINE TREE TAR,

SODA
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ri’ 9 5
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tie. Mineral Wafer,

Ginger
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MANUFACTURERS

■

FO It

EQUALED in Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, Asthma,
Bronchitis, and Consumption.

MV.

Gen. Agents,
San Francisco. < b
and 52 and 31 Commerce Street, New York,
gar SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALER^.

very moderate, (,'omnuinie it i..n- -acharges
\
far
credly confidential, and all may rely on lmn w ith
m.
the strictest secrecy and confidence. whati •I
iCat ;< r. d by t he tveeppon of, and great demand
or
situation
o|
an\
on.
be the disease,condition
for. liii
valuable and timely treatise, and also
married or single.
t" m«
,:i :.l iii d of 1 lie present age, the author
Medicines sent by Mail and Lxpross to all } irt- .1 has ju -(
:bli.d;; d
li< w
-ook, t rent i ug exclusively
the I'nited States.
ol M.i:\-i;
A N1 > Ml.MAh D1SKASKS.
150
Ali letters requiring advice must contain o:n hol- I pp. cloth, Price
si;xt
rtr. on
receipt ot
tin
answer.
lar to insure
lor lli< oilier two hook--, po-tuge paid.
Address Du. I-.. Dix,No.‘21 Kmlicott Street, I'.o-‘i he-i are hevon icomparison, tin* most extraton. Mass.
ordinary work- on L’Ip, siology ever published.
I here is nothing whe ver that the Makuikd ok
Boston, Jan. 1, lfcol —1 yr.
c in either require or wish
Sin
o! 1 a ni
i: -i
to aioiv. ia.i what i< fuily explained, and many
r
O TIIK LAD1KS.—The celebrated DK. I.. MX
matt'!
>1 tic
mo
and inti resting
important
particularly invites all Ladies who need a iled
eh aet
are intioi c. cu 1
which no allusion even
icul or Surgical adviser to call at his
an he : .tnul m an
ther
works
in our language.
Kmlicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will hud
'.'. Iii
in
Aii h.
uii
oi the author, w hose ixarranged for their special accommodation.
nover before tell to the
Dlt.DlX having devoted over twenty jc.r- •«
lot
ol .i:y ma.'a. are gi
i;
■; i.
.No person should
this particular branclt of the treatment <-( dl
he Without t he
alii I'd, books.
eases peculiar to females, is now conceded Ly ail,
•\ ,io
We have received the
'Mi-,
lhe.es.
(both in this country and Kurope, that to- e.v
valuaide ;.!• iicai wik.-. published by the lhabody
ull other known practicioners in the safe, -j• ■; v
Medical I a-' iiulc.
These hooks arc o{ actual merand etl'cctual treatment of all female complaint
it. -nil-' .ii! 1 lind a .lace in every intelligent famillis medicines are prepared with the xpr<
; urly. They are not 11.< cheap order of abominable
posc of removing all diseases, such a- <1* tdlity,
trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purweakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of cha-ed
jo gratify coarse ta-ti s, but are written by a
the womb, also discharges which tiow from a morre.- pon.'iib. proti-si uial gentleman ol eminence, as
bid state of the blood. The Doctor D m-w fully
a -onte. ..i instruction on vital matters,
prepareil to treat in his peculiar style loth medi- which lamentable ignoranee exi ts. Theconcerning
important
cally and surgically, all disease- of tie (email
.'iii jeej pre-'ented
! re..ted with delicacy, ability,
and they are respectfully invited to e.ih at
a.. I ear.*, and.
an
app-nulix, many useful proH’o.'^1 Rmliniit «*r.
i.
a
P
n
din:- con.plaints are added."
ii)t
;
'»•
K. public ,u I uie.-ter, N. II.
nt ii;.
Ali letters requiring advice must
I"
autlior ot tin
hooks t- one ol the most
far to insure an answei.
I. o'.i'd uni j
ai- ph\
i i.; a s ot the day, and is
lloston.Jan. is? Iyr.
eio ith d to tie- e; it itinh* <d our race tor these mval**•-!•; product i<.*
l' seems to be his aim to iuducc
men and w one. u to a\ oid the cause of those diseases
)I. IC E M IXTEII !
to wilieii they an .-u!>i.a" and lie
tells them just
AS AN KDITolt, OB ASS( •(' I A 1 I
H n »11.
how and w lien to :.> it.
Chronicle, Farmington,
Good references given. Address \. ^ /.
Maine. S. pi. r. IJournal Hina
hither hook u lit by mail on receipt ol price.
t fir
M. II. The author of the above
r.elfasl, >1 til..
mitral medical
works is the ( hu t Consulting Physician of the
Peabody .Medical Institute, and is so constantly erapin;. >il ia con.-uhat ion with invilids Irom all parts
.T O LL N
of the country, t lat he has m> time to attend to
mere hiisint ,-s details.
Therefore all letters should
it
he.iddn
the PKAIiODV MKIHCAL INSSTIII TK of hr. \V. II. PAKKliK the Medical Assistant ol t he .mt lior, a ad his Pusiness Agent, who,
Maim-.
a- will a- the auilior him elf, may he* consulted on
if-.
all diseases re.paring skill, secrecy and experience.
In'n i"
v am- Ckaktix IiIU.ikf.
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are

SOLUTION AND COMPOUND ELIXIR

FIRST AND ONLY SOLUTION ever made in
one mixture of ,41.1. TUB TH EI.1E valuable active principals of the well known curative

.'.'.0,000 COJtiCS

lor

VAiI»>.\.
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inc,
da
de-

I, jo M
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and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever iiiuii <m-m u n
are literally dug up audcarrlod out oftlio system in u
short time by the use ofthese Bitters. Oue buttb-m
6uch cases will convince tho most Incredulous of tb.
curative effect.
Cleanse tho Vitiated Blood whenever you fail its
Impurities bursting through tho skin in Pimples. Eruptions or Sores cleanse it when you 11ml it obstructed
and sluggish in the veins; cleanse it when it Is t«»u!,
and your feelings will tell you when. Keep the bl<»
pure and tho health of the system will follow.
PIN, TAPE and other WORMS, lurking In tin*
system of so many thousands, aro effectually destr.-,.
edand removed. For lull directions, read careful i-.
the circular around cacli bottle, print'd in four 1 mguages—English, German, French and Spanish.
J. WALKER, Proprietor. R. II. MCDONALD & (

every
i; (11 Ui!.. OIL SKI.F 'IlKSMliMedical Tre.-tise on Hie Cause and
r.\ i.i tv i’iu.i:
11 ui; Di:Can- .o
in \
'»i s
Ml I'UVSK A 1. DlCnil.I.INI In MAN. N i.
11 i, Ii v r< >« no' io:i \, and all other diseases ••risni Tii, ni: tiii; Inihsing [Voui ll:. 1.mail hi
i:i .!;••:■
Kxi
i.- «>( mature wars.
This is
indeed a imox tor every ma;
rrice only $1.00 ".<>

or

cured, it possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known n
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, \ci, n
an
gardless of the life and health of other-, tin
those among them who even perjure t ii■ ni~.
contradicting giving mercury t>> tIn ir pat hid -■, or

tliat it is contained in tluir nostrums ,-n th.;
usual lee’’ may be obtained for proles-., d1 y >• i:i
‘*
or
the dollar,” or fraction of it.' mav b. obi
ed for the nostrum. It is thus that many <r
ceived, also, ami spend large amount- i.»r
nn nts with quackery.
DR. Dl.VS

SM-ndi

1

I

Mi A
9l(»H(*n.Ni>*

Ii;

buncles,Ring-Worms, Scald-Head,Sore Eyes, Ery-m
elas, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the Skin, IIu:u

(^Pjiaiite !5*<*vcre Blont**.)
Mi:. \V. H. PAUK.KK, Asistant Physician.

A

th.'

A.Kin*''

■

No. -1. Bulfinch Street, Boston.
Iiii'Jirhii;no- crri'i/boily.
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anti
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Liver,

Biters

U< * 1H
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Made of Poor Hum, Whiskey. Pro,'I -u*iru*
and Refuse l.iquoi’H doctored,spiced
cned to please the taste, called TonU-s,
vpp
ers,” ‘‘Restorers,” &c., that lead the tippler on t
j
drunkenness and ruin, but arc a true Medicine, mad.of
and
Herbs
l'r«*«*
Roots
Native
California,
from the
from nil Alcoholic Ht'iiiulnnta. They are the
GREAT BLOOD PIRIFIER ami A LIFE
GIVING PRINCIPLE u perfect Renovator ami
lnvlgorator of the System, carrying off all poisonous
matter and restoring the blood to a healthy condition.
No person can take these Bitters according to dic
tion and remain long unwell.
8100 will be given for uii incurable case, provide !
the bones are not destroyed by mineral poison or
other means, and the vital organs wasted beyond tin
point of repair.
For lnflitmniniory nml Chronic It licuninnml Gout, Dyspepsia »r Indigestion.
Bilious, Remittent uud Intermittent lunn-.
Diseases of tile Blood, Liver, Kidut-vs, and
Bladder, these Bittern have been im.-t
lnl.
Huili
Diseases are caused by Vitiated
Blood, which is generally produced by dcrangeun 1.1
of tho Digestive Organs.
DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION, Headache, Bain In the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness <*f the j
Cheat, Dizziness, Sour Eructations of the Stomach, !
Bad taste in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation
of the Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs,Pain In the
regions of the Kidneys and a hundred other painful
•j’mptoms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia.
They invigorate the Stomach and stimulate the t. rpidliver and bowels, which render them of unequal!'-1
efflcacyln cleansing the blood of all impurities, an 1
imparting new life and vigor to the whole pvst.-m
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Eruptions, l«tt, :, Suit
t
Rheum, Blotches, Spots, Pimples, Pustules, IV

Nervous Diseases,

ALd'i-'il

g

«!
S £

Manhood, Womanhood, &

NOSTRUM!-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
n:v,
knowing no other remedy, he relies upon
and gives it to all his patients, in Pills, Drop- &e..
so the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds t->
his so-called Extracts,Specifics, Antidote, Ac., boil*
relying upon its effects in curing a few in a huudr. d.
it is trumpeted in various wn\ tliroughout the b ud :
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, <<uue
whom die, others grow worst- ami an-b it to lin

Carlo &

(i All DINER

Preparations.

cannot expose or contradict them ; or who, Insid.
:
to further their impositions, copy lrom inn!
hooks, much that is written of the qualitic. a ui lrrdm. b
fects ot different herbs and plants, and
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specific
most ot which, if not all, contain Mercury, be.
of the ancient belief of its ‘'curing everything.''
kill more than is ear. d.” •.
but now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injured for lib-.
OF
IGNORANCE
QUACK DOCTORS AND

OF

MISS

f*

through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by tin dead, um

FL(lltK.\(,H

CARD.

W I

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

who know buflittleof the nature and charact< nil
to their cure. S. im <
Special Diseases, and less
lubit forged Diplomas of Institutions or < .b
which never existed in any part of the worid oth
ers exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, hut to in:
t
ther their imposition assume names ot tie .•«-!« b
ed physicians long since dead. Neither he I.. ei\ e.i !•>
M
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ERS,
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Transparent and clear a■; crystal, it will not soil
the linest tabrie—jh rfeetly SA KM, ( I. KAN and KF1 M 110NT—desideratum*
UT.N<» 801 (JUT KOH
AM) FolM) A
I.AS I !
It restores and prevents the Hair from becoming
1
impart .i -olt, g!o-v appearance, removes
Handful!, is eoul and rclre.-diing to the head, checks
the Heir from tailing »>!l, and restores it to a great
x;
u lien
in
prematurely lost, prevents Headaches,
<
-»11 Ilumors, cutaneous eruptions, and unimt
II
i:ra l
i.
AS A lHiKSSINO Fl lit 1 UK H AI It
ii is HIM liKST
AKIKI.KLN'llIK^AilKKT.
UK. <». SMITH, Patentee, Groton Junction,
Mass. Prepared only by PKOCTKIl BKOTHKUS,
(.[mu .-ter, Mass, 'idie Genuine is put up In a panmi bottle. made expressly for it, with the name of
the article Mown in the glass. Ask your Druggist
tor N.atur.-'s Hair LVstorativc, and take no other.
C-.g-Mnciose a 1 hrerccnt st amp, and send for “Treatise on ti.e Human Hair," which is worth $500.00 to
f>mos25*
any person.

TWENTY YEAK.S
1 c
engaged in treatment of Special I>isea->
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers. M. imuch j.
chnnts, Hotel Proprietors, &c.,that In
commended, and particularly to
STRANGEItS AND TIIAYKLLER$S.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and in
tlve quacks, 7/tore numerous in Huston than m other
large cities,

DB, E. F. GARVIN'S

departments.

n
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Heaith-destroyingDrugsused
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WHAT ARE THEY

ti'ucy,

<

tli<‘ linin'. I’lTalniint an<l iKIid

11

of S'min;.

< ur
ti 'ic

fur
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—

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anythin#. v< n
perjure themselves, to Impose upon patients that

\ l.n'iiu'i;

!

r.ncdopt. I'ricesu ent ~.

./

Just I'uii,i >/(< /.i/n;

u

Contains no LAC SULPHUR—
No SUGAR OF LEAD-No
No NITRATE
LITHARGE
OF SILVER, and is entirely
free from the Poisonous and

DR. D1X

he

cirular.

b
b

21 EndicoU Street, Boston,
is so arranged that patients never sec or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office 1
If®. 21, having no connection with his residenc*-.
consequently no family interruption, so that on inaccount can any person hesitate applying at his

In <'li«‘i>iical and .Meiliral Neieaue.

complete

Bear tostimony t-> their W->m
ful Curative EIToets.

£3

NEW DISCOVERY
Informs his customers tlmt

Hundreds of Thousand,

IH

'■

oli -so that was what you were not
oim; t" teli Betsey dane. Aren't you
ham -I of yourself. Nieodemus Ilard-

■

GIVING

NV,
month
the officers and
Cl«- Pension $.*> per
soldi.-rs of the War
1M2, who served sixty

keag Bridge, Bangor.
Bangor, Feb. 20,1S71.
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E U Gr E M I K:
<>i\ Ladies'1 Companion.
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! Read This !

ATTENTION !
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Al IfcSKliY.

I [1 'MAN

RESTORATIVE! VINEGAR BITTa

observation.

Invite the attention of the Trade to their extensive
the above goods, of their own publication, manufacture am/ Importation,

sueli nonsense.
No, the
■»l:s
ve.-sel ; it won’t do to go loo i Without a failure, the past Id years, in all tie
tor whatever purpose, common wear or dress, to
casks
ok
Pilks, Lkpp.osy, Slromi.a, Sai
I'lu-ir heads won't bear it.”
rive us a call and take the great advantage we
It met m lb spkpsia, Catarrh, Nk: rai.oia, ami
oiler them in this Sale, at (iliKATLY UK
tin*
N
M
ulemus passed througli
sin.
all diseases ol the Skin and l'.i.eon, i:v
Pl'CKD l’KICKS. The assortment is
with
the
and out toward the barn
very large and FIRST CLASS, and
1 he utmost courtesy will be shown
d
who
has
an
air of a hen
egg
mj■
all who conic for inspection.
1 don't know where she can hide Entirely vegetable. Used by more than :ou l’!-;.
We have a few ol the
i! i- :!n
ciaus in their practice, here and abroad.
tia i*\es of mankind to the best ad- only medicine ever discovered lor tin- permanent
(KI.Ki; RATED
n.e kitchen was empty and si- cure of all the above diseases. Call and r.-eei\e b.iek
:
in all casi-s ol failure.
Sen; by < \a!,<• went through it.
lint oh! if he your money,
press, (as some do not like to sell it. lumas e ii lias
I a• !m\mii, good looking female
1
never failed to cure, thereby lo.-ing the sale o! hunstole silently out of the pantiw, and dreds of dollars ot remedies that m-\- cure.) > 1 a
sold everywhere.
Send lor circular- live
bottle,
h ntfv followed him on his way to- II. 1). FOWUE,
Chemist, lloston.
ard the. bain.
ill be.-1 in u a which we oiler in tin*
Mr- I larding eame back in about twenabove sale.
n
;iut*
or so, with a face red from supWe will insert an advertisement
•! hlllgllUT.
v .June." she said,
Don't tell
gig- ONE M O K T XI
into li- rgingham apron.
"You :ir<*
In Thirty-one First-class
v\
-man man, Nieodemus, ami my
I n N
i- another and a lawfor *1.'*
in large a :--orlinent,
CentN.
Uemember the place,
Including Five Dailn-:-.
iii
the bargain.
Don't tell Betsey
and In* sure to give us a
We refer to the publisher ol this? paper, to whom j
:d• -d ! Two wretches, you deserve
CALL.
our responsibility is well known.
.;!!
in’ll get pretty soon.”
List
Soxxi;
271*
x* o o1
dane
-aid
no
hut
more,
bided
y
Address (i£0. P. ItOHI I !. A CO.,
tin
A week passed a way, and then
.iilvertising .tgent^.
! *i li.-!rim’s wagon drove* up again to
40 iV 41 rail. How. Nvn York.
11e do.... and Nieodemus
sloped into it No*.
\\ i- ntV to the village onee more.
THE LITTLE WONDER.
d! Main direct, Belfast, Maine.
e
I
had a-ked in vain to go.
N ; e..,i, 111 u
was
bound on business— Patented dan. 1, ls'l. Agents wanlul ovenwln i.
tf-Ji)
100 per et. protit.
April 11, Is; 1.
mai!, .;.',e. .Semi at
.Samjdes
by
m
\\.,ieh a woman could not under- once for circulars and testimonials. I.itj'i W<>\
: .nd,
he loftily exclaimed. He, lord l»l liMT’o Co., la & i; Court is!., Poston, Mass.
oid ui ler. well out of sight, Betsey Jane
ab.ait that business a woman could
la ml.
with a merry twinkle in
in 1«
a

ALHKHT .CJ JHJ.RCJ KSS,
72 MAIN ST.,
Belfast, Maine.

lays.

EXPERIENCED

OVER 60,000 CORES

painted

MV

assortment oi

Stockings, &c.,

NATURE’S REMEDY.'

vju

SALE

ff'OSk

Also,

FRAGRANT SAPOLIENE

or a new

by Mail or Express, solicited and will
prompt attention,

mr Orders

591

Drawers,

Cleans' Kid Gloves and all kinds ot Cloths and
Clothing removes Paint, Greese, 'far, &c., instantly
without the least injury to the tint -1 labric. Sold
I i.’\
by Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealer-.
GUAM SAPOLIFXF Vu„
P.r.elay St.. New
-!«'•
La
Salle
Vork,
St., Chidtgo.

The Great Blood

ton Process.
lid. The SPIRAL COGS used on this Wringer
gives the utmost ease and steadiness In working,
and will not throw out of gear.
:id. The ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily
adjusts this Machine to tubs of any size or thickness
fastening the whole width of the Wringer.
•1th. SIMPLICITY,STRENGTH,and BEAUTY
are combined in this Machine, with all the requisites
of a first-class Wringer.
Prices as low as other standard Wringers.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.

Shirts,

Flannels,

Invented tty the late llisiiop Soki.k, is creating a
revolution in the cure ot S< i.vrn a, Uukkmatis.m,
NT:i I’.Ai.t.iA, Kii»Nh\ and Spin \ i. Complain -.
Sot:tc Throat, Sprains, &c. The cures elK-cted
by it are almost beyond belie!. Trv it, use nothing
else, and yon will be cured. It i- the only cure for
that dreadful disease, Sciatica.
For sale by Druggists, price $l.r.u per buttle. 1\
W. KYDELI& SDN, Proprietor-, Ln ton, M a-s.

m-\ er

1st. The ROLLERS are of large size and Best
Quality of White Rubber, and are secured to their
Shafts in the most permanent manner, by the Moul-

j

BISHOP SOULE’S LINIMENT.

do. never!” thought
:ami- to himself, shaking his head.
aid

Ajfiiont.

And lor this reason; it is an exact counterpart ot
one ot the most valuable natural medicines in the
We refer to the great Selte/er Spring ot
world.
Germany, to which thousands ot the dyspeptic, tin
the
[rheumatic, and the victims ot \enal
billions,
discuses resort annually, and return to their homes
convalescent or cured. The Aperient is one ot the
lirsi and by l'ar,the most siiccc.--.iul ot :i 11 the etlort.made to reproduce, in a portable form, the popular
mineral waters ot Europe. .**«•«• ili;U >«»** purtli.ite only the g**i»nin«* article.
SOLD 15V ALL DRUGGISTS.

common Cloths, propose to sell them from lO
*0 per cent. below what they have ever been
o.i' ivtl in this Market. They will sell pood,

durable SITES of heavy CLOTH INC for
Hood all WOOL CLOTHS,
Horn 20 cents to $1.00 per
v ml, such as has been previously sold from $1.00
to $1.*25 per yard. A
large lot oi lur
uishiner poods

Of a far lli^hfr ( lass (ban.any other proprietary medicine of tin* day stands

Tarrant's KllVrvscmit Sdkzor

Clothing

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE
FOLLOWING REASONS:

receive

and
t.i

••

Made

Heady

boys.

!;••:.* :*‘iiip-*>t in v< n horned moon.
And lightning in yon cloud;
hark the numi- mariners.
1
wind is piping loud;
ii' wind is piping ioud, my boy*.
I la* lightning tla-diing fret—
\\ liil<- tin hollow oak our palace is.
mr heritage lhe sea.

•Dr. WALKER'S CALI.

oil. li. OI VS
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

54 Main St., Belfast, Maine.

THE GREAT CAUSE

A GREAT m-'r-

HAIR

BOTIIfcSEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

-t;

■

\

at

MATURE'S

omer

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.

RELIANCE_

prices and on easier terms than can be found elsewhere, equally accessible to the city: hotels, churches,
schools, stores, ifcc.; 1>trains daily : Northern R. R.

■

an

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;

M- u, MaiiV»IUVOO» T¥. .1. —Professional
utacturers, Builders and others d* suing business and homes near New York, should ex nnine

an
a flowing m a.
i;
in-1 that follow^ fast,
d ii'
the while and rustling sail,
\
mis the gallant mast:
mb the gallant mast, my boys,
'A
like the eagle free.
V
I in- good ship ll'.<•>. Hid leave*
•
1 Knglaiid on the lee.

\

\

WRINGER.

<

<

a

RELIANCE

WILL BE FORFEITED 15V Du. L.
D1X if failing to cure in 1<-s.; time
pnysician, more effectually and pery
manently,’with less restraint from occupation or less
exposure to all-weather.with sale and pleasant modan

Till;
ways
Dr.

lli> lip- to break

v

GRAND SALE

H

1*

H iin

fm

If low

AIJjrRl

All sizes thorough

l,y
C. RURGFSS,

si.sr. lf;,.t.

